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The experiences this chair has had! The amazing performances, concerts and gigs it has witnessed from all around the musical world. From the front row at Carnegie Hall to the stalls at Brixton Academy, from the dress circle of the Sydney Opera House to the bar in Ronnie Scott's — this chair has been there! It has experienced music as it should be heard — alive and vibrant, with every nuance and emotion as clear as the musicians intended.

The Rotel 02 Series is a new range of hi-fi from a company with a reputation for delivering award-winning sounds at realistic prices. The 02 Series’ superb sound is the result of Rotel’s Balanced Design Concept — an integrated approach that ensures five star performance.

To find out how the Rotel 02 Series can take you to the world’s greatest musical venues, visit www.rotel.com.

**The Rotel 02 Series**

including the RA-03 amplifier
It's no secret that we here at Hi-Fi World are not completely convinced of the merits of digital audio. Since its inception, myself and publisher Noel Keywood have been more than a little incredulous about the claims made for it, by those (surprise, surprise) trying to sell it...

Think about it; from the very inception of audio right up to 1983, when CD was launched, we saw a continual progression of music formats, each successive medium offering superior sonics to its predecessor. Just as seventy eight RPM shellac was vastly better than the old wire recorders, so 'microgroove' vinyl LPs were a dramatic step up from seventy eights. But Compact Disc broke this trend; with the advent of consumer digital audio in the early eighties we saw a wholesale downgrading of our mass music carrier.

Of course, you could say that the cheap silver disc spinners that replaced most people's budget turntables of that time were superior — and this is a legitimate, albeit arguable point. But for audiophiles, people with passion for music and a desire to get as close as possible to the original sound, the first Philips CD100 CD player did not a Linn Sondek turntable beat.

Now we see history repeating itself with Digital Radio. Has the BBC ever replaced a sonically superior system with a sonically inferior one before? Moreover, does it really know that this is the case? A 'Corporation' spokesman on BBC Radio Four's 'PM' programme recently commented, when asked by the interviewer whether analogue radio sounded better than digital, that it was "subjective"...

With digital, the devil is in the detail. Considering that, to many people's ears, not even 24bit, 192kHz uncompressed PCM can match analogue LP, I'm not convinced that mono DAB at 80kbps (16bit, 44.1kHz) 'subjectively' rivals analogue stereo FM...

Still, despite all this stuff and nonsense from those who frankly should know better, we're not anti-digital; we're trenchant critics because we want it to be brilliant. In this issue, we're showcasing the best affordable audio hardware; from superb sub-£1,000 CD spinners, to sweet and smooth ancillaries, to accessories to make your digital system sound superior.

Just because we don't fawn over the constant stream of new and improved 'silver disc spinners, doesn't mean we don't enjoy digital on a daily basis, which - if you get your silver disc based system working properly - is precisely how it should be.

David Price, editor
Six top sub-£1,000 CD spinners spun in this month's supertest

Three Decades of Digital: 1983 Marantz CD-63 meets its 1994 and 2005 descendents...

Chord's latest digital dreamboat is a stunning way to spend six grand, but can it beat its Origin Live analogue price rival?

NET Audio Sonance DAC: digital - thoroughly modern and musical...

Spendor S8e loudspeaker - warm and sweet like few others, and just what you want for digital.
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Devolo provide a home network and audio streaming solution with a difference with their MicroLink dLAN Ethernet and Audio adapters, says Neal Gibbons.
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They produce stunning scale and authority

Q SERIES

Acoustic intelligence

New long-throw bass units with more than double the excursion, delivering far greater output and much lower distortion.

New wide dispersion Uni-Q arrays with extended bandwidth tweeter for SACD and DVD audio.

All these performance enhancements make the new Q Series the best ever value speaker range from KEF - and that's exactly what we mean by 'Acoustic Intelligence'.
BIG NAIM

Naim Audio has gone straight for the jugular of the famed Linn Sondek CD12 with its brand new high end CD555/555PS CD player, claimed to deliver the ultimate musical performance from a CD. Naim says, “the CD555 doesn’t try to play DVDs, DVD-As or SACDs. It doesn’t have a digital output. It doesn’t have a variable output. The CD555 just plays CDs and at that it excels”. The transport sports a machined transport tray, with high mass to improve suspension characteristics, isolation from chassis and other components, its own infra red reflective coatings to reduce eye pattern interference and noise, an extremely low inertia and low resonance CD clamp, Philips Pro CD mechanism, diecast chassis, very heavy brass subchassis, separate for digital and analogue electronics, analogue stages, filtering and output driver that are from discrete parts, seven-pole output filters, separate low jitter clock circuitry, DACs isolated from electric and magnetic fields, very heavy low resonance casework and a top loading motorized disc door. The 555PS boasts seven regulated power supplies including separate one for the clock circuitry, five secondary windings on the transformer (which is 40% larger than that in XPS2), separate dedicated analogue and digital output sockets (Burndy) to minimise high frequency noise modulation of analogue supplies, and a low resonance case with isolating feet. Naim says there is a separate power supply from the transformer secondary winding, triple regulated, right through to the critical master clock and dejittering circuitry. Special attention has been paid to reducing capacitive coupling of high frequency noises from other supplies into this super quiet clock supply through interconnect cables and wiring looms. Two Burndy interconnects are used between power supply and head unit, one carrying digital supplies and the other analogue to extend this principle of reducing capacitive coupling between power supplies as far as possible. There has been “significant upgrading of power supplies from existing designs. More regulators have been used to isolate the supplies to various parts of the circuit, minimising their interaction.” The DACs are mounted in a “quiet room”, a shielded enclosure to keep their environment free of the varying electric and magnetic fields that inevitably occur in a CD player. For more information, call Naim Audio Ltd. on +44 (0)1722 332266 or click on www.naim-audio.co.uk.

SMALL WONDER

Lehmann Audio’s new Black Cube Stamp shows “that it is possible to save space and supply real high end quality sound reproduction at the same time”, says the manufacturer. This modern switching amplifier is claimed to be equipped with “only the best parts available”; the printed circuit board sports double sided 105μm copper plating, and internal audio cabling is solid core soldered directly to the board and the connectors, avoiding additional plugged contacts. The mini (280x115x42mm) powerhouse delivers up to 20W per channel at 4 Ohms, making it good to go with speakers of 88dB or more. It’s designed to work with the Black Cube Linear preamplifier and Black Cube Decade or Silver Cube reference phonostages. It can be mounted beneath desktop tables, in or under cabinets or on walls by using the optional mounting kit. For more information, call Henley Designs on +44(0)1235 511 166 or click on www.henleydesigns.co.uk.
“No PC 4 MP3”

And no, we don’t mean Politically Correct.

What we do mean is you can now record MP3 copies directly to your MP3 player or USB storage device* without using your PC. Not only that, but you can also record your CDs and DAB radio in MP3 format. And playing back your music couldn’t be easier through the USB port or the AUX input on the front panel which is suitable for iPod playback.

Our new Reference Series CR-H255 CD Receiver has total connectivity by way of USB front panel connection.

All these new features coupled with the exceptional build quality and component level of performance that you have come to expect from TEAC.

So now you can connect directly to your MP3 Player without the need of a computer.

The new Reference CR-H255.
DAB radio + MP3 record and playback via the USB port.

Now you can get connected at your nearest retailer.
Contact TEAC on 0845 130 2511 or at info@teac.co.uk

*Please check with your retailer or TEAC for compatibility

TEAC. CD ripping made easy

MP3 player not included

“Get connected”

TEAC
www.teac.co.uk
UNIVERSAL SOLDIER

Denon’s new £249.95 DVD-I920 is claimed to be a major performance upgrade over the previous DVD-I910, and rolls in SACD / DVD-A and benefits from the experience gained in developing Denon’s high-end DVD players. The HDMI and video circuits are said to go way beyond its competitors’ quality at this price. It sports HDMI with HDCP Digital Video for new generation Plasmas, LCD and projectors, HDMI Black Enhancer, HDMI multichannel digital audio transfer, HDMI Bass management, HDMI Video Select - For RGB or Component out via HDMI, HDMI Scaling from Silicon Image 480p/720p/1080i. HDMI digital video is fully specified and gives superb pictures on an HDMI or DVI capable display. The performance 216MHz video DAC and Faroujda Progressive Scan deliver a stunning picture via the component output and make the DVD-I920 an ideal complement to current Plasma and LCD screens. RGB on SCART delivers the best picture for standard TVs. It plays CD, SACD and DVD-AUDIO discs, plus CDR/RW discs carrying MP3, WMA9 and MP3-VBR files, 24bit / 192kHz Audio DACs. Size is a compact 434x300x75mm. For more information, click on www.denon.co.uk.

CROFT ORIGINAL!

Croft’s new Vita preamplifier features: a four valve circuit with three or five line inputs, with the option of a MM or MC phonostage with the former option. There’s a choice of chassis, an E-A stepped potentiometer and specially selected components, all hardwired by British craftsmen using silver solder and specially selected cables. Watch out for a review in Hi-Fi World soon! For more information, call Eminent Audio on +44 (0)1902 716804, or click on www.eminentaudio.co.uk.

IKONIC STATUS

DALI’s range of no-nonsense audiophile speakers feature the company’s proprietary, hybrid high-frequency ribbon soft dome tweeter module and new mid/low driver unit designs, all based directly on their much more expensive Helicon and Euphonia series. The IKON series consists of the shelf/wall-hanging IKON 1 and IKON ON-WALL, the latter capable of doubling as rear-channel in a multichannel system, the IKON 2 (stand), the floorstanding IKON 5, IKON 6 and IKON 7 as well as the dedicated centre channel IKON VOKAL 1 and VOKAL 2, and finally the active 250 watt powered subwoofer IKON SUB. The speakers use, variously, a 17x45 mm ultra high-frequency ribbon tweeter with separate rear chamber, 8mm soft dome tweeter, flexible voice coil brids and magnetic oil, 4", 5", 6.5" and 12" custom-made drivers with lightweight fibre/pulp cones, low-loss suspension, strong magnet motors and airflow-optimised diecast aluminum baskets. MDF cabinetry is used, with low resonance sandwich baffles, hardwired crossovers and sturdy, gold plated biwiring terminal. Diecast-aluminum feet, steel spikes and vibration-absorbing feet complete the package, along with Light Walnut or Light Oak high-grade vinyl finishes. The range starts at around £200. For more information, click on www.daldal.dok.dk.

DANCING MOOD

Black Rhodium’s new Disco loudspeaker cable is claimed to transform your hi-fi through its clarity and definition. Despite of its relatively modest price, the cable is claimed to have “an impressive musical performance”, thanks to “carefully chosen high quality materials and precise care and attention to detail at every stage of production”. Specs include high grade 0.75mm2 tinned Oxygen Free Copper Conductors insulated in Silicone Rubber 6.3mm diameter, attractive, contemporary styling. Price is £41/m, with £24 termination cost to 4mm/spades. A new, more expensive loudspeaker cable, the £25/m Salsa uses two core 19 x 0.45 Silver plated Copper Conductors insulated in Silicone Rubber 9mm diameter. For more information, call Black Rhodium on +44 (0)1322 342 233
Have we got turntables? Do bears... no, forget that. Of course we have!

We don’t have a problem with turntables at all (some shops seem to have - how much choice do you see in your local hi-fi store, that is if they even sell proper hi-fi any more). This venerable way to reproduce music in your home still happens to offer the most realistic sound quality of anything available today. You can spend a fortune on the latest digital components to still only get a fraction of what even a relatively modest cost vinyl front end has to offer. You probably already have the “software” for it tucked away in a corner somewhere, assuming you’re not a vinyl user already. And, the best thing is, it’s not going to become obsolete - you won’t have to worry like the digital aficionados do about the next miracle format and having to repurchase everything again! Provided you look after them, those vinyl discs contain an almost unlimited amount of information, and as you gradually upgrade your front end, you get to hear ever more of it.

Our advice on turntable/arm/cartridge matching is second to none (provided, obviously, you purchase from us!) and our subsequent building of your turntable will ensure you get the full performance from it (we see quite a few turntables purchased elsewhere or second-hand which aren’t working properly). We also don’t forget about you after you walk out the door, it remains important to us to keep your deck working to your satisfaction over the years. Just thought we’d remind you that vinyl playing is still our priority!

However...

Even we have to face the fact that more and more of (to us) people tell us they visit us for digital for analogue. Er, yes. So, we have to be very making some absolutely superb digital products example. Consonance also make some wonder-(pictured) is the latest wonder from this company, also a complete departure for this price range (the upsampling DAC and a valve output stage, all in a

But it’s not only the Chinese who’re making digital waves, as it were. Our own home-grown favourite, Musical Fidelity, have come out with an astonishing two box player, a new model in their acclaimed KW series, the DM 25 transport and DAC. The digital and analogue sections are both effectively “dual mono”, and although you can buy the units separately, there are very few other makes you can use them with because they connect using the esoteric dual mono twin cable system, a method only one or two far more expensive units use. The outcome is sound quality well ahead of what you might expect of the price tag - both units together cost £3995. And, in case you were wondering, those things sticking out the top of the transport are levelling adjusters for the unique isolating feet, nothing more sinister!

And, just a little reminder about the superb Stirling Broadcast LS 3/5a loudspeakers. Now, we know these are about as unfashionable as it gets. Modern speakers are supposed to be big, bold, full of high-tech drivers, and with a multi hundred watt power handling tag. And indeed, most modern designs are just fine for purely electronic music, where tonal accuracy, subtlety, and even soundstaging take second place to sheer grunt. For acoustic music and spoken voice, though, these BBC designed mini monitors are absolutely unparalleled. Even when you hear them playing full orchestral music, or even rock, they are very special. Instruments sound as they were meant to, voices are utterly natural. These are a must hear design if you are a “serious” listener.

Finally, we now have the fantastic Hyperion HPS-938 loudspeakers on demo - sorry, no room for a piccie - book now for a listen.

tel: 020 7724 7224  fax: 020 7724 4347  email: contact@walrus.co.uk  web: www.walrus.co.uk
Here's your chance to win the superb Eastern Electric Minimax M520 valve amplifier, as tested in November's supers페st by Channa Vithana; here's what he had to say:

"Eastern Electric is a joint venture between the Hong Kong based designer Alex Yeung and American Bill O'Connell of Morning Star Audio. The Minimax M520 integrated has taken its nomenclature from what Eastern Electric describes as being "inspired by the most famous Mullard 520 circuit". It is rather nicely specified, designed and built - and considering that the M520 is a new remote controlled valve integrated amplifier, it is very good value at £1,539... The Minimax has a quoted power output of 24W/8ohms in Pentode and 18W/8ohms using Ultra Linear. The Minimax can switch between the Ultra Linear or Pentode settings at the front panel or using the remote control. The Minimax powers on with Pentode by default, which indicates yellow, while the Ultra Linear is lighted in red at the shared PE/UL LED. The all aluminium remote is a stylish affair being solidly hewn and simple to use... Measuring 412x185x415mm the Minimax is superbly constructed in aluminium and stainless steel with a very nice finish overall.

Violins had an authoritative timbre through the occasionally stark but emotionally engrossing 'Trio For Violin, Horn And Piano' by Ligeti. The horn radiated nicely into the room with very good musical timing... The piano had wonderful tonality which was nicely deep and resonant when the appropriate keys were struck... The violins did not have a metallic edge and neither did they portray a softly diffused sweet or lush tonality either. Rather the violins were enjoyably, convincingly good with a level of neutrality that gave a balanced emotionally engaging appeal. The languid tempo of Fleetwood Mac's 'Dreams' from the 'Rumours' DVD-A was superb on the Minimax, with a stunningly clear treble emanating from the cymbals which illuminated a wonderful spatial quality to the rest of the musical structure. The tonality to the midrange frequencies for the drums was also really enjoyable - expressing convincing timbre that spread out across and out into the listening room. Bass lines were deep and dextrous while the melodic rhythm guitar parts had crispness adding their contribution noticeably to the musical structure.

I really enjoyed Eastern Electric's Minimax M520. It did not produce a rose-tinted 'warm', 'liquid' or 'lush' sound yet it was not clinical either. Rather as standard it was a generally well-balanced amplifier. Build quality was excellent, as was the design (two different things) and as a whole with its future valve upgradeability for the eternal tweaker, I believe the Minimax as standard is excellent value for an integrated valve amplifier of its construction and abilities. An extremely even and engaging sounding valve integrated, offering fine build and redoubtable value for money'.

If you'd like to win this superb amplifier, then all you have to do is answer the following four easy questions. Send your entries on a postcard by 30th November 2005 to: December Competition, Hi-Fi World magazine, Unit G4, Argo House, The Park Business Centre, Kilburn Park Road, London NW6 5LF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUESTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The M520's name is inspired by what?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) &quot;the most famous Mullard 520 circuit&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) the weight in kilograms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) the age of the designer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) a Scottish motorway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. What's the quoted power output in pentode mode?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) 24W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) 2.4W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) 240W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) 2.4kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. How did Channa describe the piano's tonality?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) &quot;wonderful&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) &quot;cosmic&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) &quot;outta sight&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) &quot;mashed up&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. How did Channa describe the baselines?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) &quot;deep and dextrous&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) &quot;weird and wonderful&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) &quot;hail and hearty&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) &quot;wind and whishing&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rules and Conditions of Entry

- Only one entry per household
- Multiple entries will be automatically disqualified
- Purchase of the magazine is not a pre-condition of entry
- No correspondence will be entered into
- The editor's decision is final
- No employees of Audio Publishing Limited, or of any companies associated with the production or distribution of the prizes, may enter

Entries will be accepted on a postcard only

September 2005 Stax SRS-4040 EarSpeakers Winner:
Galya Ettchells of Thornton Heath, Croydon

World Hi-Fi Award www.hi-fiworld.co.uk December 2005 Hi-Fi World
Chinese burns

Everybody's talking about the new wave of Chinese hi-fi, ripping through the European audio market like a forest fire, thanks to its interesting, idiosyncratic design and superb perceived valve. But it's not all sweetness and light, as there's a lot of rubbish around too. John May, however, thinks Shanling's CD-T80 CD player shines brightly...

The first thing that usually strikes a reviewer upon receiving something new to audition is the weight! I'm still surprised by the biscuit-tin build of many of today's so-called high-end players, some of them quite expensive. I'm happy to say that straight away the Shanling CD-T80 impressed, weighing 9kg, and measuring a respectable 430x82x370mm. The first surprise I was greeted with upon opening up the box was a black and brown speckled cobra coiled up amongst the packaging, sound asleep! Upon regaining my cool some moments later I happened to notice that this snake had an MK plug where its head should be! Yes the Shanling comes with an 'audiophile quality' mains lead as standard, and a very substantial one at that. Nothing is said about this in the manual, though it appears to be constructed from pretty thick gauge OFC copper cable, and is shielded to keep any RFI nasties out.

The next surprise was the rather hefty remote control. No plastic fantastic parts-bin jobby this one, but proper metal guv'nor - hoorah! It's also the first remote I've ever encountered that comes complete with its own Torx screwdriver which must be used to take off the back panel to insert the batteries. Perhaps a little over the top but it still instils a sense of pride of ownership all the same...

Finish is of a very high standard for the price. The front panel is a very sturdy 1mm thick brushed aluminium slab containing the basic transport controls to the right, a centrally mounted transport tray, and the standby power button to the left. The sides and back panel are again aluminium, with a thick aluminium top plate securely fastened to the top of the deck using eight hex-head screws. When lightly rapped with the knuckles it exhibited a satisfyingly dead 'thrum' that bodes well for vibration control at least. Not too sure about the rather garish LEDs on the front panel, but the mirror-finish LCD display is undeniably funky and works well. The display is also dimmable, if you think that makes a difference.

Around the rear of the Shanling are found some of the sexiest phono sockets I've seen to date (well... we all have our fetishes!) [less said the better, JM - ed.]. These are produced by CMC USA and appear to be pretty expensive items. We have the usual Left and Right phono sockets, plus a third for S/PDIF digital out.
In what is becoming quite common practice these days the on/off rocker switch is also located on the back panel next to the IEC input socket. This ensures that the Shanling is always warmed up, with the standby switch on the front fascia switching off unnecessary front panel LEDs and displays when the unit is not in use.

Curious about the weight of the CD-T80, and impressed by the build quality I decided to take a peek inside to see if this care and attention extended to the internal gubbins. Well, no complaints here either. I was immediately taken with the neat layout and quality construction. Of particular note are the impressive potted power transformer on the left of the transport mechanism which accounts for a fair share of the Shanling's 9kg. Also of note is the fact that the Philips CDM12.10 transport mechanism is itself housed in an aluminium enclosure, affording additional electrical shielding and mechanical damping of the delicate transport within. Such attention to detail is rarely found on CD players with a 4 figure price tag, let alone a mere £650 machine! I was impressed to say the least.

Component quality is equally high with low-ESR Rubycon types taking care of the power supply side of things, with Nichicon 'Gold Tone' and 'Fine Gold' capacitors vying for attention elsewhere. There is also a pair of high-quality film capacitors in the output section rather than the more often used but tonally inferior electrolytic types. The output stage is a delight as it features Hi-Fi World's favourite amplifying devices — valves! In this instance there are a pair of 6N3 dual triode valves on output duty.

I have a sneaking suspicion that Shanling are inveterate tweekers, for the high-quality OP-2604 op-amps are housed in sockets, making them removable! This is a real bonus as it allows the owner to substantially upgrade the sound with more expensive op-amps as/when funds allow. The valves can of course also be exchanged for higher quality items (see box). More attention to detail is evident from the shielded cable with runs from the phono sockets to the circuit board — Shanling are obviously on a mission to eradicate as much RFI interference in this design as humanly possible. Even the CD-T80's feet deserve a mention, as each rests on three semi-spheres of rubber, which look not unlike those pictures of UFOs from the late nineteen fifties. Again this should bode well for vibration control and — so the theory goes — the resultant sound quality.

SOUND QUALITY

Most equipment needs a few days warming up to sound its best, but even from cold I could tell the CD-T80 was something special. This thing loves music — with a passion! Slipping in a CD of Neil Young's 'Decade' I was floored by the extremely life-like sounds vibrating their way out of my superb reference Mission e82 speakers. It was the effortlessness of the sound that caught my attention from the outset. The sense of acoustic space was holographic — here's a player that has the ability to transport the venue into your listening room, or you to the venue! (Depends what you're drinking or smoking at the time I guess!) The natural decay of crisply plucked guitar notes was also something you rarely hear from your average 16bit spinner. Everything just hung together perfectly and — most importantly — kept the feet tapping throughout this CD. To be honest it sounded more like SACD than ye old 16bit. Impressive.

Something I found out early on is that the 24bit Upsampling functionality of the Shanling must be left on. Switching it out via the remote control results in a 'shutting' in of the sound, a loss of top-end sparkle and the CD-T80 starts to sound like any other moderately capable CD spinner, but with a peculiar lacklustre quality about it. Needless to say I left it on for the remainder of the listening sessions. Moving onto slightly more modern fare, I thought I'd try the Shanling out with a few tracks from Unkle's debut CD, 'Psyence Fiction'. This is a very 'busy' mix, and it takes a decent system to unravel all the different threads and present them in a coherent fashion. The Shanling handled this CD without ever breaking into a sweat. Such was the insight offered into the recording one could tell the individual sound quality of each sample used, whether the vinyl it had come from was old or new, had surface noise and so forth. However this analytical quality was presented in a natural and unforced manner. The Shanling can also boogie with the best of them, which was evident from 'The Knock (Drums of Death Part 2)'. This can sound messy and confused on even pretty good CD players, but the Shanling managed that rare trick of pulling you into the music as if you'd heard the track for the first time again.

We've all got them — those

VALVE ROLLING

While the performance of the stock CD-T80 is undoubtedly something very special, there's always room for a bit of tweaking! The most obvious area for experimentation is the 6N3 output valves. Unfortunately the stock items had no clear markings on them so the manufacturer remains a mystery. Must users report an improvement when using quality NOS types over modern examples. Generally speaking manufacturing tolerances used in some of the older valves were a lot tighter than they are today, though there are undoubtedly some fine values being manufactured today. The GE 'Black Plate' 2C51/5670W is considered by many to be a fine replacement for the 6N3 in the Shanling, as is the Western Electric 369A. Prices vary widely — anything from £5 - £50 each! — so it pays to shop around using the internet. Happy tweaking...

World Radio History
True Digital...

We class our amplifiers that accept analogue inputs and digitize the signal as "semi-digital." They offer great performance and value. Our range starts at £775.

True digital amplifiers accept a digital signal and do not require this "unnecessary" initial conversion. Less distortion, pure music. Superior technology. A little more expensive to create - but worth it.

TDA2200 - 200w True Digital Amplifier

Our latest formidable product, the TDA2200, further supports Lyngdorf's mission to build the world's highest performing, best-value intelligent digital amplifiers and room correction systems.

Available now, and ready to accept the forthcoming room correction system module.

The Design

State of the art sound quality achieved with further development and refinement to the clock, power supplies and output stages to reduce jitter and noise. More power, detail and music is delivered with an uncanny smoothness from a pitch-black background.

Powerful room equalization, speaker and subwoofer crossovers extend this amplifier to an incredibly comprehensive and advanced digital system. Room interactions can be minimalised, which results in a breath-taking improvement to musical enjoyment.

Simple, logical and elegant system building. Just connect a CD transport to this amplifier and you have all the necessary electronics to drive your speakers. No need to purchase DACs, preamplifiers, numerous interconnects, power cables and shelves.

As new software becomes available, the performance and functionality of the TDA2200 can be upgraded, protecting your investment.

LYNGDORF

0870 9 100 100
www.thetacaudio.co.uk
www.lyngdorfaudio.co.uk

Thesoundsurgery is a new company with a difference.

We offer distinctive products, personally evaluated, that we know will make a difference to your system:

> Are you dissatisfied?
> Do you keep changing your kit but never seem to get what you're looking for?
> Are you bored with sterile, clinical sound?

Accessories can, and do make profound differences. "And you don't have to re-mortgage the house!"

If you treat cables and supports as essentials, you will be surprised at how beautiful your system can sound!

The future of retail is on the internet... Thesoundsurgery offer a shop, articles, reviews and consultation through this media. However, we offer the same quality of demonstration and consultation that you would expect from a shop.

If you're not internet savvy, don't worry we are only a phone call away!

At Thesoundsurgery we have confidence in all the companies we represent. We recognise their products to be the best in their price ranges, and often beyond.

We provide home visits by arrangement. Alternatively, individual appointments can be made with us.

We offer friendly, non-pushy advice. All products come with free UK delivery and a two year warranty.

Thesoundsurgery are happy to post items to European destinations.
cheap bargain bin CDs you bought and played once, as the quality was so bad. In this instance the culprit was Toots and the Maytals' 'Greatest Hits' CD on the Metro label. I was quite startled at how much musical enjoyment the Shanling managed to wrestle from this poorly recorded CD. For the first time the sound had depth to it, and it actually sounded like real instruments being played rather than tinny simulacra. Here is a player that absolutely excels at tonality and instrumental timbre. Like a good stylus on a worn record, the Shanling seemed to cut through the crud and get right to the music. Like real instruments being played rather than tinny simulacra. Here with even bad sounding discs. However this didn't appear to be a form of colouration or other devious form of trickery, it was just gathering more information off of the disc than usual and getting this out of the player through a first class output stage. Hearing a player like this you care to play through it is quite as seismic as my Naim CDI but quite as much of this is due to the upsampling, and the valve output stage, but whatever the explanation the CD-T80 was performing miracles with even bad sounding discs.

The valve output stage worsens distortion figures at full output (0dB), but analysis showed this was due to second harmonic alone, which is aurally innocuous. This component is visible in our -30dB analysis. As level decreased so did distortion, until at -60dB the CD-T80 was returning the same measured result as any good player - around 0.2% total harmonic distortion. The EIAJ Japanese dynamic range test result reflects this in a high 111dB figures. There's a little hiss, at an inaudible level, and this worsens the -30dB distortion result.

Shanling could have asked £1,500 for the CD-T80 and it would still be something of a bargain. With machined-in lettering on the front panel instead of the screen-printed lettering, some fancy blue LEDs and upgraded valves they could ask £2,000. As it stands at £650, it's the new standard bearer at this price point, and a firm five gloves to boot.

"the way it imbues life and soul into just about every disc you care to play is really quite addictive..."

With some brands, one gets the feeling that their 'budget' machines are deliberately stripped down to avoid affecting sales of their pricier products. However with the CD-T80 one gets the impression that Shanling have pulled out all the stops to give you the best value for money possible; witness that audiophile mains lead which would be an optional extra with any other brand, and metal remote control; whilst tuning its performance to give as even-handed performance as possible whatever the musical style.

This isn't just a bunch of parts thrown together into a metal case - there's evidence of proper voicing going on here. The rock solid build quality, plus the fact the op-amps and valves can be upgraded if the user wishes it, is the icing on the cake.

**CONCLUSION**
Shanling's CD-T80 is a special sounding player. The way it imbues life and soul into just about every disc you care to play through it is really quite addictive. There wasn't one disc I played which tripped the Shanling up, and believe me I tried. Clutching at straws, and it hasn't got quite the adrenaline pumping leading edge attack or seismic bass of a Naim - for example - but other than that I have nothing but praise for the CD-T80.

---

**VERDICT**

Beautifully built and voiced product that offers true value for money, and an 'embarrassment of riches' for the money too.

**REAL HI-FI BY**

SHANLING CD-T80 £650

Real Hi-Fi

£44 (0)870 909 6777

www.realhi-fi.com

**FOR**
- sublime sound per pound
- solid build
- upgrade potential

**AGAINST**
- nothing

---

**MEASURED PERFORMANCE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>-6dB</th>
<th>-60dB</th>
<th>-80dB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distortion</td>
<td>0.14%</td>
<td>0.22%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll-off (-1dB)</td>
<td>111dB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic range</td>
<td>111dB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>1.83V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Graphs**

Frequency response (-1dB)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Distortion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25K</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Diagram**

Frequency response

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Distortion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25K</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**REFERENCE**

www.hi-fiworld.co.uk
Discover Deep Cryogenic Treatment

A Revolution In Sound Quality

"...the frozen version is leaps and bounds ahead."

Deep Cryogenically Treated Polar Cables will add Depth, Clarity and Timing to your favourite music.

- Mains Cables
- Loud Speaker Cables
- Interconnect Cables

Join The Revolution

Find our more about DCT Polar Cables - send for our brochure.

New Polar Rhythm DCT

"...one of the most impressive interconnects at the price."

HI-FI WORLD Feb 2005

Deep Cryogenically Treated Polar Cables will add Depth, Clarity and Timing to your favourite music.

Mains Cables
Loud Speaker Cables
Interconnect Cables

Leading the world in the design of high performance DCT audio cables.

Tel: 01332 755766 www.polarcables.co.uk

Copy and Post or Fax to: Black Rhodium, 16 Longbridge Lane, Derby DE24 8U3 Fax 01332 752232

Yes I would like to receive your latest product info. on Polar Deep Cryogenically Treated Cables.

Name: ______________________ Post Code: ______________________
Address: ______________________

existentialist?

Anthony Gallo doesn't make ordinary speakers...

Instead he designs beautifully different loudspeakers.
He doesn't build conventional "boxy" rectangular speakers either, preferring to design his creations around spheres - thus eliminating internal resonance and external diffraction, the two main causes of loudspeaker distortion.

Quite simply - Anthony Gallo produces some of the world's finest contemporary loudspeaker systems.

The new Gallo Reference 3 builds upon the design philosophies of our original reference products, the Nucleus Solo and the Nucleus Reference and is uniquely equipped to demonstrate the advantages of the new breed of high resolution digital audio formats such as DVD Audio and SACD.

With its 10" long throw woofer, twin 4" carbon fibre midrange drivers and our highly acclaimed CDT™ tweeter, the new Reference 3 from Anthony Gallo Acoustics sets new standards in affordable loudspeaker design.
Just a few years back, it looked like the new so-called 'high resolution' formats like DVD-Audio and SACD looked set to render the humble old 16bit Compact Disc player a thing of the past. Interestingly though, music buyers are sticking with CD and there's a wealth of talent out there for sub-£1,000 CD player buyers. In this month's group test, John May put six of the best against his new fave rave, the Shanling CD-T80, with interesting results...
The latest variant of the Cambridge Audio 640c reviewed here boasts a fine pedigree, coming as it does from a well-respected company that has been around since 1968 in one form or another. The metal remote deserves a quick mention here as it’s so well made and laid out. It has a lovely weight to it and feels like a part of the overall design of the package rather than a cheap afterthought. Vital statistics are a rack-friendly 430x310x70mm, weight is 4.6kg. The case is well screwed together, attractive, and has even been acoustically damped. The Azur 640c V2 takes engineering cues from the forthcoming high-end player, the Azur 740c. It employs a pair of 24bit/192kHz VM8740 DACs from Wolfson implemented in dual differential configuration on a perfectly symmetrical circuit board. Cambridge Audio also use their new proprietary Four Pole Double Virtual Earth Balanced filters. A toroidal transformer is used for the power supplies, employing separate supplies for the D/A converter circuits, audio filter and regulator stages. On the rear are found the usual left & right analogue outputs, plus Control Bus inputs & outputs suitable for multi-room entertainment systems.

**SOUND QUALITY**

Listening kicked off the soundtrack to ‘Raiders of the Lost Ark’ by John Williams. I was impressed with its crisp sound and confident handling of this bombastic soundtrack. Compared to the pricier players here it suffered from a touch of upper-midrange hardness, but it rarely intruded. On some of the most frenetic tracks the Azur could become a little confused, but despite this orchestral dynamics were generally very well handled and resulted in a notably dramatic presentation of the soundtrack. Treble in particular had a nice sparkle to it and really brought things alive. Sound staging and imaging were also of a very high order. The performance as a whole was very even-handed and civilised.

Moving to Moloko and ‘Familiar Feeling’, and I was impressed by its taut and well-controlled bass performance. It really kicked some and propelled the song along at break-neck speed, resulting in a highly engaging listening session. Detail retrieval was especially impressive with every little studio trick being faithfully relayed to the speakers. Whilst not quite up there with the best here, it really wasn’t too far behind especially taking the price into consideration. If I didn’t know the price I’d be easily fooled into believing this to be a more expensive machine. The humble Azur actually came pretty close to the Cyrus and Musical Fidelity in terms of its neutrality and openness. They all possessed a similar type of sound, undoubtedly down to using similar chipsets.

I would characterise the sound of the Azur as being slightly on the dry side of neutral. I missed the sweetness and purity of the Shanling’s treble, but considering it’s nearly three times the price it managed very well indeed. If you’re on a tight budget there’s little around to touch it at present; and it’s to its eternal credit that it held its head high in far more exalted company. Another winner from Cambridge — outstanding value.

**MEASURED PERFORMANCE**

- Frequency response: shown as un-convolved impulse analysis, is clearly very flat across the audio band, unusual for a UK designed player, but much like the Musical Fidelity A2.5CD. This will give the 640c-S a fairly bright balance and may make treble quite noticeable. It can also enhance apparent detail and — surprisingly — give what seems to be tighter bass.
- Some signal related digital jitter showed in the digital domain, measuring 30pS on a -20dB sweep. This is low, however.
- Distortion levels throughout the entire dynamic range were low, our analysis showing just 0.003% at -30dB. This is as close to the best as possible. The figures were equally impressive at -60dB where just 0.2% distortion was measured. A relatively high EIAJ dynamic range value of 111.5dB was measured, comparable with the best.
- Cyrus and Musical Fidelity in terms of its neutrality and openness. They both possessed a similar type of sound, undoubtedly down to using similar chipsets.
The Primare features an advanced "Ultra Silent" DVS transport mechanism. From this the S/PDIF signal is fed to a low jitter DIR1703 digital receiver. Interestingly Primare eschew upsampling circuits citing colouration as the reason. Digital to Analogue conversion is handled by two Burr Brown PCM1738 24bit/192kHz configured in an internally balanced topology that performs a THD cancellation process. Surface Mount Technology (SMT) is used extensively to keep signal paths as short as possible. Parts quality is high with Rubycon caps used extensively and high precision metal film resistors. The power supply features a high quality R-core transformer with eight separate windings for all functions.

**SOUND QUALITY**

I found the Primare to be a rather cool sounding device. Despite a generous warm-up period it failed to gel or engage my attention when fed with Moloko's 'Familiar Feeling'. Detail retrieval was quite remarkable - but it just seemed so matter-of-fact I found my attention wondering. The laid back Soul of Marvin Gaye on his 'What's Going On' CD suited the Primare better. There was an expansive acoustic that really caught my attention. Brushed cymbals and subtle hints of a 'flyin' high' sound were acquired. Little tinkle of triangles in the mix were captured with deceptive ease and bought the track to life. Bass was reasonably well extended and controlled, but not in the same league as the Shanling or the Quad. Piano also had a satisfying weight to it, and a nice sense of existing in a real life venue rather than sounding artificial.

Classical in the shape of 'The Rite of Spring' on the Naxos label, seemed to suite the Primare down to the ground. Instrumental separation was superb, as was the sense of drama and primordial ferocity in some of the more dramatic moments in this piece.

The scale was impressive, but again I still felt that the sound was struggling to really break free of the speakers and blossom. I'm afraid that no matter what genre of music I auditioned in the Primare it never really grabbed my attention in the same way the Shanling or others did. I could see it going down a storm with fans of classical, and there's no denying the first-class build quality and finish, but ultimately compared to others in this test it just failed to engage on an emotional level. Good looks and solid build are let down by a rather cold and detached performance. Well worth auditioning for classical music lovers, others look elsewhere.

**MEASURED PERFORMANCE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response (-1dB)</td>
<td>2Hz - 21.1kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0dB</td>
<td>0.0008%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-6dB</td>
<td>0.0007%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation (kHz)</td>
<td>127dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise (IEC A)</td>
<td>-110dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic range</td>
<td>170dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>2.05V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VERDICT**

PRIMARE CD21 £800

CSE
+44 (0) 1423 359994
www.csessolutions.co.uk

FOR
- fine detail and insight
- solid build
- looks

AGAINST
- slightly shut-in sound
A little champ of price/quality ratio: available at an affordable price, especially for a tube amplifier of more-than-usual power.

AUDIO REVIEW Italy, July 2004, Claudio Cecchi

"PrimaLuna Prologue One is now my 'affordable reference amplifier'. With apologies to various British and Italian geniuses, this amplifier has to my ears no equals at its retail price."

HI- Fi NEWS and record review. July 2004, Ken Kessler

"A refreshing change from the transistor competition with a captivating presentation. Excellent finish and build quality makes for a package strong on value."

HI-FI WORLD, August 2004, Dominic Todd

Music is a pleasure not to be denied. So, too, the beauty of music reproduced by valves should be accessible to all. To make available to a wider audience the seductive, silky sound of the vacuum tube, PrimaLuna has developed a range of all-valve amplifiers with the construction, power and sonic performance of high-end electronics, but with one unique, inimitable feature: prices that can only be described as 'entry level'!

Since the arrival of the Prologue One, the audio community has been unable to contain its joy nor reign in its praise because PrimaLuna has revolutionised the concept of 'affordable audio.' With a pair of integrated amplifiers with prices more typical of mundane, solid-state products, PrimaLuna showed other manufacturers that compromises in fit and finish, styling and facilities are unnecessary.

Now PrimaLuna can offer the pride of ownership of true separates to aficionados on a budget. As promised, PrimaLuna has expanded the range upward with three exciting new models for users whose requirements demand separates rather than integrated amplifiers.

To meet these needs, the music lover can now consider the Prologue 3 dual-mono valve preamplifier with four line level inputs, and a choice of two matching stereo power amplifiers. The Prologue 4 provides 35W/channel from EL34 valves, while the Prologue 5 delivers 40W/channel courtesy of the classic KT88 tube.

And there's more good news: PrimaLuna has also announced retro-fittable auto bias boards for the Prologue 1 and 2, and a moving-magnet phono stage for the Prologues 1, 2 and 3. Additionally, there is now a choice of optional gold or silver front panels in place of the standard finish.

Audition the full range of Prologue models at the Pistol Music dealer of your choice. And prepare your wallet for a pleasant surprise.
Though this is the entry level CD player in Naim’s range, it is still built to a higher standard than most. From the textured black finish of the diecast zinc and extruded aluminium casework to the stylish backlit Naim logo, to the ‘old skool’ style dimmable display. It just screams quality. The transport is a Philips YAM1202/12 type, which is housed in a low resonance swing-out drawer and uses a low inertia resonance controlled magnetic puck to hold the CD in place — no cheap flimsy plastic trays here so you get a feel of real value for money. Replay & control software is the same as that used in the considerably more costly CDS3. The DAC used is the multibit UDA1330 - Naim believe that DAC choice is not the be all and end all of getting great sound from CD. The implementation is just as - if not more so - important. The power supply is also of primary concern to Naim and believe that DAC choice is not the be all and end all of getting great sound from CD. The sound from the multibit converters definitely made for an exciting listen however, though with classical some of the refinement of the others here was missed. Listening to music on the CDSi is an addictive pastime; there’s no doubting that as far as value for money is concerned the Shanling offers more, but if you’re in the market for a CD player which brings the music on your silver discs alive then it’s an essential audition...

**SOUND QUALITY**

I started listening to the Naim CDSi with Jack Johnson’s ‘On and On’ CD and was immediately taken by the exceptionally crisp and upfront presentation. It’s something of an over-used reviewers’ cliché these days, but it sounded like Jack was in the room if I closed my eyes. The speakers melted away. It was difficult to concentrate on those typical hi-fi details one is supposed to write about, and not just put pen aside and listen to the entire album. Bass was very tight and tuneful but - surprisingly - I felt a little on the lean side for a Naim and not as extended as I was expecting. Sound was very clear indeed, like live music. This was highlighted by the wonderful rendition of ‘Taylor’. The close-miked guitar sounded so convincing and ‘solid’ I wondered if you’d really want for anything else.

Moving to a busier mix, I inserted Moloko’s superb ‘Statues’ CD into the CDSi and played the first track, ‘Familiar Feeling’. Again I was greeted with an extremely clear sound. It produces a slew of quantisation noise components our spectrum analyser showed. The distortion analysis show harmonics only where THD peaks the response at 2kHz, and again the midband wasn’t quite as open as expected, compared with the reference Shanling, and the midband wasn’t quite as open at times, but it definitely had more get up and go. The sound from the multibit converters definitely made for an exciting listen however, though with classical some of the refinement of the others here was missed. Listening to music on the CDSi is an addictive pastime; there’s no doubting that as far as value for money is concerned the Shanling offers more, but if you’re in the market for a CD player which brings the music on your silver discs alive then it’s an essential audition...

**MEASURED PERFORMANCE**

The CD5i differs greatly to the norm in just about every area. Frequency response shows unusual anti-alias filtering that peaks the response at 2.5kHz by 0.1dB, introducing stronger attenuation thereafter. The upper 1dB limit is a good 20kHz all the same. The CD5i will sound obviously a bit brighter due to the peak. Distortion figures were worse than usual as Naim use an old multibit converter to in order to get a sharper sound. It produces a slew of quantisation noise components our spectrum analyser showed. The distortion analysis show harmonics only where THD fills. Channel separation, noise and dynamic range values were all satisfactory, but below what is possible nowadays. With no digital output it was impossible to measure jitter.

The CD5i has been built from the ground up to have its own sound. Measured performance is compromised as a result. NK

**VERDICT**

Naim Audio Ltd
T: +44 (0) 1722 332266
www.naim-audio.com

**FOR**
- brings music to life
- looks and build
- rhythmic ability

**AGAINST**
- slightly course sounding

---

**Frequency response**

-6dB 0.5% 99dB
-60dB 0.43% 1.94V
-80dB 5.2% 99dB

**Separation (1kHz)** 99dB
**Noise (IEC A)** -99dB
**Dynamic range** 105dB
**Output** 1.94V

---

**Naim CD5i £825**

---

**GROUP TEST**

---

**World Radio History**

---

**DECEMBER 2005 HI-FI WORLD**
Most loudspeakers dictate your choice of amplifier so Cain & Cain decided to make loudspeakers that do just the opposite...

Single-ended / push-pull valve or transistor amplification, it makes no difference to Abby. The Abby is a true introduction into high efficiency speaker systems of simple yet refined design. That pays tribute to "classic" forms and reinterpret them with current thinking. The result is that Abby has succeeded and found a soft spot in audiophiles ears, heads and homes all across the world.

A superb matching subwoofer called the Bailey is also available.

What does a World Class Tube Pre-amplifier cost?

Answer: SWL 9.3 and SE Pre-amplifier. Top quality parts are used throughout including FRED and Schottky diodes, metal film Vishay resistors, ceramic tube sockets and high quality film caps in signal path applications insure exceptional performance.

In fact, the 6moons reviewer was so impressed that he purchased the review unit.

There is a NuForce of Power Amp in the UK

THIS IS NOT A DIGITAL AMP

NuForce introduce a revolution in switching amplifier design that rivals and surpasses most linear and vacuum tube amplifiers (www.nuforce.com)

Ideal for two-channel or Home Cinema solutions.

Monoblock (each):
Reference 7: £189.00
Reference 8: £239.00
Reference 9: £359.00

5 channel system packages:
HT Ref Pack 1: £2836.00
HT Ref Pack 2: £3393.00

We are exclusive UK Distributors for the following products:

NuForce Amplifiers, The Cain And Cain Co, IsoClean Power, ModWright, Quantum, QRT, RS Audio Cables, Sound Engineering Turntables, Vivid Audio Cables, Xtreme and Quicksilver Paste

01923 352 479 | www.angelsoundaudio.co.uk

---

definitive audio

Definitive Audio creates a quality of musical experience that is peerless. Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our results are celebrated worldwide.

We use a selection of the most artful and ingenious creations, including the emotionally persuasive and audibly beautiful KSL, Kondo amplifiers and Living Voice loudspeakers.

New Western Electric 300B valves available from stock.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sale of part exchanged and ex-demo items</th>
<th>Sale</th>
<th>New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naim CDS - 2003 - mint - manual - boxed</td>
<td>£795</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naim NAC 112 - 2003 - mint - manual - boxed</td>
<td>£395</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naim NAP 150 - 2003 - mint - manual - boxed</td>
<td>£445</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naim Flatcap - 2003 - mint - manual - boxed</td>
<td>£345</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Border Patrol Control Unit - line pre-amp</td>
<td>£1000</td>
<td>£1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio-Note Japan MT2 - pre-amp - line only</td>
<td>£3000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical Fidelity A2 Integrated - very nice</td>
<td>£250</td>
<td>£500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art Audio PX25 - Swatts - Single ended final power for the sensitive type</td>
<td>£3000</td>
<td>£4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kraft XAV-300L</td>
<td>£1999</td>
<td>£3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AudioNote (UK) Ltd PZero pre + monos - perfect condition</td>
<td>£400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugden Masterclass integrated - nearly new</td>
<td>£2500</td>
<td>£3300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helios Model 1 CD player</td>
<td>£700</td>
<td>£1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benz Micro LL phono cartridge - 5 minutes use - perfect</td>
<td>£1400</td>
<td>£1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVI S-2000 MK integrated amp</td>
<td>£400</td>
<td>£1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Border Patrol P71 - mahogany - integrated - 11 months</td>
<td>£3800</td>
<td>£4500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Mecca Kepholo CD transport</td>
<td>£1200</td>
<td>£2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canady 608 (blue) line integrated - great sound for low dough</td>
<td>£1900</td>
<td>£2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canady 303 (10v) - new - fleet mignon</td>
<td>£3600</td>
<td>£7200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canady 305 - very nearly new - fleet willingen</td>
<td>£4800</td>
<td>£10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canady 301 (110v) line pre-amp - lemon torte</td>
<td>£2500</td>
<td>£4500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyrus CD8 CD Player - 2 years old</td>
<td>£600</td>
<td>£1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablai pre-amp - very new - very good condition - beautifully made - OK</td>
<td>£900</td>
<td>£2600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Sheu tuntable</td>
<td>(50mm platter with 12&quot; arm)</td>
<td>ring for details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soudjen A21a - Stiunon - classic integrated</td>
<td>£600</td>
<td>£1050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitavox RH300 mid range horn - pair</td>
<td>£400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revelator 45 loudspeaker - cherry - unused</td>
<td>£500</td>
<td>£1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revelator 45 loudspeaker - grey - maple</td>
<td>£400</td>
<td>£900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimber Select inter-connect - 0.75m - new - in elaborate plastic box</td>
<td>£250</td>
<td>£500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tel: 0115 979 3222 Fax: 0115 973 3666

---

The Worlds Best? Now Available in the UK

Bring your Hi-Fi to life!!!

Amadeus Audio
6 London Road
Tunbridge Wells
Kent
TN1 1DQ
Tel: 01892 539245 Fax: 01892 616383
E-mail: amadeusaudio@aol.com

---

www.hi-fiworld.co.uk
Here's an A3.5 CD player with its 10.8kg weight and 440x100x395mm size. Finish is generally high standard. The front panel is undeniably stylish, but the simple one-piece sheet metal cover is a bit of a letdown considering the price. My other gripe was perhaps the noisiest disc tray I've yet encountered! The A3.5 is a true 24bit 96kHz upsampling CD player. Internal construction is neat and tidy, with a very small main circuit board compared to others in this test. The mechanism is a Philips sourced unit - a fairly small toroidal transformer provides the juice, along with five solid-state regulators. DAC duties are carried out by a Burr Brown PCM1738 24bit/192kHz chip with Advanced Segment DAC architecture. Upsampling is carried out by a Crystal CS8420 chip, which lifts the 16bit/44.1kHz to 96kHz.

**SOUND QUALITY**

Upon listening to the A3.5 I was surprised how similar it sounded to the Cyrus CD8. You'd be hard pressed to tell the two apart in a blind listening test! Essentially it affords an extremely clean and natural presentation of whatever is played through it, but never strays into sounding clinical or lacks emotion. Particularly noticeable is a total lack of any sense of digital 'hash', which contributes to a very open and almost analogue-way with music and vocals. Listening to Erykah Badu's 'Bump It' I was taken by the smoothness and clarity of her voice. It was very valve-like, but not quite as liquid as the Shanling with its valve output stage. The voices on 'The Grind' from the same CD also excelled, the A3.5 presenting between each individual singer and keeping all the other musical threads intact with ease. Kate Bush likewise sounded quite sublime through the A3.5 with her 'Kick Inside' CD. There was a slight touch of treble peakiness, but it rarely intruded. Rhythmic abilities were great - there was a real 'snap' to the music that kept my attention from wandering, and it majored on low-level resolution, unearthing details I'd never really noticed before. It didn't get into the groove quite as well as the Naim, the Quad or the Shanling, but still had the ability to do justice to dance music and rock alike.

**VERDICT**

Musical Fidelity Michaelson is a great fan of classical music and indeed plays the clarinet skilfully, so the Musical Fidelity excelled with Classical music. Playing 'The Rite of Spring' resulted in a truly dramatic listening experience. Most importantly, the individual characteristics of each instrument were present and correct, and resulted in a believable and heady rendition of this piece. An exceedingly pure and refined performer then, whose outstanding clarity and emotive sound especially good with classical music.

**MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.5 £999**

- pure and even-handed sound
- dynamic ability
- great with vocals

AGAINST
- noisy disc tray

**MEASURED PERFORMANCE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response</td>
<td>-0.5dB to 25kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linearity</td>
<td>0.0035%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise (IEC A)</td>
<td>-115dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic range</td>
<td>111dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation (1kHz)</td>
<td>108dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>2.1V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rated Power**

- **CD Player:** 2W RMS
- **CD Player:** 4W RMS

**Dimensions**

- **Width:** 440 mm
- **Height:** 100 mm
- **Depth:** 395 mm

**Weight:** 10.8 kg

**Frequency Response**

- **CD 2Hz - 21.4kHz**
- **Distortion:** 0.001
- **Noise (IEC A):** -115dB
- **Dynamic Range:** 111dB
- **Separation (1kHz):** 108dB
- **Output:** 2.1V

**For:**
- pure and even-handed sound
- dynamic ability
- great with vocals

**Against:**
- noisy disc tray
QUAD CDP-2 £1,000

VERDICT
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd.
www.quad-hifi.co.uk
(C +44 ( 0) 1480 447700

QUAD CDP-2 £1,000

QUAD Electroacoustics Ltd.

- see-through midrange
- dramatic bass delivery
- awesome rhythmic ability

 AGAINST
- nothing

GROUP TEST
HI-FI WORLD DECEMBER 2005 www.hi-fiworld.co.uk

The latest top-of-the-
range silver disc spinner
was well received by edi-
tor DP recently. In typi-
cal Quad style it bucks
established design trends
and goes for a unique look. Most
impressive is the casing that — like
the Cyrus — is a casting and looks
very stylish indeed. Finish is also of
a high standard and the unit as a whole
looks sophisticated and uniquely
Quad. Measurements are 80x321x
310mm, 7.2kg. As David mentioned
last month, the CDP-2 makes use of a
new bespoke transport, based around
the VAM2202 mechanism. They have
also reprogrammed a CD10 servo-
decoder chip, dubbed the ‘Lazy Servo’.

Designed in consultation with Jon
Green, one of the leading figures from
Philips’ CD transport division,
the end result is about as close
as you’ll get these days to the
legendary performance of the
Philips swing-arm CD transports
of yore. Unlike many other manu-
ufacturers these days who often
use DVD or CD-ROM drives it
is commendable that Quad have
designed theirs from the ground
up, and then only for the express
purpose of reading the data off
red book CDs as accurately
as possible. DAC conversion
is handled by a 24bit/192kHz
Crystal Delta-Sigma DAC with
x2 oversampling. It has fixed
and variable outputs, plus three
sets of optical and S/PDIF inputs
meaning it’s highly flexible.

SOUND QUALITY
Quad products have often been
regarded as appealing to the
‘pipe and slippers’ brigade, but
nothing could be further from
the truth with the 99 CDP-2.
This player can rock with the
best of them. In fact I was taken
by surprise by this little gem, as
its performance with Moloko’s
‘Familiar Feeling’ was funkier
than with the Naim CDSi! In
fact the Quad sounded nearer
to my reference Naim CD player
than the CDSi — crazy! My attention was
drawn to the bass which sounded
slightly overblown, but was undeniably
capable of delivering superb
subjective results. It really provided a solid
foundation for the superb crystal clear
mid-band and smooth yet detailed
bass track. The sound wasn’t quite as
open as some of the others here —
notably the Musical Fidelity, Shanling
and Cyrus — but still allowed the
music free reign. Vocals sounded silky
smooth and grain free.

Listening to Jack Johnson’s ‘Times
Like These’ resulted in a more laid
back presentation than the Naim, but
one that was — I felt — truer to what
existed on the actual disc. With the
Naim he was practically sitting
on your lap, whereas with the Quad one
was more aware of space around the
performer and the spare atmosphere
of the room. That said, I did miss the
excitement of the Naim somewhat.

Trying the ‘Raiders of the Lost Ark’
CD next I was aware of a more
well rounded presentation of the
music than the other players. It was
also slightly less open sounding than
the others here. An accomplished
performer by any standards, I still
found myself missing the extra degree
of insight afforded by some of the
other machines here. The Quad is a
fantastic ‘compromise’ between the
punchy and upfront sound of the
Naim, and the more ultra-neutral
performance of the Cyrus and Musical
Fidelity. For rock and dance music in
particular there’s little to touch it at
the price.

MEASUREMENTS

Our convolved impulse analysis
showing frequency response clearly
reveals a lift toward low frequencies,
plus a small amount of shelving at high
frequencies. Put together, these charac-
teristics will provide the CDP2 with a
full bodied sound a good sight warmed
in nature than usual - never a bad thing
with CD.

Distortion levels throughout the
total dynamic range were amongst
the best, our analysis showing just
0.0035% at -60dB. This is a low value,
and results were equally impressive at
-30dB where just 0.2% distortion was
measured. This helped toward a high
EIAJ dynamic range value of -112.5dB,
which is as good as it gets. So the
CDP2 will gain no undue harshness
from non-linearities.

Jitter was minimal across the audio
band, with peaks no greater than 10pS.
Again this is a good result, one that
contributes to an easy delivery.

The CDP 2 measures well in all
areas. It will sound full bodied and
smooth, possibly quite atmospheric. NK

Frequency response (-1dB)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>0Hz</th>
<th>25Hz</th>
<th>50Hz</th>
<th>75Hz</th>
<th>100Hz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>level (dB)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0Hz</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25Hz</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50Hz</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75Hz</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100Hz</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Distortion
-6dB | 0.00005%<br>-0dB | 0.002%
The Cyrus CD8x is a stylish looking machine. Cyrus are almost unique in realising the benefits of using diecast alloy enclosures: in addition to looking superb, such attention to detail results in a non-resonant enclosure and is also effective at screening the internals from RFI. The CD8x measures a diminutive 78 x 215 x 360mm, weighs 3.5kg and is available in both silver and black. It’s very cleanly laid out, with a lovely green back-lit LCD display, minimal button count and a thankful absence of any tacky screen printed legends. The transport is a triple-beam type and the CD8x uses dual balanced differential 24bit DACs in tandem with a high precision quartz anti-jitter circuit which re-clocks the digital signal and results in fewer timing errors. The unit is powered via two toroidal power transformers with specially selected reservoir capacitors and power regulators. Further improvements may be wrought (for a price) by the addition of the PSX-R external DC power supply at a later date. The new copper and silver bottom also deserves a mention, providing additional electro-magnetic shielding from outside disturbances.

**SOUND QUALITY**

My time with the Cyrus CD8x got off to a bad start opening the eject button, in the shape of a ratty plastic disc tray! Surely for £1,000 one deserves better than this! Thankfully the sound quality more than made up for any cosmetic or ergonomic foibles. The CD8x is probably the most even-handed performer here. No matter what I played through it one got the sense you were getting exactly what was recorded on the disc — nothing added nothing taken away. Listening to the second movement of Debussy’s ‘Le Mer’ was greeted by a panoramic window onto the performance. Low-level resolution was quite superb, as was its sense of depth. It became evident from this piece that the little Cyrus has a flare for the dramatic. Strings on this piece were exceptionally pure and never became shrill or pinched sounding when the going got tough. Music just blossomed out from the speakers without any hint of strain. Orchestral crescendos were thrilling to listen to, and kept my attention riveted throughout the entire piece. Treble was neutral (although not clinical) without the slight warmth to the sound that the Shanling imparts.

Moving onto Lambchop and their classic ‘Nash’ CD revealed more of the same as far as sheer musical involvement and glass-clear reproduction were concerned. This disc did however highlight a slightly dry bass performance in comparison with the Shanling and the Quad, but other than that the performance was beyond criticism. I’d say that of all the players on test here the Cyrus was just about the most neutral, though the Musical Fidelity came pretty close and — to a lesser extent — the Cambridge Audio and Shanling. To those that are solely concerned with getting the most from their discs the Cyrus deserves a definite recommendation; the superb build and style is a bonus.

MEASURE PERFORMANCE

**Frequency response of the CD8x is all but identical to the Cambridge Audio Azur 640C-S, and unlike earlier Cyrus players. It has a wide, flat frequency response out to 21.2kHz, with just a slight lift above 10kHz. As CD players go this is an unusual characteristic, favoured most notably by Sony in the past. It usually gives a bright, fast, detailed sound but also one that can seem glassy and hard. Musical Fidelity’s CD3.5 is very similar. The distortion figures are very good through the entire dynamic range of the player and again look much like those of the Cambridge and Musical Fidelity products. The -60dB result is a low 0.21% which results in an EIAJ dynamic range value of 111dB.

There was no measurable jitter on a -20dB3 sweep.

The CD8x measures well in all areas, with broad frequency response and low distortion. Plentiful output at high frequencies will likely give it a bright sound, very much like the Musical Fidelity A3.5 and Cambridge Audio Azur 640C-S.**

**MEASUREMENTS**

- Frequency response (-1dB) 2Hz - 21.2kHz
- Distortion 0dB 0.0003%
- Noise (IEC A) -110dB
- Dynamic range 111dB
- Separation (1kHz) 125dB
- Frequency response (-6dB) 110dB
- Frequency response (-60dB) 60Hz
- Frequency response (-80dB) 2Hz

**VERDICT**

CYRUS CD8X £1,000

Cyrus Audio Ltd
++ +44 (0) 1480 435577
www.cyrus.co.uk

FOR SUPREMELY MUSICAL
- even-handed performance
- upgradeable

AGAINST
- cheapo disc tray
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Hi-Fi World writers have extensive audio industry experience - from designing the best valve amplifiers, engineering bespoke pro audio installations and mastering digital discs to classic and modern hi-fi retailing. No other magazine has such a diverse wealth of editorial talent. No other magazine is able to combine the new and the old, the classic and the modern, the affordable and the expensive, the raw and the cooked, with such authority:

DAVID PRICE
A passion for music from an early age got DP hooked on hi-fi. His writing career began in 1990 with New Musical Express, and after writing for Hi-Fi World he joined the Doors team at The Sunday Times, and now edits the Home Entertainment section of The Mouth alongside this magazine. A compulsive record collector, vinyl is David's favourite flavour, and he's crazy about classic audio too - as his encyclopaedic knowledge of Japanese high end attests.

NOEL KEYWOOD
A leading technical journalist, his rigorous reviewing - informed by empirical measurements - has made an indelible impression on the UK hi-fi scene. After editing Hi-Fi Answers in the 1970s and contributing to The Flat Response and Hi-Fi Review in the 1980s, Noel went on to launch Hi-Fi World in 1990. His challenging approach has famously seen him expose digital audio's technical failings, and champion the cause of his beloved valve amplifiers and high sensitivity loudspeakers.

DOMINIC TODD
Working with hi-fi retailing since 1991 - at all levels including sales, management, purchasing, training and marketing - has given DT a forensic knowledge of modern audio and video equipment. Living at the 'coal-face' makes him brilliantly placed to comment on what kit works best and why, and to explain the politics behind it.

HADEN BOARDMAN
His knowledge of classic kit is almost unmatched - doubtless helped by him getting bitten by the hi-fi bug at the tender age of 9! Haden's tastes are very much of the 'valves and vinyl ilk, his system displaying a welter of British names from the 1960s to go with his vinyl collection. He's also a keen kit builder, and is not afraid to wield a soldering iron in the noble cause of superior sound.

PATRICK CLEASBY
After a stellar career in IT, Patrick's love of music drew him to the field of multichannel music mastering, which is now his vocation. His exhaustive knowledge of digital audio and surround sound theory and practice makes him perfectly placed to assess the latest DVD-Audio and SACD hardware and software alike.

STEWARD WENNES
A professional audio engineer since the 1970s, SW is still constantly amazed by the poor quality of kit that some manufacturers insist upon the buying public - but is also delighted when he finds a bargain. His redoubtable experience of designing and building his own turntables, electronics and loudspeakers through the years makes him an ideal Hi-Fi World scribe, along with his obsession with music.

WHAT IS HI-FI WORLD?
An independent hi-fi magazine of fourteen years standing, founded by Noel Keywood - one of the UK's leading technical hi-fi writers.

WHY IS HI-FI WORLD SPECIAL?
Almost all hi-fi and home entertainment magazines are owned by large media corporations that publish anything that makes money, be it caravan, computer or mobile phone titles. But we're different! As the only magazine published by Audio Publishing Ltd., a small independent specialist publisher, hi-fi isn't just a business for us, it's a way of life.

WHAT IS HI-FI WORLD'S PHILOSOPHY?
We are the only real world audiophile magazine you can buy. No matter whether something costs 20p or £20,000, we'll tell you if it's worth having - and why. Being independent, we can write what we like, and we do. If it's recommended in these pages, it's because we've lived with it - and rate it. If we don't, then we won't gloss over the fact for reasons of commercial gain.

We don't print reviews of bad equipment - what's the point? So everything inside these pages is interesting or excellent, and usually both. Yet still we don't pretend everything is fantastic. Not even the best equipment is right for everyone - which is why we go to great lengths to explain the respective strengths and weaknesses of each bit of kit. We don't knock stuff, we say why it will work in some systems and why it won't in others - so you can make your own mind up.

Unlike some titles, we don't delude ourselves that we're the ultimate authority on everything, but the huge experience of our team ensures that we're invariably pretty close to the mark. Importantly, we back our subjective findings with technical measurements - which ensures that everything we review is a representative sample, and that we know what ancillaries are best.

We don't pretend that every new product is better than its predecessor. We're happy to recommend classic hi-fi when it's better than modern stuff. This doesn't help our advertising revenues, but it gets you closer to getting a superb sounding system for the lowest possible price.

WHAT'S THE HI-FI WORLD SOUND?
Go into your local high street electronics emporium, and you'll hear no end of cheap, forward, hard and showy sound bits of audio kit. As we listen to music hour after hour every day, we're not into this. We go for hi-fi - at any price - that has the ability to communicate what the musicians are trying to say. This means it must be rhythmically engaging and dynamically expressive - but must also be able to recreate a believable soundstage and a wide and varied range of tonal colours. We don't like a hard sound, nor do we enjoy the soft. It's got to be open and organic. Interestingly, there is kit at all price levels that offers this quality - although it often takes some finding. So we're happy to recommend anything from an old, long-discontinued £30 amplifier to a brand new pair of £6,000 loudspeakers - if they sound right!
Conclusion

This proved a hugely enjoyable group test. The surprises came from the cheaper contenders who – frankly – showed the more expensive offerings a thing or two especially in terms of value for money and even build. Without a doubt a budget price no longer equates with a budget performance, and likewise spending a fortune on a CD player is no guarantee of class...

The Primare CD21 was a bit of a mixed bag. It’s certainly one of the best-looking CD players in this test, and is very well screwed together so I was hoping for more than I got. While it is undeniably impressive in many ways I’m afraid that it just didn’t engage me emotionally with the music, which – in my opinion – is what it should all be about in the first place. There’s no doubt in my mind that there’s a potentially cracking CD player in here waiting to break out, and I’m sure with a bit of component tweaking it has the makings of a very special indeed, but as it stands I’m afraid I find it hard to give it the thumbs in its current guise.

The Cambridge Audio Azur 640c V2 really was a star performer and deserves every accolade that’s been heaped upon it. As far as its sound quality is concerned it came uncomfortably close at times to both the Cyrus and the Musical Fidelity, with only their different approaches to construction, power supply topology and so forth to subtly influence the sound in their respective ways. Of the two I found the Cyrus more predisposed to playing any genre of music with superb fidelity, while the Musical Fidelity felt more at home with Classical, Jazz, and so forth rather than anything too frenetic in nature. The Cyrus also had a touch more body to its sound than the A3.5, which meant it sounded more confident with Rock and Dance music, for example. I have to say at this point I was disappointed with the build quality of the disc loading trays. £1,000 is a lot of money to spend on a CD player for most people, and a lot of mini-systems and even cheap DVD players often manage better in this respect. Surely it wouldn’t take much effort to find some way of damping the tray, and using a quieter motor to open/close the drawer?

The Quad and the Naim were the most ‘charismatic’ performers in this group test, and win top marks. The Naim was an amazingly musical and involving listen, and got the toes tapping in the way that only a Naim can. Tonaly a little leaner than Naims of yore, it was still a riot to listen to, and sounded equally at home with anything from Van Morrison to The Pixies. There was a slight suggestion of roughness around the edges at times - possibly due to the use of multibit converters and a peaking of the treble - but the Naim’s ability to bring music alive was very addictive and I had a hard time drawing myself away from it. The Quad was also a star performer for the same reasons, but brought with it a more solid bass response (a slight lift here is visible in the measured performance section) and a more fluid presentation to the music. Its midband performance was also a tad cleaner and open sounding than that of the Naim.

Ironically, the star performer of this month for me turned out to be the reference machine tested in our lead review on p12 - the Shanling CD-T80. It offered the best of what each of the other CD players here had to offer in terms of sound quality rolled into one package. It had the sweetness and purity of sound necessary to do justice to Classical and simpler acoustic music. It also possessed the low-down clout, speed and crispness of sound to do justice to Rock and Dance music. It could also wrestle music out of discs I previously thought unplayable due to their appalling sound quality. Not only this but build quality is absolutely top-notch putting others to shame here, it measures well, plus it’s also upgradeable and even comes with a superb audiophile mains cable and remote. Plenty of choice then; audition with glee!

REFERENCE SYSTEM:
Exposure XXXV integrated amplifier
Mission e82 loudspeakers
Cables: DNM, Van Den Hul
With over 30 years experience, SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION is one of the largest and most respected AudioVisual retailers in the country.

Each Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store stocks a wide range of quality products, covering all categories of specialist home entertainment, from Hi-Fi separates and systems to DVD recorders, widescreen plasma televisions and projection systems.

Our fully trained installation experts can neatly and seamlessly integrate a home cinema or hi-fi system into your home. All electronics can be hidden away, speakers discreetly mounted either in the wall or ceiling and the complete system operated via remote control.

Whatever your requirements, Sevenoaks Sound & Vision has a diverse range of products and the expertise to advise, demonstrate and guide you through the home entertainment jungle.

NEWS

NEW STORES

YEOVIL
We are pleased to announce that the new Yeovil store is now open.

YEOVIL
14 SILVER STREET • 01935 700078

OPENING SOON*
LOUGHTON
7-9 GOLDSING HILL
020 8532 0774

Audiolab NEW 8000 Series
Audiolab's new 8000 series offers a definitive and genuine hi-fidelity performance from a no-nonsense approach to engineering. These famous products have all been re-engineered to create a complete two channel range, including the 8000S, 8000Q, 8000M and 8000P models plus all new CD player. A 7.1 channel pre and power amplifier completes the range.

Rotel
The 02 Series is Rotel's entry-level range. The RCD-02 CD player combined with either an RA-01, RA-02 or RA-03 integrated amplifier represents true audiophile performance at an affordable price. For increased high-end performance, the RC-03/RB-3 pre/power amplifiers are available. The RT-02 tuner completes the range.

Roksan
Roksan designs and manufactures some of the most acclaimed hi-fi equipment currently available. All Roksan products are carefully evaluated by experienced engineers at every stage of the design process with the emphasis on performance and build quality.

B&W
The focus of Bowers and Wilkins Loudspeakers has always been to offer the best possible musical experience. With a combination of the latest R&D techniques and a passion for music, B&W produces a diverse range of products befitting the largest audio manufacturer in the UK.

Cyrus
If you've enjoyed listening to music before, try listening to it through a Cyrus system. With every product tuned by ear, Cyrus represents a quality of sound, which is rare at any price. Invest in a Cyrus system and you'll be rewarded with a wealth of sound you wouldn't have thought possible.

www.ssav.com
Quad
Founded in 1938, Quad's history is one of audio excellence. Today's range includes both electronics and speaker systems.

Wharfedale
Wharfedale has been updating and tweaking its Diamonds for 20 years - and rough they're not! Tight bass, clear midband, and sparkling treble for not a lot of cash.

KEF
Replacing the highly successful Q Series, KEF's new iQ line-up comprises eight models from the entry level iQ1 bookshelf to the impressive iQ9 floorstander. All models incorporate KEF's Uni-Q driver technology and are available in a variety of finishes.

Acoustic Energy
Established in 1987, Acoustic Energy is one of Britain's premier loudspeaker manufacturers offering one of the most targeted range of hi-fi and home cinema loudspeaker systems on the market today.

Arcam
Arcam has spent more than a generation building some of the finest high-fidelity products the world has ever seen. Whether you're interested in two-channel or a complete multi-channel AV system, the Arcam DVA series offers the music and movie lover the most complete range of high-performance home entertainment solutions from any specialist manufacturer.

Musical Fidelity
Musical Fidelity's A3.5 Series amplifier, using circuitry closely related to AXs, and consuming CD player combine high end performance, visuals and finish at a competitive price.

Digital Radio
With Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) capability, these high-quality tuners deliver more stations and offers pure, distortion-free, CD-like sound, while providing useful radio and data services.
Denon

Denon, Japan's oldest audio company, has established an enviable reputation for the performance of both its hi-fi and home cinema products, winning numerous awards and accolades over the years. Its stylish systems have succeeded in becoming the benchmark by which all other are judged.

DVD-A1XV “The most obvious winner of any category this year has to be Denon's evolutionary step in DVD deck design, the landmark DVD-A1XV... An astonishing piece of kit that has no equal.”

AVC-A1XV “It's not often we can't find fault with a product, but as we said in our review, “It not only expands the home cinema envelope, it shreds it and then nukes it for good measure.” HOME CINEMA CHOICE • AWARDS 2005

Pioneer

Pioneer has introduced three new DVD players. The super-slim (49.5mm high) DV-2850, DV-380 and DV-585A. All models are DivX compatible and deliver exceptionally high-quality pictures using a 108 MHz/12-bit Video D/A Converter. The DV-585A (Below) is a universal player, compatible with both DVD-Audio and SACD music discs.

REL

In a market packed with subwoofers claiming to deliver the ultimate bass experience, only one brand of sub-bass system can prove its supremacy. With a record of review success stretching back over a decade, REL is acknowledged as the leading provider of deep, clean bass frequencies.

Harman Kardon

Harman's 7.1-channel DPR 2005 and DPR 1005 digital path receivers take Harman's groundbreaking digital path receiver platform to new levels of performance and functionality utilising a fully digital signal path from input to output, along with advanced features and technologies.

DVD Recorders

Although making digital recordings of TV broadcasts isn't new, the choice, versatility and quality of recorders keep getting better. Our product selection includes DVD only, hybrid DVD/hard-disk and multi-format models.

Yamaha

Yamaha is recognised as a world leader in the fields of musical instruments and audio equipment, and in more recent years, home cinema. New models for 2005 include upgraded A/V receivers, amplifiers, and DVD players plus the innovative YSP-1 virtual surround speaker.
Specialist home cinema

At the heart of any home cinema is its screen: Sevenoaks Sound & Vision can put you in the picture with a selection of flat-panel displays and projection systems. LCD and plasma screens are just a few centimetres thick and come in sizes from a 15-inch portable to over 60 inches.

Sharp Aquos

Only Sharp Aquos LCD TV offers so much perfection. With supreme styling, the appeal of the Aquos range is obvious. The Titanium Series combines Sharp’s sixth-generation LCD panel with stunning angular styling, titanium colour finish and superb build quality to produce a premium class of LCD TVs.

Panasonic Viera

There seems little doubt that the future of television is flat, and the future of flat is the award-winning Viera range from the world leaders in screen technology, Panasonic. The Viera range consists of both LCD and Plasma televisions. New additions to the range include 37”, 42” and 50” Plasma models with support for both high-definition and MPEG-4 recording.

Pioneer

Following its highly successful “5” series, Pioneer has unveiled its sixth generation of plasma TVs. The 43” PDP-436XDE and 50” PDP-506XDE models include built-in digital tuners plus dual HDMI inputs.

Loewe

Concept L32 32” LCD TV

With its minimalist, functional design, slim profile and ease of operation, the Concept L32 exudes all of the classic Loewe virtues. This HD Ready set boasts 1366x768 resolution and plenty of inputs, including HDMI, component video and two Scarts. It also packs an integrated digital TV tuner, and - as ever with Loewe sets - its speaker set-up is a cut above most rivals. The Concept L32 is immensely attractive: it deserves to sell very well indeed.

Toshiba Stasia

37VL56 37” LCD TV

Boasting HDMI connectivity, this new model also features Toshiba’s impressive Active Vision LCD picture processing technology, whereby contrast is improved by increasing the pixel count of the screen by three times that of a conventional LCD TV.

Hitachi

PLATARA 42PD7200 42” PLASMA TV

“Alright, we admit it, we rather like this screen. In fact, it’s very difficult to find a reason why anyone hankering for a 42-inch plasma shouldn’t go out and buy one. Five stars for Hitachi and a new standard for affordable excellence for everyone else.”

Loewe

Concept L32 32” LCD TV

With its minimalist, functional design, slim profile and ease of operation, the Concept L32 exudes all of the classic Loewe virtues. This HD Ready set boasts 1366x768 resolution and plenty of inputs, including HDMI, component video and two Scarts. It also packs an integrated digital TV tuner, and - as ever with Loewe sets - its speaker set-up is a cut above most rivals. The Concept L32 is immensely attractive: it deserves to sell very well indeed.

Toshiba Stasia

37VL56 37” LCD TV

Boasting HDMI connectivity, this new model also features Toshiba’s impressive Active Vision LCD picture processing technology, whereby contrast is improved by increasing the pixel count of the screen by three times that of a conventional LCD TV.

Hitachi

PLATARA 42PD7200 42” PLASMA TV

“All right, we admit it, we rather like this screen. In fact, it’s very difficult to find a reason why anyone hankering for a 42 inch plasma shouldn’t go out and buy one. Five stars for Hitachi and a new standard for affordable excellence for everyone else.”
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Projection

If you'd prefer to measure your screen-size in feet, how about one of the new generation of projectors? The latest designs are delivering superb results at increasingly affordable prices - and they're more home friendly than ever before.

ScreenPlay

From the worldwide leader in digital projection technology and solutions, ScreenPlay® DLP® projectors are changing the face of home cinema offering market-beating performance, specification and value at every price point.

Sim2

Sim2 Multimedia is a world-leading manufacturer at the forefront of home cinema technology and a name synonymous with high-end home cinema projection.

MT30E "Spectacular, in a word... Another terrific projector from Italy's finest..."

Themescene

Since its launch, the multi-award winning Themescene® brand has rapidly established a five-star reputation for uncompromised image quality.

N30E: “There are so many good points it's hard to know where to start... Just how much better can budget DLP projectors get?!”

DVDOS iScan™ VP30

The iScan™ VP30 is a high-definition video processor and AV hub that converts standard or high definition from your DVD player, VCR, PVR, HD set top box, game console, or PC to any output resolution between 480p and 1080p, including any to any output resolution between 480p and 1080p, including any to any output resolution between 480p and 1080p.

Product Selection

Listed below is a small selection of our extensive range. Please note: Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please call to confirm or see the brand locator at www.ssav.com before travelling.

TURNABLES

Goldring Gr2 £ CALL
eCALL

Cyrus FMx £ CALL
eCALL

Denon TN60MKII £99.95
eCALL

Marantz PM4400 £139.95
eCALL
eCALL

Pure DXP £179.95
eCALL

Pure DXP £229.95
eCALL

Rotel RP-1 £ CALL
eCALL

TUNERS

Arcam AR £ CALL
eCALL

Cyrus Range £ CALL
eCALL

Denon DC-DAB £119.95
eCALL

Linn Money £ CALL
eCALL

Marantz PM4400 £139.95
eCALL

Meridian Range £ CALL
eCALL

Musical Fidelity Range £ CALL
eCALL

NAD Range £ CALL
eCALL

Quad Range £ CALL
eCALL

Rotel Range £ CALL
eCALL

Arcam Range £ CALL
eCALL

Audiolab Range £ CALL
eCALL

Cyrus Range £ CALL
eCALL

Linn Range £ CALL
eCALL

Marantz PM4400 £139.95
eCALL

Meridian Range £ CALL
eCALL

Musical Fidelity Range £ CALL
eCALL

NAD Range £ CALL
eCALL

Quad Range £ CALL
eCALL

Rotel Range £ CALL
eCALL

Arcam Range £ CALL
eCALL

Audiolab Range £ CALL
eCALL

Cyrus Range £ CALL
eCALL

Denon DC-DAB £119.95
eCALL

Linn Range £ CALL
eCALL

Marantz PM4400 £139.95
eCALL

Meridian Range £ CALL
eCALL

Musical Fidelity Range £ CALL
eCALL

NAD Range £ CALL
eCALL

Quad Range £ CALL
eCALL

Roksan Range £ CALL
eCALL

Rotel Range £ CALL
eCALL

Arcam Range £ CALL
eCALL

Audiolab Range £ CALL
eCALL

Cyrus Range £ CALL
eCALL

Denon DC-DAB £119.95
eCALL

Linn Range £ CALL
eCALL

Marantz PM4400 £139.95
eCALL

Meridian Range £ CALL
eCALL

Musical Fidelity Range £ CALL
eCALL

NAD Range £ CALL
eCALL

Quad Range £ CALL
eCALL

Roksan Range £ CALL
eCALL

Rotel Range £ CALL
eCALL

HI-FI SPEAKERS

Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo One £119.95
eCALL

Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three £229.95
eCALL

Acoustic Energy Silver Range £191.95
eCALL

AV Neutron IV £179.95
eCALL

BAW Range £129.95
eCALL

KEF Range £191.95
eCALL

Linn Money £159.95
eCALL

Meridian M10 £159.95
eCALL

Mission Range £159.95
eCALL

Monitor Audio Range £159.95
eCALL

Quad Range £159.95
eCALL

Roksan Range £159.95
eCALL

Rotel Range £159.95
eCALL

Arcam Range £159.95
eCALL

Audiolab Range £159.95
eCALL

Cyrus Range £159.95
eCALL

Denon DC-DAB £119.95
eCALL

Linn Range £159.95
eCALL

Marantz PM4400 £139.95
eCALL

Meridian Range £159.95
eCALL

Musical Fidelity Range £159.95
eCALL

NAD Range £159.95
eCALL

Quad Range £159.95
eCALL

Roksan Range £159.95
eCALL

Rotel Range £159.95
eCALL

HI-FI SYSTEMS

Arcam Solo Ex Speakers £1199.95
eCALL

Denon M40 £1299.95
eCALL

Linn Classic Music Ex Spk £249.95
eCALL

Onkyo CRX-M10 Ex Spk £249.95
eCALL

Teac Range £249.95
eCALL

Yamaha CRX-M170 Ex Spk £249.95
eCALL

DVD SYSTEMS

Denon Range £ CALL
e CALL

KEF 150i Ex Speakers £ CALL
e CALL

Teac Range £ CALL
e CALL

MULTI-ROOM AUDIO

Cyrus Link Range £ CALL
e CALL

Living Control Range £ CALL
e CALL

Yamaha MusicCast Range £ CALL
e CALL

DVD PLAYERS

WHAT & WHERE? THIS WEEK 1999.95

Arcam Range £ CALL
e CALL

Cyrus Range £ CALL
e CALL

Denon Range £ CALL
e CALL

Denon DVD-A15 £ CALL
e CALL

Harman Kardon Range £ CALL
e CALL

DVD RECORDERS

Some & Nov. £ CALL
e CALL

A/V AMPLIFIERS & RECEIVERS

Arcam Range £ CALL
e CALL

Audiolab Range £ CALL
e CALL

Cyrus Range £ CALL
e CALL

Denon AKX-155 AV Amplifier £ CALL
e CALL

Denon Range £ CALL
e CALL

Lexicon Range £ CALL
e CALL

Marantz Range £ CALL
e CALL

Onkyo Range £ CALL
e CALL

Panasonic £ CALL
e CALL

Philips Range £ CALL
e CALL

Pioneer NEW RANGE £ CALL
e CALL

Quad Range £ CALL
e CALL

Wharfedale Diamond 9 £ CALL
e CALL

Wharfedale Diamond 10 £ CALL
e CALL

AV SPEAKERS & PACKAGES

Acoustic Energy Evo 30 £1299.95
eCALL

Acoustic Energy Evo Three £1299.95
eCALL

Acoustic Energy Silver Range £191.95
eCALL

AV Neutron IV £179.95
eCALL

BAW Range £129.95
eCALL

KEF Range £191.95
eCALL

Linn Money £159.95
eCALL

Meridian M10 £159.95
eCALL

Mission Range £159.95
eCALL

Monitor Audio Range £159.95
eCALL

Quad Range £159.95
eCALL

Roksan Range £159.95
eCALL

Rotel Range £159.95
eCALL

SUBWOOFERS

B&W Range £ CALL
e CALL

M&K Range £ CALL
e CALL

M&K Range £ CALL
e CALL

M&K Range £ CALL
e CALL

SAV & MISC. £ CALL
e CALL

PLASMA

Hisense Range £ CALL
e CALL

Hisense Range £ CALL
e CALL

JVC Range £ CALL
e CALL

JVC Range £ CALL
e CALL

Pioneer PF570D/K 10" £ CALL
e CALL

Pioneer PF570D/K 10" £ CALL
e CALL

Pioneer PF570D/K 10" £ CALL
e CALL

Samsung Range £ CALL
e CALL

LCD TV

Hitachi Range £ CALL
e CALL

Hitachi Range £ CALL
e CALL

LG Range £ CALL
e CALL

LG Range £ CALL
e CALL

Samsung Range £ CALL
e CALL

Sharp Range £ CALL
e CALL

Sim 2 Range £ CALL
e CALL

Sim 2 Range £ CALL
e CALL

Sim2 RANGE £ CALL
e CALL

THEMESCENE RANGE £ CALL
e CALL

ACCESSORIES

We have a wide range of Accessories from QED, Soundstyle, Grado, Goldring and more.
Who are Sevenoaks?

Established as Sevenoaks Hi-Fi in 1972, we have grown steadily onto one of the leading independent home entertainment specialists in the UK, earning a reputation for outstanding service, choice and value for money. In 1995, reflecting our commitment to the emergent new technologies in home cinema, our name was changed to Sevenoaks Sound & Vision. We now have 49 stores across the land stocking a broad range of exceptional equipment and accessories.

How to shop at Sevenoaks

When it comes to making big decisions about what to buy, there's no substitute for actually road-testing your prospective purchases - seeing, hearing and experiencing the products in action. With the benefit of our expert knowledge and guidance to help you choose. To get the most from your Sevenoaks Sound & Vision experience, simply follow this checklist:

- **ESTABLISH YOUR GOALS** - Are you tweaking an existing system to improve sound or picture quality, or are you looking for a more fundamental and comprehensive upgrade?
- **BRING YOUR FAVOURITE DISCS WITH YOU** - To ensure you get the most from the music and movies you collect, it pays to test equipment using those very discs or records, that way you can readily compare levels of performance.
- **REQUEST A DEMO** - If you prefer, we can supply a selection of demo discs - current mainstream or high-end.
- **PLAN YOUR INSTALLATION** - If you're thinking of a comprehensive upgrade?
- **DEFINE YOUR BUDGET** - And your choices, so you can readily choose the products right for you.
- **TAKE YOUR TIME** - If you are unsure of any aspect of the products or technologies involved, please take as much time as you need to determine which products are right for you.
- **JUST ASK** - If you are unsure of any aspect of the products or technologies involved, our staff will be happy to help you out.
- **TAKE YOUR TIME** - We want you to be as happy as possible with your choices, so please take as much time as you need to determine which products are right for you.

WITH OUR CUSTOM DESIGNED INSTALLATIONS, your home entertainment choices become as convenient as they are clever. We can help transform every room and every home, whatever your requirements and budget.

Our installation experts are trained to the highest standards in all areas and provide a prompt reliable and totally professional service. Rest assured also that our commitment to service doesn't end once your equipment is in place. Sevenoaks staff will continue to support you and your kit long after your initial visit to one of our stores.

**Custom Installation**

Sevenoaks Website

The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website has news and information on the Sevenoaks group and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest store. In addition, there are hundreds of SPECIAL OFFERS and STOCK CLEARANCE items available from our stores nationwide - many with savings of up to 50%.

To view our regularly updated product lists, visit www.ssav.com and click on special offers.

Hi-Fi & Home Cinema Guide 2005 EDITION

Pick-up a copy of our 72 Page Guide at your nearest Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store or order a copy via our Website. The brochure will be posted to you (UK mainland addresses only) FREE OF CHARGE.
Much as diehard ‘turntablists’ may pretend otherwise, digital is where it’s at these days, and so the mass manufacturers’ marketing budgets follow, with the promise that digital disc players are – as someone famous once said – ‘getting better all the time’. Well, David Price decided to try to put it all into perspective...

Regular readers will know that yours truly is, shall we say, a trifle ‘digital averse’. This doesn’t mean that I burn effigies of the Dutchman who productionised CD, or sit there fuming about the way it’s robbed us analogue addicts of the ability to buy our prized vinyl from the local High Street. But it does mean that I’m not an uncritical friend of digital audio: unlike many. In truth, I use it every day, live with it, sometimes love it, and am often disappointed with it – especially when I’ve just spent twenty minutes in the company of an original nineteen fifties Blue Note LP (all analogue, recorded on to 15ips open reel with a crossed pair of mics, in one take)...

Still, anyone of the Luddite persuasion who insists that it must be wiped off the face of the Earth doesn’t get my vote; like Nuclear power stations and automobiles, you’ve got to accept that actually it really does serve a use – much as you’d stay away in an ideal world. The fact is that digital audio has done an awful lot to bring high(ish) quality music to the masses. However redoubtable Ivor Tiefenbrun’s marketing prowess was (is), he’d never have got LP12s into umpteen billion homes. But Philips and Sony did it with CD, though – and good luck to them.

The question, of course, just how good is digital? And, more appositely, given that CD is — to all intents and purposes — what digital is in the marketplace, how good is Compact Disc? Well, no small amount of testing serious high end CD spinners for many years has revealed that actually it can be very good indeed. The confusing thing for buyers and journalists alike is that, with every new model, every new chipset, transport and great discovery, Compact Disc is touted by those who sell it as being better than ever.

If you think about it, this shouldn’t come as a complete surprise (it would be rather odd if Sony launched its new SCD 9999ES — or whatever — as being ‘errr, not quite as good as the last one, actually, because we can’t get the transports’...). Yet this tendency rather creates the impression in buyer’s minds that their five year old machine is, by today’s standards, fatally flawed, because it lacks the new transport, DAC or digital filter that, daaarling, everyone’s talking about...

The great sausage machine that is marketing has a real vested interest in claiming the new is better than the old, and that’s it, end of story. Well, a lot of audiophiles have got savvy to this, and there’s now a sort of guerilla, insurgent movement that claims precisely the same — in reverse. Of late, folk can be found scouring ebay for machines which are as close as possible to CD’s ‘Year Zero’ (i.e. 1982), when everything was (allegedly) fantastic and players weren’t ‘built down to a cost’. For every action, there is a reaction...

The purpose of this feature was to take an unsentimental look at three decades of digital; a machine from 1983, one from 1994 and another from 2005. Well, of course, we could have chosen anything, so I decided to stay at least reasonably consistent, and use Marantz machines as a gauge. Although there will doubtless be thousands of emails pointing out the ‘methodological inexactitudes’ of my choice of machines no sooner than subscription copies hit doormats, I think this is valid as a general ‘Litmus test’.

Marantz machines, you see, have always been very fine sounding variations on a Philips theme, using the same transports and chipsets as their Dutch ‘uncles’, but with a few little tweaks under the bonnet that really raise their game. They’ve been extremely strong sellers in the UK, and always a good gauge. Although...
1983: MARANTZ CD63

March 1983 saw the introduction of the Philips CD100 to the UK market; anoraks will point out that in Japan it reached the shops in November 1982, but suffice to say that 1983 was 'Year Zero' for UK CD buyers. It was the first ever CD player, long in gestation. Readers of Hi-Fi Answers would have seen something looking not too dissimilar back in 1981, going by the name of the CD333, I believe. It used the first Philips TDA1540 14bit, 4 times oversampling DAC and the (now) legendary Philips CDMO 'swing arm' transport. Marantz's CD63 variant followed very soon after; almost identical apart from the Marantz moniker. In Japan, it retailed for ¥189,000 – close to £800 in those days, and you can double that (at the very least) to account for inflation.

To anyone used to modern silver disc spinners, the CD100/CD63 is prehistoric. It's a tiny but stocky (weighing in at 5kg) top loader: You press down on the disc bay cover and it rises up (damped, but only slightly), then you insert the disc, close the disc cover and press play, then wait... Until the advent of DVD players, this wait would have seemed hours (for a while in the early nineties we got used to fast access times, before DVD-ROM transports graced us with their presence), as the laser ambled its way towards the disc's Table of Contents, had a little think and then displayed the number of tracks, not digitally (hey, digital LED displays cost a bomb back then) but by a row of green LEDs! Then you pressed 'play', went away to put the kettle on, and hey presto, it was playing music digitally!

The Philips/Marantz was always regarded as the best sounding first generation machine, and you can hear why. Even by 2005 standards, this thing really sounds nice. And that's the right way to put it – it sounds 'nice'. That horrible, acerbic top that many vinyl diehards identified was half down to the fact that their Linn/Naim systems were 'voiced' for the then dull and sumptuous sounding LP12. Grace arm and Supex 900 cartridge (a delicious device, but not neutral to say the least), and half down to those rival Japanese 16x2 machines (PCM35/54/63 and CX200017 DACs take a bow!) with a top end that could skin a cat. Through a well balanced 2005 system, the TDA1540 sounds – if anything – fluffy, wallowy and indistinct.

It's very 'fluffy' alright. Just listen to that treble; it's almost like someone's sucked out all the air and space, like a bad valve amp but without the euphonic, silky highs. It's quite Supex SD900-like in fact (classic MC anoraks will know what I mean), minus that delicious sepia tint. By the vinyl standards of 1983, the Marantz CD63's treble is poor; perfunctory, decently crisp but devoid of air and space. The midband isn't much better in 'hi-fi' terms. Back then most people would have been amazed by its 'solidity', which is to say that it is (obviously) speed-stable and great at throwing strong, well defined images forward. In this respect it surpassed an LP12, but a 2005 Michell GyroDec makes it sound vague and indistinct – as does any decent modern DAC such as the NET Audio Sonance tested in this issue.

Still, what you can't criticise is its fluidity. The Philips TDA1540 chipset was a musically lucid thing, able to 'sing', able to carry a song and make a nice, musical noise. In this respect it was virtually unique: the Sony CX20017 in the rival CDP-101 was less fluid, and quite mechanical sounding. Indeed, there's something about the 1540's midband that's really nice. Analogue addicts who moved from the altogether more impressive sounding Linn Ekos tonearm to Naim's more 'woolly', fluffy ARO for precisely the same reason will know what I mean. You put a disc in and it sings, despite its myriad hi-fi failings. It's this 'romantic' sound that marks out 14x4; nothing else came close, for my money.

Bass too is rather nice, but don't go thinking it's accurate. It was warm, fruity and bouncy like a valve amp, but put on a modern CD spinner and it sounds embarrassingly vague. Still, it's more than the sum of its parts; it bounces along, integrates seamlessly into the lilting midband and the overall effect is very nice. It doesn't go down so low (a 1983 LP12 would easily better it), but it's still a big, fat, mellifluous thing that makes listening to whatever silver disc you slot inside an enjoyable experience.

By 2005 standards, the Marantz CD63 is awful in some respects; a £50 Sony Discman has more insight, more dimensionality, more zing, more air and space, but by the same token nothing but nothing made now sounds so, errm, analogue. It just plays music – it bounces and boogies in a vague and wobbly yet oh-so-enjoyable way - and that's what we're here for.

[now read on for the 1994 Marantz CDS2SE...]
"The best tonearm I've heard"

HI FI WORLD

Winner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component of 2004 award

“A new benchmark for musical communication”

STEREO TIMES

“One of the truly special products I've reviewed in the past 18 years”

STEREOPHILE

The new generation of tonearms from Origin Live have won admiration and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you can at last treat yourself to a serious upgrade. Why not arrange for a demonstration now.

Tonearm Models

Conqueror - £2500
Illustrious - £1570
Encounter - £970
Silver - £599
OL1 from - £124

Demonstrably better

NEW SOVEREIGN DECK

Ultimate performance for your system

“The best musical results of any turntable I've ever heard, regardless of price.

Since I've been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, I hesitate somewhat to make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in a class by itself. It sets a new reference.”

STEREOTIMES on the Aurora Gold turntable & illustrious tonearm

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: info@originlive.com

Full information on web site www.originlive.com

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: info@originlive.com

Full information on web site www.originlive.com
1994: MARANTZ CD52SE

Launched at the beginning of the nineties, this machine was just being replaced by the CD63SE, but bucketloads had been sold and it was still in shops. It was Marantz’s first ever Bitstream machine, and for this reason a very significant bit of kit. The 1991 CD50SE that preceded it was almost visually identical, but sported a Philips TDA1541 16bit, 4 times oversampling chipset that had first appeared as early as 1986 in the Philips CD304 mkII (which was virtually a first generation player, albeit with a fancy digital track display). This chipset was a high point in 16bit design, according to most, possessing almost all the liquid musicality of the original 14bit machines with extra bit, incision and detail. The 1541 was also expensive to manufacture and complex, and wasn’t very user friendly; many cheap machines with this inside sounded truly painful (i.e. forward and relentless), others like Naim’s CD1 were legendary.

The Philips SAA7350 ‘Bitstream’ DAC was the beginning of modern digital audio; cheaper to make with far lower measured distortion, it ushered in a whole new ‘sound’ for CD. One that, instead for causing offence, could actually make digital audio sound a little bland and lifeless. Digital had come of age. At the time, we all scavenged the disc and told you what’s on it. Now, by today’s standards, it’s not so amazing in this respect (just listen to how a £250 Cambridge 640C v2 beats it) but back then it was (to use the What Hi-Fi vernacular, “awesome”). The nineties Marantz has a fascinating combination of detail, musicality, smoothness and self-assuredness. Now, today’s machines have all this and more, except the last — which I (and it’s just my hunch) put down to the CDM4 transport. It gives the CD52SE a very ‘up for it’ sound; it’s bouncy, good-foot-forward, engaging, challenging and just dives into music (vinylistas think: Linn Ittok LV1). It really pushes the song along, and leaves the olde CD63 sounding ponderous and fluffy (apologies for my overuse of this term, but it’s so right). However, there’s one way the CD63 whips it, and it’s that awesome solidity in the bass; the CD52SE is close, but you get the feeling that it’s ever so slightly lighter and less committed; the CD63 is looser, fuller and more reassured sounding.

In other respects, the CD52SE is very different; it’s plasticky and clunky and built down to a price, but has fast disc access (by Philips standards; it’s geniatic by Sony standards of the day). The disc tray is a big plastic moulding and the display’s a crude fluorescent blue that’s neither dimmable nor readable — and boy, how I’d love to switch the flipping thing off! The remote (wow — it’s remote controlled!) is an unlovely affair. The machine is cheap as chips in every way except sound, where it’s surprisingly good, even by modern standards. To coin a phrase, there’s ‘something in the way she moves’ that the new sub-£1,000 machines can’t manage, despite being light years ahead in so many ways. Stereo imaging; so-so, soundstaging; so-so, detailing; good, bass; light but propulsive, treble; okay — but despite all this it swings and grooves in a way that even the new Shanling CD-T80 can’t quite manage. Pardon the car analogy, but in the same way that no car on ‘low profile’ tyres ever rode as good as an old seventies Jaguar XJ6 on big rubber doughnuts, so nothing quite gets up to an early Philips mech for sonic self-assuredness, I reckon.

[now read on for Dominic Todd’s review of the 2005 Marantz SA-1551...]

The new SA15S1 from Marantz is SACD-capable, but strictly two-channel only. Stereophile Dominic Todd listens in...

Around a year ago Marantz committed themselves to two-channel stereo. With the likes of the SA11SI they showed the world that although committed to SACD, they were still very much dedicated to stereo as well.

The new SA15S1 follows on from this but, unlike its name suggests, it actually falls lower in the hierarchy, rather than above. Although adopting the same 'premium' design as the SA11SI, it's actually designed to replace the well-loved CD17 rather than simply being a stripped down SA11SI per se. Nevertheless, comparisons will be made, so it's interesting to see what has been lost in the cheaper version...

At first sight, there certainly doesn't appear to have been much at all. The SA15S1 looks every bit as stunning as its bigger brother, right down to the gentle blue floodlit facia. Combined with the silver finish, double layer chassis and solid feeling buttons it has a certain retro feeling about it, but definitely looks and feels more expensive than its actual price. Take a look inside and the differences between the two models become clearer. The new model lacks the Super Ring power transformer - instead using a more conventional frame type that Marantz call 'El'. The OFC wiring has gone, and the jitter clock is of a simpler design. Take a look at the DAC and you'll see a Crystal CS4397 in place of the more expensive model's SMS866AS - the adjustable DSP filter has also been left off. Finally, whilst the SA11SI's chassis is copper plated, the newer model's is simply raw steel.

If all this sounds rather a lot, then it's worth bearing in mind that the newer model is a full £900 less than its bigger brother, and still has plenty going for it. First off, the Crystal CS4397 is actually still a very decent DAC and, combined with the excellent component quality typified by the Elna capacitors, it actually makes for a sound basis for an £1,100 machine. Moreover the SA15S1 makes full use of Marantz's excellent HDAM output devices. By using HDAM modules the output stage offers current feedback topology that is said to improve dynamics. Other nice touches include the machined brass RCA outputs and zero impedance plate.

Rather than being a noisy fluorescent design the switchable display is LCD based and, it should be said, of excellent clarity. These days there isn't a CD manufacturer that doesn't realise the importance of reducing jitter and, although lower in spec than the SA11SI, the clock in the SA15S1 is still of a high quality, low jitter design.

In addition to the RCA phono sockets there are both optical and coaxial digital ones. Unlike its big brother there's also a D-bus link that can be handy if you have other Marantz components. Finally the headphone socket features a dedicated current buffer amp and its own, analogue, volume knob. Rounding off the package is a chunky remote control and, lest we forget, the ability to play SACDs, albeit in stereo only.

SOUND QUALITY

Beginning with Tipper's 'No Dice'. I found the Marantz to have a very open and broad soundstage. The sheer expanse of sound was reminiscent of many other Marantz products, but the transparency is not a quality I would have previously
associated with the brand – at least not at this price point. Also rather impressive, given the price point, was the bass response. Not only was it imbued with depth and a taut quality, but it also had a greater level of extension than I’d been expecting. Certainly compared with most other CD players at this price, the SA15 S1 simply goes down lower. So, with excellent staging, separation and control it was hard to fault the new Marantz. Up against the SA II S1 there were differences, but only of degrees. Next to its bigger brother, the treble did just lose a little focus. It’s not scrappy – indeed it’s still smooth by class standards – but it’s just not quite so crystalline clear.

Despite the strong bass extension, Natasha Bedingfield’s, ‘Size Matters’, proved that the SA15 S1 could still muster a pacey timing ability. Once again there was excellent separation, with a strong vocal projection to match. It handled the complex, multi-layered vocals with ease and proved articulate and in command throughout. In addition to this, it also came as a relief to find that the upper-mid range didn’t harden, as can sometimes be the case with lesser machines playing this song.

Peter Cincotti’s ‘On The Moon’ was portrayed in the smooth, well-textured finish. Whilst the heavy, chunky silver strike of former Marantz machines, the treble quality could be criticised for sounding a trifle loose, as can sometimes be the case with lesser machines playing this song.

The previous discs had all been conventional CDs, but seeing as the SA15 S1 also plays SACDs, I decided to test this facility using David Bridie’s ‘Dive’. Straight away there was the sense of relaxed, unforced fluidity that DSD seems to bring out in music. At first the switch to SACD can seem unremarkable, but go back to 16bit PCM and you’ll find it rather forced and crude by comparison. With the SA15 S1 in particular, the move to SACD brought about an improvement in focus, whilst still retaining the excellent projection. Bass wasn’t quite as effortless as its bigger brother this time around, but it was still more than class competitive and still more textured than with conventional CD. Finally, another benefit of SACD appeared to be a particularly hushed background. The lack of noise meant that the notes appeared to form more organically and thus sounded more natural. Back to CD, and Vaughan Williams’ ‘English Folk Song Suite’ still impressed. Even at low levels there was vigour and attack to the sound. Dynamic control was excellent with plenty of scale and power when needed, but also subtlety, such as the delicate texture of the flute, when required. Brass would have benefited from being presented with a little more crispness, but other than that, the fine timing meant that there was little to fault.

CONCLUSION
When Marantz produce a new CD player it can be taken as a given that it will be at the very least very good. With so many greats from the past, inclining the SA15 S1’s predecessor, this new model certainly has a lot to live up to. The good news is, then, that the SA15 S1 not only lives up to expectations but comfortably exceeds them. First off is the styling and finish. Whilst the heavy, chunky silver finish may not be to everyone’s taste there’s no denying its presence. That blue paint, floodlighting and button layout are also evocative of former Marantz triumphs. Build quality is certainly consummate with the price and there can be no quibbles to be had with the spec’ – especially with the SACD decoding. Yet, even with just plain old CD, the SA15 S1 has a spacious, refined yet powerful sound that is hard not to warm to. Against its big brother it may lose a little focus at frequency extremes, but the differences aren’t that great. With Classical music it could also be argued that the Quad 99CDP-2 just pips it for realism, but again the two are close. The automatic first choice at the price, if SACD is important for you.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE
This player offers a smooth, ripple free response with CD, plus good bandwidth extension to 21.25kHz our convolved impulse analysis shows. This will give an even tonal balance with CD, with no apparent softening of upper frequencies. Marantz tend to a brighter balance and I’d expect that to be obvious here. SACD, as usual, does roll off at high frequencies, in contrast to CD. However, it is well above the conscious hearing limit, the –1dB point being at 40kHz, an octave higher than CD. Output then rolls away smoothly to measure –14dB at 100kHz. This roll down keeps super sonic noise levels – a problem with SACD – in check.

Again in line with the results usually achieved by good players, distortion from SACD was up to ten times less than CD, with just 0.38% at –80dB against 4.3% from CD. This is one reason why SACD sounds so silky smooth in contrast to CD. With a minuscule 0.0003% distortion measured at –6dB, SACD provides great results on this player.

Distortion levels on CD were as low as is possible and within a hair’s breadth of the best, giving a high EIAJ dynamic range figure of 111dB. There was a trifle more uncorrelated jitter than the best players, with peaks reaching 25pS or thereabouts, up to 20kHz. This is a satisfactorily clean performance all the same.

Much as expected from Marantz, the SA-15S1 turns in a good measured performance in all areas. It’s a well designed player. NK
They're very smooth, insightful, silky, couth, and detailed with oodles of atmosphere.

Slinkylinks perform very strongly indeed even in the very best high end systems at a reasonable price.

Unique air and silver cables starting from only £180

We believe that 20-40% of musical information is damaged or destroyed by mechanical vibration.

Transformers and motors vibrate, capacitors "crack" as they recharge and even cable conductors move with the changing signal. All this movement generates damaging electrical noise.

Then components are linked with metal wire, an excellent conductor of mechanical noise (thousands of times more efficient than air) and on the end the biggest vibrator of them all — the loudspeaker!

The damage is huge. We use cables, filters and supports from Vertex AQ to trap and subdue this vibration. Music is liberated and dubious customers are assuaged. These Vertex components change the performance of the equipment — they change the performance.

They are not tweaks for when you have bought everything else — they dwarf the differences between similar CD players or amplifiers. You will change your opinion when choosing main components. Remove the supports and swap the cables, even for good alternatives, and the system sounds ragged, hard, slow, flat, disjointed and uninvolving.

Dubious? There's too much hype in hi-fi but we back our belief with this try-free offer: test a mains cable for the CD player or the links for a bi-wireable speaker. The only calls we receive are, "Amazing. What should I buy next?"

Customers say we make some of the best sounds they have ever heard, so you know we can do the same in your home. Our advice will take account of your best components and guide you where change is needed, in stages you can afford.

You avoid expensive mistakes, enjoy music along the way and save money in the long run.

Just listen and you'll know.


Speakers: Audio Physics, Dali, Etho, Gamut, NEAT, Totem.

Cables: Argento, Chord Co., DNIM, Nordost, Siltech, Vertex AQ etc.

Mains: Vertex AQ. Supports: Arcchio, Standa, Unique, Vertex AQ.
2005 MARANTZ SA-15S1

At just over £1,000, this machine is just a little cheaper than the 1983 CD63, and just a tad more expensive than the 1994 CD52SE in real terms — so it's a very valid tool for comparison purposes. The first thing that strikes you is that massive advance in build quality over the 1994 CD52SE. It's in another world; it's so much better built; no cheap plastic mouldings, no crude styling, horrible displays, rubblishy fascias, fiddly buttons. If you'd been back in 1994, it would have seemed like 'super-fi' before you so much as powered it up — the things that digital dreams are made of.

If you'd been a 1994 What Hi-Fi reader, your mind would have been truly bent out of shape by the SACD legend on its fascia. If a white suited angel had flown down from Heaven to explain it was the 'successor to CD, with a bandwidth of 100kHz', you'd probably have had to be wheeled off to a convalescent home in Switzerland for some fresh air and natural spring water to get over the shock. "What's this: something 'even better than CD? But the hi-fi magazines keep telling me that CD is perfect... I don't understand", said he. Indeed, our 'dazed and confused' nineties audiophile would have regarded the SA-15S1 just as his father viewed the Commodore PET microcomputer back in 1977, with a sense of "I never knew this was possible.

Well, before we get too excited, let's listen to the SA-15S1's CD sound. The SACD thing we'll return to later. Against the CD52SE, the '15 is impressive. There's more of everything: more bass, more midband, more treble; it's like someone's opened the window and let the fresh air breeze in. Bass is slightly stronger, and obviously more accurate; lots more detail there about the recorded acoustic. Midband is — wow — ever so much more open. The CD63 sounds like dual mono by comparison, while the CD52SE sounds like cooking stereo, but a bit digital in the way it throws out the recorded acoustic. The SA-15S1 sounds 'widescreen'; it's all there, the whole of the studio, with all the elements in the mix in their proper place. The only thing obviously better is — dare I say it — half-decent vinyl, which is on another level altogether (just listen to Marantz's own £1,000 TT-15S1 for proof of this).

The SA-15S1 is big, open, relaxed and yet detailed. There'soodles of detailing there, and a genuinely warm tonality to the proceedings, which sort of reminds one of tube amplification. It also harks back to the CD63, but is conspicuously less (pardon me) 'fluffy'; it's warm, tonally rich and red like autumn leaves and full of 'mellow fruitfulness' (as an Englishman once said) which is more redolent of classic seventies Super moving coil cartridges than nineties digital. Music is a true pleasure to listen to; in some respects it's closer to the CD63 (the CD52SE sounds a bit too exciting, in your face), but you get so much more than ye olde TDA1540 DACs were able to give. Its Crystal CS4397 DACs, complete with the latest and greatest digital filtering and Marantz HDAM analogue output stages give a truly large, almost engulfing window on the world — and very nice it is too. Indeed, I'd say it's improvement on what came before — by a country mile — but some will lament its lack of 'that certain something' that money (these days) just can't buy. But factor in its build quality and ergonomics that make the oldsters look positively grottic ('I'm sorry all you 'olde worlde' geeks, but waiting half an hour as the CD63 crawls from track 1 to track 6 has lost its appeal for me — maybe I'm getting old?), and that 'something for the weekend', Super Audio Compact Disc, and it's a persuasive package.

The SACD functionality is its master stroke; several of our group test contenders (Quad, Naim) would run the Marantz very, very close on CD playback, if not beat it — but lo and behold — it has a party piece! For my money, SACD playback...

"by most people's standards, the SA-15S1 is an improvement on what came before, but some will lament its lack of that certain something..."
Have Hermstedt struck gold with their all singing, all dancing HiFiDelio audio computer music centre? Neal Gibbons reports...

It isn't often that I get excited about a product just by looking at the spec sheet or sales brochure, but the HiFiDelio wireless music centre from Hermstedt certainly pressed all the right buttons for me. The feature list seemed to go on forever - if the sound quality was as good as the feature list could the HiFiDelio be the Holy Grail of computer audio music centres?

It is designed to be either the centre of a home computer audio network or to supplement an existing one. Music can be stored on its internal hard disk drive or played directly from the internal CD drive. It can replay Internet audio streams and also play music from other MP3 devices such as an iPod. It interfaces with iTunes allowing direct playback from an iTunes library and it also allows iTunes to play back the audio stored on the HiFiDelio. Up to five different streams of audio can be played at once to 'clients', i.e. a PC or Mac. It can digitise audio via its analogue input from an LP phono stage or cassette player. A maximum of 70 minutes can be stored in this way and the resulting audio file can be edited into separate tracks and then stored on the hard disk or burnt to an internal CD-R.

Music can be imported from a CD directly (Digital Audio Extraction) or imported from a PC/ Mac, or the network, or downloaded from the Internet. It can store audio in raw .wav formats such as WAV, AIFF or compressed formats MP3, OGG, FLAC, AAC and WMA.

On the fly conversion and compression of the audio stream can be performed into MP3 (user selectable quality level) and FLAC. Any stored music can be burnt to the internal CD-R. A version of the excellent FreeDB CD database is included internally to identify a new CD and if it isn't in the database the HiFiDelio will access the FreeDB website to retrieve the information.

The music library can be managed and organised via a PC or Mac connected to the same network as the HiFiDelio. I am sure I read somewhere that it'll bring you refreshments when needed during long listening sessions!

IN USE

Measuring 435x85x290mm and weighing 6kg, the HiFiDelio could be mistaken for any standard CD or DVD player. Closer inspection though reveals it to be somewhat different...

Available in black or silver brushed aluminium, it looks smart and sleek. On the front panel resides the slot-loading CD/CD-R drive and back lit buttons for power, plus the normal CD control buttons for play, stop, ff, eject etc. To the right of these is a large, clear LCD alpha-numeric display with four associated option selector push buttons and on the far right is a dual 'turn and select' wheel very similar to that found on VCR machines for ff, Rewind and frame advance. Here it is used to scroll the cursor up, down, left and right in the display. I have to say this is one of the best user interfaces I have come across on this type of product.
Finally, there is a headphone jack located to the right of the 'turn and select' wheel.

At the rear is the power inlet, four auto-sensing 10/100Mbit Ethernet switched ports, two USB v1.1/2.0 ports, RCA and Toslink S/PDIF outputs.

Over the network to a PC or Mac.

My other concern is one of expansion. The HiFiDelio cannot be user upgraded to the larger disk version, a missed opportunity in my opinion. ‘Tip’, and the ‘lock in’ with the Hermstedt supplied backup disk drive, takes the shine off the feature list for me. I would like to see Hermstedt address this.

A reasonable quality remote is also included, but I rarely used it.

I decided to connect the HiFiDelio to my home WLAN first and came across a setup issue. A quick e-mail to Hermstedt confirmed that the HiFiDelio does not support WAP encryption which my WLAN was configured for, only the earlier WEP standard, not a serious omission but a puzzling one given all the other great things built into the device.

To get up and running I connected it using Ethernet cable and left the re-configuration of my WLAN to WEP for a later date.

Once connected I set about getting some CDs and WAV files onto the hard disk. The HiFiDelio acts as a Windows file server when connected and publishes a network volume that can be accessed from other PCs. This lets the user ‘drag and drop’ stored music from a PC directly into the HiFiDelio. All track editing is performed via the ‘turn and select’ wheel.

I used a pair of headphones to assist in locating the gaps between tracks. This is done by playing the track while listening and using the inner ‘frame advance / frame rewind’ wheel to locate the gaps. Once located, you ‘mark’ the gap and carry on to the next. When all have been ‘marked’, you press ‘cut’ and the file is divided into individual tracks.

At this stage you can burn the tracks to CD-R or import them into a music library in a chosen format e.g. MP3, FLAC etc.

I imported them using FLAC, which would also allow me to burn to CD-R at a later stage with the best quality possible. I found the easiest and best way to perform the track and album naming was to use the Web interface as it gives direct access to the music library in an
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Noteworthy Audio
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Below is a small selection from our range of carefully chosen equipment

Denon DL-103 MC cartridge. The 103 has been in production since 1963, and for good reason - its performance is legendary throughout the world. Probably the best value cartridge available today at just £100.

Denon DL-304 This is a wonderfully transparent sounding MC cartridge that is almost unmatched for its midband quality which is especially amazing when its low £210 price is taken into account.

Audio Note 103 This is Audio Note’s top MM cartridge and it features the same diamond and titanium cantilever also used in the 101 featured below. It successfully captures the energy on an LP with an involvingly dynamic and fast sound - £350.

Music Maker 3 This is a moving iron cartridge that rightly has become a legend in its own lifetime. Its effortlessly musical presentation makes most other cartridges sound as if they’re trying too hard - £625.

Audio Note lo 1 MC cartridge. Surely one of the finest cartridges in existence, the lo uses Alnico magnets and pure silver wires to extract everything from your LP’s in the most musical way possible - £1,595.

We firmly believe that the way to get the best performance from any MC cartridge is to use a high quality step up transformer. It is for this reason that we stock a range of designs, from the new Note Products Step-Note at £200 (pictured left), the Audio Note range priced between £310 to £4,500 and the Music First Audio copper or silver wired designs which start from £1,500 and offer a variety of ratios and impedances via front mounted switches.

Information on all of these products and many more can be found on our website www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

Verdict

V10 Integrated Valve Amplifier
Hi-Fi World, November 2005

“REAL AUDIO DYNAMITE”
Playback of my 'archived' LP proved interesting and very pleasing. The digitising process seemed to have captured all the right ingredients of the LP sound. Detail was good, as was the bass and soundstage. Treble showed just a hint of grain and there was some loss of low level detail and 'air' around vocals. Overall, it was less warm, but still very, very good recording.

CONCLUSION

The HiFiDello is a flawed gem. It has so many great features and functions that are missing from other similar products that the omissions noted here even greater than those of the opposition.

Take the Windows file server feature. If you can import from the network directory then why can't you play the audio directly from it? The 'Hermstedt only' backup disk and the lack of a user upgrade feature are also curious design choices.

However, on the upside the HiFiDello offers so much and does so much, it's really hard not to like it and recommend it. The LP archiving feature is a real gem. It's quick and easy to use and provides great sound quality with digitised LP. The ability to burn a CD-R from an LP or burn any stored music is also such a neat feature that I can see people buying the HiFiDello for this alone.

I would have hoped for better sound quality from the analogue out connectors, but the use of an external DAC brings improvements that stand up to critical listening. The limitations are only really apparent under close examination and that is me being a little picky! Overall, I think the HiFiDello is a desirable product with many features, one that deserves auditioning.

PRO TIME

The £795 HiFiDello Pro is the big brother to the unit reviewed here. It features a larger 160MB disk drive, said to store up to 40,000 MP3 songs at 128kbps and can encode MP3 to 320kbps. There is a better display with a 400x160 resolution and four grey scales, and the analogue RCA connectors are also gold plated. The sampling rate is also selectable between 11.025kHz and 48kHz. Hermstedt are also working on a bespoke keyboard interface to allow direct manipulation of the music library. The onboard FreeDB database can be kept up to date via the Hermstedt £30 subscription service.

VERDICT

Capable and versatile music player with an excellent user interface, but onboard DAC could be better.

Hermstedt UK
C: +44 207 368 3333
www.hifi-qed.co.uk

FOR
- feature list
- LP archiving
- line in user interface

AGAINST
- analogue sound quality
- Hermstedt only backup
- no HDD upgrade
Cost No Object

What happens when serious, no holds barred analogue faces off state-of-the-art 2005 digital audio? Channa Vithana throws financial caution to the wind in a bid to find the answer...

ANALOGUE

adies and gentlemen, in the red corner is the £6,039 Origin Live Resolution turntable with Encounter II tonearm, Ortofon Rondo Red moving coil cartridge and Chord Electronics Symphonic MC phono stage combination. The belt-driven £1,979 Origin Live Resolution Modern turntable is now an even more elegant engineering solution than in the past, as it is no longer sprung-suspended (previous versions featured three springs and then one for the suspension). Instead the Resolution features a subchassis designed in the manner of lightweight aerospace engineering where "the overall shape is designed for minimum weight to reduce resonance and energy storage but at the same time to resist torsion and bending in the areas that matter". It is a beautiful design of necessity and aesthetics reminiscent of a more fluid abstract expressionism in engineering art. It uses two sets of upper and lower pods which Origin Live says that "the idea is to float the subchassis via interfaces". The screw-in (former) spring adjuster, which is a sound quality enhancing decoupling and level adjustment device, now houses a new metal cylinder. Origin Live states that, "springs introduce too much lateral compliance so we wanted to get away from some of the problems they introduce". Additionally the metal cylinder procures, "a faster energy path than a spring". The finely toleranced bearing assembly, damper and arm board remain the same. The subchassis is located semi-floating (via the pods) on the strikingly designed plinth which is beautifully crafted from a secret material. The plinth also evokes modern art design sensibilities that in combination with the acrylic platter, sub platter and spindle and subchassis that form, in my opinion, is a truly eye-catching piece of design through engineering by Mark Baker from Origin Live. The Resolution Modern is also available in a new striking white finish. For those not interested in the 'Modern' versions there is a Resolution Classic with a finely crafted solid cherry-wood plinth.

The DC200 motor, isolated in its own pod, is cogless and also ironless, which Origin Live says "means that flux residue which occurs in cheaper motors is eliminated. Smoother, more efficient operation is the result. The Origin Live motors are also fitted with precious-metal brushes and are highly reliable. The bottom line is that the major source of vibration in any turntable (i.e. the motor) is dramatically improved". It is powered by the £570 DC Ultra Motor Drive which is housed in a black aluminium
Transformer which is separately gets its power from an Upgrade graduations. The Ultra Motor Drive case with blue LED and has recently been upgraded with a better current delivery for superior sound-quality. It can switch electronically between 33 and 45 RPM. The infinitely adjustable external preset dial delivery for superior sound-quality. The Ultra Motor Drive has been upgraded with a better current

and featuring a beautifully polished plug-in type; it is priced at £160 with the motor drive.

Additionally the metal cylinder and new Ultra Motor Drive and mk11 Encounter Arm come with all the tools necessary for set up. It is fully VTA adjustable via a thread and ball weight. It is fitted with Origin Live incorporating damping technology and has recently been enhanced with a beautifully polished aluminium cantilever. It has a tracking force range between 2.2-2.5g and a recommended setting of 2.3g. Its recommended load impedance is between 10-200ohms. The Chord Electronics Symphonic MC cartridge at £300 is excellent value for money and features a body made of a ground wood resin and a new type of filter called the Warts Transient Aligned filter (WTA); improved fourth generation Pulse Array DAC; 64 bit filter and DAC architecture; and a new all pulse housing. The disc bay illuminates when open. There are recessed ball bearing buttons which work with an assured precision while the display is excellent, being crisp and clear.

The new £970 Encounter mk11 has already excellent musical timing of the Resolution even further with the mk11 Encounter Arm which loading you have set for the cartridge through LEDs. It is assessed in direct comparison, the new mk11 Encounter Arm, new spring replacement metal cylinder and new Ultra Motor Drive with their predecessors and in each case the differences in improved sound quality of new over old were immense. The new Ultra Motor Drive and mk11 Encounter Arm both offer a massive upgrade in terms of much higher resolution and spatially. In particular the mk11 Encounter Arm is a night and day transformation. Original Encounter owners can upgrade to a new mk11 for £150. The difference the spring replacement metal cylinder makes is in taking the already excellent musical timing of the Resolution even further with much less subjective distortion and noise. Additionally the metal cylinder provides superior instrumental and vocal timbre. Both the Resolution and Encounter mk11 come with utterly straightforward instructions with photographs and drawings; they are well written and easy to follow.

The Ortofon Rondo Red MC cartridge at £300 is excellent value for money and features a body made of a ground wood resin composite and a nude elliptical aluminium cantilever. It has a tracking force range between 2-2.5g and a recommended setting of 2.3g. Its recommended load impedance which are illuminated and also show which loading you have set for the cartridge through LEDs.

**DIGITAL**

In the blue corner, we bring you the £6,190 Chord Blu Transport and DAC64 CD Source. The Chord Electronics Blu CD transport comes as standard for £1,195 or 'Brilliant' finish for £4,795. It uses a Phillips Pro 2 transport, but Chord uses only the drive electronics because all other transport circuitry is designed in-house by Chord. Chord says the transport mechanism is mounted on a stiff, decoupled suspension. It’s accessed by a manual lid which houses a floating magnetic puck to secure the CD in position. The lid is eye catching and even on its inside features beautifully machined circular grooves surrounding the substantial 47
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The colouration’s in the finish

Not in the music
outputs, RAM Buffer switch, digital input selector and Dual Data, AES/EBU or Optical digital inputs. The DAC64 has a single window on the top panel which indicates blue illumination and then turns to purple with a set of red LEDs when a digital lock is detected.

The Chord Electronics Blu CD Transport, DAC64 and Symphonic phonostage are all flawless in finish and appearance. The aesthetics by John Franks is jewel-like in its intricacy with many machined details across the top panels unique to each model. Chord says that each of these units is machined from a solid billet of aluminium, using multi-access milling machines. The milling process from start to finish takes about one hour per unit. The unit is then anodised or nickel plated. The interiors feature separate compartments from the machining and the walls are a minimum of 10mm thick to keep the power supply separate from other internal components.

**SOUND QUALITY**

The audience will doubtless waste no time pointing out that this contest cannot possibly adjudge whether digital is better than analogue (or vice versa) per se, because this is only one digital source against one other analogue one, and so is rather arbitrary. Of course, this is quite right; we have neither the time nor the inclination to try every possible permutation of each against the other. So for the contest, we’ve taken excellent ‘representative samples’ of each, costing virtually the same (high) prices, to see what is generally possible. We’ll await the flurry of letters pointing out our ‘methodological flaws’ (etc.), but in the meantime we hope you understand it’s done in the spirit of enquiry, and we’re not claiming it’s the last word on the subject. Heaven knows, even our choice of arm/cartridge would warrant a ‘War and Peace’-sized treatise, if we were so inclined!

Seconds out, round one then, and the vocals on ‘Maybellene’ from the Chuck Berry LP were beautifully rendered, nicely rounded and of very high resolution. Musical timing was excellent, with clearly delineated instrumental separation. The sound as a whole was rhythmic, tight yet fulsome with the bass being particularly dextrous and harmonically sophisticated. The beat was infectious and conveyed brilliantly the heretical nature this song must have had to a 1955 listening audience. The guitar and piano solos were a delight as they were framed within the insistent percussive melodies. On the CD version of ‘Maybellene’ it was quite a dramatic change in emphasis to the LP. Here the vocals were more forward, though interestingly they did not, in isolation, come off any worse to the LP. However, the fabulous bounce and swagger of the LP that I so enjoyed was a little minimised in comparison.

The music of ‘The Dream Of Gerontius’ from 1965 had superb musical timing through the LP version as the power and dynamics were stunning with orchestrations exploding in and out of crescendos. The vocal placement was also extremely enjoyable as the layering and overlapping between the male choir, female choir and lead vocals was just right as you could appreciate clearly each and every voice or set of vocals through the inherently good musical separation. The crashing of the percussive instruments was particularly good on the LP version. The instrumental timbre, especially the horns was also first-rate, revealing a sophisticated full-resolution, three-dimensional feel. ‘The Dream Of Gerontius’ on CD was a little internalised in comparison to the LP version where there wasn’t quite the same widescreen...
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music sounds better neat
presentation. However the vocal and musical separation was still stunning and the timbral qualities of the CD version were different, being more fulsome. The brooding power of the low-frequency decay was also present on both the CD and LP versions as the notes were able to linger and then fade with alacrity.

The bass dexterity and extension to Tracy Chapman's 1988 release of 'Talking About A Revolution' on LP was deep yet beautifully nimble, just the way I like it, it was very convincing. Tracy Chapman's vocals were stunning, free-flowing and escaped the speakers into the listening room. Her vocals did not have the occasional lower-mid coloration that I have heard on this LP before either. She was deeply affecting, emotionally conveying the still relevant message contained in the lyrics. The CD version of 'Talking About A Revolution' was almost completely different. I believe many would prefer the CD version (though I preferred the more nimble LP) for the reasons that it had better bass extension and Tracy Chapman's vocals were more rounded and broad with the accent on deeper timbral acuity. The sound ironically was the stereotypical vinyl sound, being lush and deep.

Moby's 'Lift Me Up' from 2005 on CD had excellent instrumental separation, with everything clearly defined yet beautifully in time. This is an exhilarating song and the CD version had widescreen dynamics, taking me further into the heart of its lyrical message. The surging eastern-Indian vibe, low-mid breathing which gave it a breath inhalation which gave it a "the fabulous bounce and swagger of the LP that I so enjoyed was slightly lessened from CD..." surprisingly engaging sound quality of the £6,910 Chord duo pretty much matches the £9,000 Esoteric X-01's CD ability minus £2,810 and SACD replay! Both sources are high-end cost but with commensurate sound quality. You can build up to and beyond the full specification of the Resolution through the excellent Origin Live upgrade path and for CD I would recommend starting with a £1995 Chord DAC64. Either way, you'll be happy. Which of the two was better: well, there's no doubt analogue still has the "X" factor that digital lacks, but these days, properly done digital is oh-so close in this respect and pulls ahead in others. Ultimately it's up to you: this isn't a cop-out; in the absence of a knockout blow from either, it's absolutely down to personal preferences.

MUSIC
Chuck Berry 'Maybellene' (1955)
Elgar/Barbirolli 'The Dream Of Gerontius' (1965)
Tracy Chapman (1988)
Moby 'Hotel' (2005)

CONTACTS:
Origin Live
+44 (0)2380 578 877
www.originlive.com
Ortofon
+44(0)1235 511 166
www.ortofon.com
Chord Electronics Ltd.
+44 (0)1622 721 444
www.chordelectronics.co.uk

REFERENCE SYSTEM:
Waterfall Victoria loudspeakers (£2,000)
Denser B-250 pre & B-330 power amplifiers (£6,000)
The Chord Company Signature interconnect (£500)
The future of high quality digital radio - and TV - lies in Broadband internet, Steve Green suggests. Here's what the BBC and other broadcasters are planning for us.

If you've ever watched a video clip or listened to a radio station via the BBC website you'd be excused in thinking that the Internet only offers poor quality fare: the audio quality you get on the BBC Radio Player is dire, and the majority of the video clips available look like they were shot on a mobile phone, and not a particularly good one at that. But with analogue TV switch-off approaching, and with the rapid take-up of broadband, broadcasters have started to look more closely at broadband as an alternative distribution method for their content, and the future looks promising.

The problem broadcasters face at the moment is that the technology used to deliver live streams to users is badly suited to catering for mass audiences. Currently, live streams are delivered using a technology called unicasting, where each user receives his or her own individual stream, and all user streams are delivered in parallel. This means that the amount of Internet bandwidth the broadcaster requires depends upon the bandwidth of each stream and the total number of users.

To give you an indication of the level of bandwidth that might be required: if one million people wanted to watch a live TV show over the net, where the TV show is using a bit rate of 2 Mbps, the broadcaster would require a bandwidth of 2 tera-bits per second (2,000,000,000,000 bits per second), or the equivalent of almost 4 million standard speed (512 kbps) broadband connections.

Clearly, this would be extremely expensive, and the current method doesn't scale well for large audiences or high bit rate streams. It is for this reason that the BBC uses such low bit rates for its radio station streams, and offers very little streaming video.

Thankfully, a solution to this bandwidth problem does exist in the form of an alternative method to distribute live streams, called multicasting. Multicasting only requires broadcasters to send one stream to each Internet Service Provider (ISP), instead of the tens or hundreds of thousands of streams it has to send to individuals using unicasting.

Before broadband took off few ISPs saw the need to convert their networks to support multicasting. Since 2002, however, broadband has grown phenomenally, and now almost a third of all UK households have a high-speed connection – the number of broadband connections overtook the number of dial-up connections earlier this year.

Such growth has caught the attention of the big TV broadcasters, and all now have plans of one sort or another. For instance, a live stream of Channel 4 is planned to be available by the end of this year, and the BBC is currently testing live streams of BBC1 and BBC2, with a view to launching one or both of the channels next year. Crucially, the BBC channels will only be available to users of ISPs that support multicasting in an attempt to encourage more ISPs to convert their networks to support the technology.

A small but growing number of ISPs already do support multicasting, and Branden Butterworth, who is in charge of multicasting at the...
BBC Research & Development department, is hopeful that one of
the big ISPs will decide to support
the technology in time for the
launch of the BBC1 and/or BBC2
live streams next year. This would
dramatically increase the number of
users with access to the multicast
streams, and would also encourage
other ISPs to make the move for fear
of losing customers to their rivals.

The BBC does, in fact, already
use multicasting to deliver higher bit
rate streams of Radios 1—5, 6 Music,
Xtra, BBC7, a few versions of the
World Service in different languages,
and the only live version of a BBC
TV channel, BBC News 24. All the
streams use Real Player, and the
BBC is able to provide the service.

A second, larger trial of the iMP
with 5,000 users began in October
this year to assess users' viewing
habits, and the BBC is hoping for a
full launch next year, government
approval permitting.

The final element of the
MyBBCPlayer is content from the
BBC's vast archive for which they've
been able to obtain rights clearance for.

Although listening to the
radio via the Internet has been
steadily increasing for many years,
and especially since the rise of
broadband, I would expect that
accessing live broadcasting content
via the Internet should really start
to take off over the next year
once the live TV and higher quality
radio streams become more widely
available.

Currently, the vast majority
of people with broadband have
connection speeds of 512 kbps, 1
Mbps (1 meg) or 2 Mbps (2 meg).
These speeds can easily provide very
good audio quality radio streams, but
to provide a TV channel stream with
good picture quality a bit rate of
around 1.5 – 2 Mbps is required with
modern video codecs. Consequently,
only those with 2 Mbps or higher
connection speeds would be able to
receive such streams.

However, a few ISPs have already
started offering reasonably priced
8 Mbps connections, and the Be
Unlimited (www.betherere.co.uk) and
Bulldog (www.bulldogbroadcast.co.uk) ISPs are in the process
of introducing 24 Mbps connections
using new ADSL2+ technology.

Once a lot of broadband
users have these 8 and 24 Mbps
connections speeds, then we should
take notice. However, the BBC
radio programmes, however, used a lower
screen resolution than you get on
digital TV, but the quality should be
good enough for watching a repeat
of a programme on a computer
monitor, and the screen resolutions
of programmes might be higher by
the time of the full launch.

The iMP uses peer-to-peer
network technology, which is the
same technology that the famous
MP3 file sharing networks use,
where users download parts of files
from other users on the network
that have the required file on their
computer. The reason for using peer-
to-peer technology for the iMP is the
same as the reason they want to
use multicasting for the live streams:
it vastly reduces the amount of
bandwidth the BBC itself needs to
throw away any information, and,
after decoding, a perfect copy of
the original digital signal is restored.
Lossless audio is comparable to Zip
files, only for audio data instead of
data files. Other formats that could
be envisaged would be streams that
use surround sound and/or high
sampling frequencies.

One of the huge advantages of
using the Internet for distributing
broadcasting content is that media
players, such as Winamp, Windows
Media Player and foobar2000, add
support for new codecs as and when
they become available. This allows
broadcasters to use newer and
better codecs for their streams in
order to improve the quality.

In comparison, traditional digital
broadcasting systems, like DAB, have
to stick to using the same codec
once a large number of receivers
have been sold, and the longer the
system has been in use the more
dated the codec becomes in
comparison with the state-of-the-art
codes.

Overall, the combination of
high-speed broadband connections,
state-of-the-art codecs and the
enabling of multicasting, will, in years
to come, deliver higher-quality TV
and radio streams than are currently
available on any of the current distri-
bution platforms, and the Internet
will become a fourth distribution
method in its own right.

If you would like to try out the
higher-quality BBC radio station
or BBC News 24 streams, you will
need a recent version of Real Player,
and have a broadband connection
with one of the ISPs that support
multicasting. A full list of ISPs that
currently support multicasting can
be found on the BBC Multicast web site:
www.bbc.co.uk/broadband/info/
multicast.shtml.

You may also need to contact
your ISP to get your line enabled for
multicasting, and go into Properties
for your broadband router to enable
multicasting. If your ISP is not on the
list but you would like your ISP to
support multicasting, then I suggest
you contact your ISP to ask them to
do so.

To see what all the fuss is about
with HDTV, you can download short
HD samples from the WMV HD
Content Showcase: http://tinyurl.
com/dn8I (the format most likely to
be used in the UK is 720p).

The BBC Internet Radio Player
can be used at present, but the rapid
up-grade of broadband, and new
broadcast technologies could change
everything. High Definition Television
may be closer than you think and
high quality audio a possibility too.
The Michell Odyssey 2004
Limited Edition Turntable

Based on the classic Gyrodec, the Limited Edition Michell Odyssey 2004 will be produced in a numbered series of just 100 pieces supplied in an all black finish, with a black acrylic base, added clear acrylic spider to give a second level of isolation. The signature weights are in a nickel silver finish. The turntable comes complete with record clamp, black TecnoArm "A", and matching black HR Power Supply. With its striking finish, attention to detail and outstanding sound quality it will only be a short period of time before the 100 units are snapped up.

LaserVinyl

test drive "the audio equivalent of an Aston Martin Vanquish V12"
David Price: editor of Hi-Fi World

book a private listening session on-line
- premium products
- home demonstrations
- regional roadshows

www.laser-vinyl.com or call +44 (0) 7940 11 88 50

Definitive Audio
Definitive Audio creates a quality of musical experience that is peerless. Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our results are celebrated the world over. We use a selection of the most artful and ingenious creations, including the emotionally persuasive and sublimely beautiful KSL Kondo amplifiers and Living Voice loudspeakers.

New Western Electric 300B valves available from stock
Sale of part exchanged and ex-dam / ex-amp
Naim CDS - 2003 - mint - manual - boxed
Naim DAC 112 - 2003 - mint - manual - boxed
Naim NAP 150 - 2003 - mint - manual - boxed
Naim Pascap - 2003 - mint - manual - boxed
Border Patrol Control Unit - line pre-amp
Audio Note Japan M7 pre-amp - line only
Musical Fidelity A2 integrated - very nice
Art Audio P125 - swats - Single ended tube power for the sensitive types
Krell KAV-300L
Audio Note (UK) Ltd P Zero pre + mono - perfect condition
Rugden Lautsprecher - integrated - nearly new
Helice Model 1 CD player
Benz Micro LP phonograph cartridge - 5 minutes use - perfect
AVR 8.2000 M1 integrated amp
Border Patrol P21 - mahogany - integrated - 11 months
Audio Note Mephisto CD transport
Canary 303 [110V] - new - British Mogwai
Canary 303 - nearly new - British Mogwai
Canary 801 [110V] - line pre-amp - stunning
Canary CD8 - CD player - 2 years old
Canary 608 - line integrated - great sound for low prices
Canary 309 - very nearly new - beefy wellington
Canary 801 [110V] - line pre-amp - lomax tetta
Cyrus CD8 - CD player - 2 years old
Alois pre-amp - very new - very good condition - beautifully made - OK
Thomas Lineu turntables (90mm platter with 12" arm)
(90mm platter with 9" arm)
(A21a - titanium - classic integrated)
A21a - titanium - classic integrated
Vilemiok RX030 mid range horn - pair
Revolver 45 loudspeaker - cherry - used
Revolver 45 loudspeaker - grey - maple
Kimber Select Inter-connector - 0.75m - new - in elaborate plastic box

Tel: 0116 973 3222 Fax: 0115 973 3666
Internet: www.definitivesudio.co.uk email: shout@definitivesudio.co.uk
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ever elusive, CD seemingly has all the ingredients to sound fantastic and often I can convince myself it really is very, very good. But then I'm not so sure. A vivid performance from LP or the breathtakingly natural sound of a live broadcast puts it all into question. Even a walk in the park the other day, where a small band was playing unamplified one Sunday morning was enough to remind me that we've still got a long way to go before even the best recordings on CD start to remind me that we've still got a long way to go before even the best recordings on CD start to...

"This is no flat and sterile sounding CD converter..."
Have you been missing something?

The original 8000 series from Audiolab started something of a revolution in value and performance. When they disappeared from the market, the hi-fi world lost a well-loved and reliable friend.

Now, the new 8000 series marks a strong return to the original brand values and philosophy. These famous products have been re-engineered to create a complete two channel range, including the famous 8000S, 8000Q, 8000M and 8000P models as well as an all new CD player.

7.1 channel pre and power amplifiers have been added to create a series of building blocks capable of meeting your system needs now and for the future.

Audition them now and find out just what you've been missing.
This no flat and tuneful sounding CD conversion look crisp and insightful. The 2900 DVD player, brought up one feature of this DAC that remained through all subsequent listening tests. The Denon is somewhat hard and mechanical in its delivery, but it is, way of contrast, less able to convey the very lowest frequencies with real force. It was supple and fast, with percussion, and extremely insightful. I could hear the sway of sticks against skin in a way few CD players can manage with drums. The bongos weren't the bottom and tuneful behind single drum strikes on Angelique Kidjo's "The Sound of the Drums" that the Denon managed. By default, this flattened my expectation of the midrange at first. The extreme sense of insight was accompanied by what seemed like a little over emphasis in the upper midrange. It was smooth and perfectly responsible for the transcendence of delivery. I enjoyed it but there was a touch of a grade soft here.

I used the Sonance against the best of the CD players in the group test this month and it held up very well indeed, always showing a clear lead in its deep midrange resolution, cushioning nature and step treble, with a light, clean quality. Tight, speedy lines were convincing because the loss of finesse from the lowest octave left a sounding a little light on the ground at times. The extreme precision of its sound made for images that were razor sharp across a wide and stable sound stage, an effect that added the overall impressiveness of its delivery.

This DAC is a great performer. I was intrigued by its sound and impressed too; it advances the sound of CD, although it doesn't make it sound like LP or a live radio broadcast. The Sonance extracts more from what is there, rather than expand the potential of the CD. It is a highly nuanced and supremely precise able to make CD sound entertaining, even for a jazz fan. At £750 I would not quite call it a bargain but as an upgrade it still comes in much cheaper than a new player able to match its strengths.

This is a formidable digital converter able to cure many of the ills of CD. Nothing's ever quite perfect, not a sunny Sunday in the park nor a live radio broadcast, but it doesn't make it sound like LP. Nothing is. This DAC as good as the one, but it was both enjoyable and entertaining - and that's good enough.

**MEASURED PERFORMANCE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response (-1dB)</td>
<td>CD 2Hz - 21kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion</td>
<td>0dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation (1kHz)</td>
<td>116dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise (IEC A)</td>
<td>-10dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic range</td>
<td>110dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>1.865V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

-6dB: 0.0005%
-60dB: 0.24%
-80dB: 4.5%

**VERDICT**

A digital converter with superb dynamics, insight and detailing. Crisp and clean, it's a delight to use.

NET AUDIO SONANCE £750.00
NET Audio
C +44 (0)1487 814557
www.net-audio.co.uk
There's a joke which goes around among the Mac geeks in our office that one can be guaranteed to be incommunicado when Steve Jobs drops one of his big announcements. (Generally at the end of a keynote, with the customary 'and one more thing...' smugness of a man who knows he has this game nailed). You then arrive back and get teased for not knowing the latest genius move. In my case I was out in Amsterdam for the IBC when some colleagues told me of the arrival of the Nano, impossibly tiny and available in black and white, and 2 and 4 gigabyte versions (at £139 and £179 respectively). According to Jobs its raison d'être is simply that they looked at the late unlamented iPod Mini and decided they could do it better.

Despite the somewhat superficial storm which blew up in the news media recently concerning the propensities of iPods to get scratched, (No! Really! Doesn't everyone who cares get a case or cover?), it has to be said that your man Jobs really has this game nailed. You then arrive back and get teased for not knowing the latest genius move. In my case I was out in Amsterdam for the IBC when some colleagues told me of the arrival of the Nano, impossibly tiny and available in black and white, and 2 and 4 gigabyte versions (at £139 and £179 respectively). According to Jobs its raison d'être is simply that they looked at the late unlamented iPod Mini and decided they could do it better.
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some people's music libraries, and a 'dot one' version was hastily made available.

The one positive aspect of iTunes 5 is the previously mentioned 24/48 lossless capability. I have previously mentioned that there was no proof that previous versions were successfully encoding such files due to the lack of a 24bit re-expand function. It now appears from inspecting the bitrates that some truncation to 16bits resolution may have been happening in earlier versions — the lossless bitrates obtained by re-encoding in iTunes 5 are much higher — although I have yet to go as far as finding out how to reconstitute the original PCM file from the lossless version (If such a thing is possible) and doing a file comparison to prove this finding.

Once you have a colour iPod, be prepared for yet another iTunes drain on your time. It is nice to have sleeve art on the machine seeing as you can, and so if you encode rather than buy your AAC files you have to drag and drop JPEG images to your iTunes. That is, unless you use either an automated freeware application like the Mac-based FetchArt 1.2 — currently broken under iTunes 5 — (thanks Apple!), or the useful 'Find Art Using Google' Applescript.

If you are interested in using your precious 1.8 GB (usable) for photos the good news is that since the later versions of iTunes 4 the photo update control has been added to one of the sub-tabs of the iPod tab in iTunes preferences. Contacts and Calendar have also been added directly to iTunes, whereas they were previously updated via iSync. As ever, Apple attention to detail ensures that the machine icon appears in the Finder and iTunes in the correct colour.

As far as the Nano's own interface is concerned it is fundamentally the same as that of the iPod Photo with the minor additions of world clocks, stopwatch and code locking. Once you've fiddled with the new bits it's down to actually using the thing for its prime purpose and 'cool' is indisputably what it is. But just like every iPod ever it is also excellent in its core area of functionality, and that is music handling and playback. Any device which is used in its millions worldwide is going to suffer from some defective models — it just remains to be seen if the Nano improves on the record of its antiquated disk spinning predecessors, or whether its incredible miniaturisation is a step too far. If the gambit works, which it certainly appears to be doing, I can't imagine you could want a smaller non-video iPod. As it is the menu and notes fonts are just about readable and the sleeve art is discernible, but any smaller would make such classic iPod functionality unworkable.

I would have loved to be able to disable the believers of the notion that I am an incorrigible Apple evangelist, but the market-leading innovation which the Nano demonstrates just cannot be denied. If Apple execute their video iPod strategy with such insouciant perfection there is a serious risk that Jobs will not only have the record industry dancing to his tune, but he will also be dictating how films come to be purchased and watched for the next several years.

"I'd have loved to disabuse Apple disbelievers of the notion that I'm an incorrigible Mac evangelist, but the innovation of the Nano just cannot be denied..."
NEW Maths !!!
£650 + £650 = £1000
Maths - Illogical
Saving - Colossal
Experience - Emotional

HENLEY DESIGNS
Tel: 01235 511 166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk

CD player & INTEGRATED amp
Kandy CD player & INTEGRATED amp
Look, Shock & Sixth Sounding Barrels
KANDY

CD player INTEGRATED amp
Kandy MkIII integrated amplifier
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION Winner 2004 Award
Kandy MkIII CD
HI-FI CHOICE Bronze award 2004 Award
Kandy MkIII integrated amplifier
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION Winner 2003 Award
Kandy MkIII integrated amplifier
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION Winner 2002 Award
Kandy MkIII integrated amplifier
Five Stars
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION October 2003
Kandy CD
Five Stars
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION First test July 2003
Kandy MkIII integrated amplifier
Five Stars
2003 SUPERTEST WINNER (5 Star Gold)
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION May 2003
Kandy Integrated amplifier
Five Stars
2002 SUPERTEST WINNER (5 Star Gold)
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION Feb 2002
Kandy CD player, Amplifier & Speakers
Five Stars
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION January 2001
Kandy Integrated amplifier
Five Stars
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION April 2000
Kandy CD
Five Stars
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION March 2000
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I'm fascinated by early black-and-white movie film showing a world very similar to the one we know, but incomprehensibly different too. Why is it that everyone wore a hat at the start of the twentieth century, even children? What unspoken code or view was the cause? Spin forward to mid-century and the hat is still pretty popular, but the cigarette and pipe have appeared too; meetings are conducted in a fog of tobacco smoke. By the end of that century both have left the silver screen; hats and cigarettes have almost vanished, now only the bad guys smoke...

The end of the twentieth century brought us digital and that is equally changing perceptions too, it seems. No longer are loudspeakers voiced to sound smooth and easy, almost transparent. Digital sound always was clear, but stark and none-too-easy to live with. Increasingly I'm finding loudspeakers being voiced to sound very similar. Metal cones and domes give a bright, hard sound, strong in clarity of presentation, vividly fast and dynamic even, but hardly easy to live with and, like digital, curiously short of any ability to resolve the real timbral qualities of musical instruments. It's a new aural fashion.

Why this has become acceptable I don't know; the violin in particular is a hapless victim. Against this background Spendor's S8e comes as a pleasant surprise. It reels back in time to rediscover a world before the screech of poor digital wreaked havoc on people's ears and expectations. At the same time it avoids old weaknesses, like the coloured and turgid sound of past analogue. This loudspeaker brings the best of the past forward, whilst leaving the worst behind. That clearly differentiates it from the rest of the herd, which has enthusiastically entered the twenty first century in much the same way idiosyncratically, and in a way that will likely amuse or confuse anyone looking back in future.

Spendor put their finger on the reason. It is down to the old, but new, clear polymer cone of the bass/midrange unit. As I recall it the original BC1 used a similar cone. Spendor say the polymer has been updated - now it is called ep38. Doubtless the voice coil, magnet and chassis have all improved too, as these days loudspeaker design is a well understood art conducted using software, techniques and materials understood and available globally. What catches the eye about this cone is its transparency - visual transparency that is. You can see through it. A light flick of the fingernail brings forth that characteristically damped, almost dead sound that you get from damped plastics, a world apart from today's metal cones, that clink when you flick them. Bextreme, Plastiflex and various other heavily damped plastics developed a reputation, back in the late seventies, for often sounding either dead or quacky when pushed hard. They seemingly
As the EISA jury explained: "The New PM-15SI proves Marantz is still a serious force in audiophile two-channel music equipment. Luxury touches include a shimmering solid-aluminium fascia. Advanced technology includes an accurate electronic volume control. And thanks to a unique four-way stacking option, with central channel steering, the PM-15SI is ready and willing to lend its natural, powerful sound to movies as well as music. It completely justifies its membership of the high class Premium component range."

The Premium Series is exclusively available through the following authorised dealers:

Cambridgeshire
Audiovision, St Neots: 01480 471202
Cheshire
Sound of Music, Crewe: 01270 214143
Cumbria
Peter Tyson, Carlisle: 01228 546756
Derbyshire
Superfi, Derby: 01332 360303
East Sussex
Adams & Jarrett, St. Leonards-on-Sea: 01424 437165
Guernsey
Teleskill AV Ltd: 01481 722323
Hampshire
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Southampton: 02380 357770
Humberside
Manders Hi-Fi, Grimsby: 01472 351391
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Hull: 01482 587171
Kent
Canterbury Hi-Fi, Canterbury: 01227 765315
Leicestershire
Leicester Hi-Fi, Leicester: 0116 253 9753
London
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision, Holborn: 020 7837 7540
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lacked the speed and zest of a good, light paper cone and eventually fell out of fashion as a result. Cone materials come and go like hats! Raising the question, is the S8e a little old fashioned?

This is a big, floorstanding loudspeaker, weighing 25kgs (51 lbs). It stands 925mm high, 226 wide and 320mm deep. The base is a wooden plinth with a black crackle finish, fitted with screw inserts for spiked feet. Remove the front cloth grill and there is no port, nor is there one on the rear panel, so this would appear to be a closed box speaker, but that isn't so. There is a port but it vents onto the floor at the rear, an increasingly popular idea. It drives the room better in this position, reinforcing upper bass. It helps a loudspeaker sound fast and dynamic lower down the frequency scale, because frequencies around 90Hz are boosted by room gain. Castle's bigger loudspeakers have long benefited from this idea and now others are following.

Above the bass/midrange unit sits a coated fabric dome - and thank heavens it isn't a metal dome! As much as I stare at those Victorian hats, such as Brunel's stove pipe, I'm not sure I could ever take to them. Turn of the century - 21st that is - metal domes are much the same. They're here, they're currently the fashion but they're slightly laughable. Spendor stay in the BC1 'neutrality' idiom by using a dome material known for its neutrality; this is no confection on top. It's worth noting our measurement shows the dome runs smoothly right up to 20kHz, giving the S8e exactly the same frontal energy balance as any modern loudspeaker, the point being that the engineering is the same, only the sound is different.

Like most of today's loudspeakers the S8e cabinets are well made and very well finished with real wood veneer. Cherry, Rosenut, maple and black ash finishes are available, our samples being in a light Maple veneer.

**SOUND QUALITY**

You might hope a big cabinet with a floor port would give decent bass - and in theory it will. In practice a lot of manufacturers still seem to have difficulty getting it to happen though, in spite of computer modeling. One of the more successful features of the S8e is that it does reach downward in an obvious and satisfying manner, befitting such a large cabinet. No large cabinet / small bass here. I heard the sort of deep rumble that World Audio's sizeable KLS9 was able to produce, and it entertainingly underpins both Classical and Rock, bringing a good sense of physical scale to performances, as well as acoustic power to instruments. Planos were large and full in body, seemingly with enough strength to move the room when the lower end of the keyboard was used.

I was aware that the big cabinet was bolstering things a little, especially with instruments that themselves rely on structural colourations for their unique character and timbre, notably piano, string bass, the larger woodwinds, violin, viola, et al. The S8e added a little extra depth here with the almost inevitable touch of box resonance, or 'whoompf' as I prefer to put it, but I know from my own prototyping of such loudspeakers that this is a euphonic addition you're best advised not to eliminate by the addition of too much internal damping. I think Spendor have it just about right, although some of the better mixed-up male radio announcers, on Radio 2 and Classic FM for example, did reveal the S8e as a little too resonant for comfort at times; deep make speech excited the box. This sort of programme material invariably upsets bigger cabinets.

Music was as revealing of the Spendor's bass, if a little less critical. In a large room able to support full output down to 24Hz these loudspeakers sounded fulsome, but even and well controlled in their bass. Nowadays it is possible to tune loudspeakers so they deliver even bass, the room often being the most limiting factor on what we finally hear. The big Spendors measured well here and in use striding electric bass notes from Angelique Kidjo's 'The Sound of the Drums' were accurately defined in pitch and level. They carried the sort of weight and punch I expect, sounding fluid and dynamic. This is a good, big cabinet at work and it is satisfying to hear. Mind you, I could hear the box, but if you want generous bass that sounds unforced, this is the price you pay.

What drew me to these loudspeakers in the first place, however, was their silky smooth, almost warm sound under test. Years of measuring loudspeakers with a spectrum analyser have aligned my ears and senses to recognise certain properties, and how they fall through into the subjective realm. With today's crop, flat frequency response of the standard reached by this loudspeaker usually relates to a punishingly bright sound, but measurement told me that the S8e was different. And in use this was the case. Its beautifully even natured handling of female vocals, for example, was a treat. From Toni Braxton's rich, heavy tones, singing 'Spanish Guitar', to Renee Fleming singing 'Madame butterfly', the S8es were deliciously creamy and easy on the ear, yet they also had a relaxed sense of insight that brought out all the wealth of activity within a complex performance. Classical enthusiasts will appreciate this; in large orchestral works the sections were clearly differentiated, instruments within them sounding alive and clearly separated.

Strings get special treatment; the S8es arguably offer the smoothest, most natural treatment I have heard for some time. There is a technical reason: the bass/midrange unit has no dust cap, only a stationary dispersion cone. So high frequencies are handled by this loudspeaker usually relates to a punishingly bright sound, but measurement told me that the S8e was different. And in use this was the case. Its beautifully even natured handling of female vocals, for example, was a treat. From Toni Braxton's rich, heavy tones, singing 'Spanish Guitar', to Renee Fleming singing 'Madame butterfly', the S8es were deliciously creamy and easy on the ear, yet they also had a relaxed sense of insight that brought out all the wealth of activity within a complex performance. Classical enthusiasts will appreciate this; in large orchestral works the sections were clearly differentiated, instruments within them sounding alive and clearly separated.
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...experience the music
energy in the room — audible as you walk around the S8e. Its vertical integration is fine, minimising image change with listening height.

Loudspeakers of this calibre should have high quality crossovers able to resolve spatial information, in order to bring a sense of both clarity and focus. I noticed how well the S8es resolved a wide variety of differing performances while listening to Classic FM, surprisingly, and was impressed by the rich variety of timbral variation and colour on offer when the programme is heard through a top notch hi-fi system working properly, in this case the Denon TU-1800 tuner. I review in this issue, electrified by a large roof aerial, and feeding a Sugden A21a.

I like the way these loudspeakers handle Rock. Their smooth clarity, allied to broad frequency response, made for a crispness suggestive of speed without colour. No hard metallic edge here to add incision to the vibrant plucked guitar strings of 'Spanish Guitar', yet they still had plenty of bite. Instead, I better heard the instrument itself. Billy Idol's vocal theatrics on 'World's Forgotten Boy' were real enough, his snarls, sneers and inflections all there in full, glorious Technicolor, guitars phasing and flanging all around on a large, deep and convincing sound stage. Bass was full and deep and Idol's performance about the best I've ever heard it. Sounding rich, yet strong and completely without muddle on through stage depth on to deep glorious Technicolor, guitars phasing lack nothing here, from vocal fidelity, to the vibrant plucked guitar strings to the warm thrum. And the driver combo is good enough to warrant an external crossover, a sand damped enclosure and a few other tweaks to tease more out.

But as it stands the S8e is a lovely listen, for both Rock and Classical. One of the best loudspeakers I've heard for many a year now, it's a beauty and should be on any "must hear" list. Whilst not perfect - no loudspeaker is - I have to give the S8e full marks for sheer entertainment coupled with real fidelity.

**Verdict**

With a generously large, silky smooth delivery, this dynamic sounding monitor suits both Classical and Rock. Top notch results.

**Spendor S8e**

£1,895

Spendor Audio Systems

C + 44 (0)1323 843474
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---

**Measured Performance**

Under test the S8e sounded smooth - almost dull against its metal coned and domed competitors. In fact it reaches smoothly up to 20kHz with no attenuation at all. The tweeter looks like a good one. As is usual the bass/midrange unit produces just a little more output, in the midband at least, which should enhance vocal projection a little.

This is another floorstander to reach almost flat down to 50Hz, a slow roll off below this frequency reducing output to around -6dB at 31Hz in our test room. This is a very good result from a cabinet of this size; the S8e goes low smoothly. In a large-ish room it will deliver real lows. The floor port damps resonance well, our impedance curve shows. It's centred at 35Hz and roll off below this frequency reducing attenuation at all. The tweeter looks like a good one. As is usual the bass/midrange unit produces just a little more output, in the midband at least, which should enhance vocal projection a little.

The impedance curve is a surprise. It has some violent impedance/phase changes, likely caused by notch filtering. It is also very high; the S8e is a boomy loudspeaker. As a result voltage sensitivity was low at 84dB. The S8e will need a powerful amplifier, 60W-200W, to get enough voltage swing to drive current if it is to go loud. As a
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The Kontrapunkt series from Ortofon. Named as a sign of respect for possibly the greatest, and the last, of Johan Sebastian Bach's works - The XIXth Contrapunctus.
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After decades of dominating the British 'budget tuner' market, Denon is going digital with the new TU-1800DAB. Can it compare to the company's classic? Noel Keywood decides...

Denon have a tried and trusted tuner in the long running TU-260L, a budget VHF/FM design that seems to make everyone happy. All the same, it lacks DAB. So recently Denon released the TU-1800DAB reviewed here, which brings Digital Audio Broadcasting to the party. Having a proven track record in VHF/FM, can Denon earn a similar reputation with DAB? There's no shortage of competition here from Pure, Cambridge, Arcam and others, all of whom have more experience, selling DAB tuners for many years now.

Coming in at around £230 or so, the TU-1800DAB is a mid price tuner, meaning it should offer real hi-fi quality, together with a good set of facilities, if not top of line tiddly bits such as narrow/ wide selectivity and suchlike, the sort of thing buffs may crave, or those suffering difficult reception conditions.

Like most modern all-electronic tuners and unlike those of yore with lead weight spinwheels in their tuning mechanisms, the Denon is manageably light at 3.8kgs and compact enough to fit most shelving systems, measuring 343mm wide, 74mm high and 286mm deep. More space is needed depth wise to accommodate an AM loop aerial for Medium Wave reception, and as the VHF input is a panel mounted coaxial plug (i.e. male), a female-female adaptor will be needed by anyone having a coaxial plug on their downlead. As Denon do not supply a wire VHF dipole, this band will not 'work out of the box' unless an aerial already exists.

The DAB aerial input is a separate F connector, but Denon supply a small whip aerial with magnetic base for those without a Band III DAB aerial input. The Denon TU-1800 uses a normal enough construction comprising steel base tray, steel cover and extruded front panel. Denon have curved the front panel extrusion to add a little visual appeal; it looks classier than screen printed graphics. A gold Denon badge lifts the appeal a little; it looks lassier than screen printed graphics.

TUNING TRIALS

The large central window carries a blue fluorescent display that runs text messages from DAB, with artist and track info comprising typically 4 words on screen within a scrolling message. You get all the usual display info, like station frequency on VHF/FM, or station name on DAB, plus the usual additional data such as Ensemble number and frequency, etc. I could not, however, get Signal Strength to display, as stated in the handbook, which was disappointing. Denon UK were unable to explain why the handbook depicts such a display but the tuner does not have it. Usually, this is down to regional differences or last minute design changes. Only a BER (Bit Error Rate) reading is provided, which wasn't especially useful in light of the tuning problems I encountered.

The display did tell me I was getting a "digital station" though, which was interesting - all digits I suppose...

The handbook is written in awkward 'Japlish', describing operational sequences that were opaque. I felt To change tuning modes you must press a Menu button, find Search Mode menu, select it, scroll through three options, manual, auto or preset, then select one of these before tuning can start. Fiddly. A dubiously engineered auto-tuning system locked to noise because the sensing threshold was too low. This made manual tuning to the published station frequency the only option when setting up, which introduced another issue: manual tuning switches the tuner to mono, as well as lifting noise muting. This wouldn't be a problem in itself, except it stores stations into the presets as mono too. As a result, when station selecting from the presets they all come up in mono, even though stereo is being transmitted. Another handbook error added to the confusion: "when manual-tuning mode is set, FM broadcasts are received in mono" - it says. It should read "received in mono!"

There is a tune accuracy indicator, but I could tune across two, three, sometimes four different frequency steps, each of 50kHz (i.e. 0.05MHz tune steps) and it stayed...
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SOUND QUALITY

On VHF/FM, BBC stations from Wrotham thirty miles away were inevitably very noisy, but those from the visible Crystal Palace transmitter, like LBC, were reasonably strong. All the same, reception on VHF was patchy as expected, and noisy, using an indoor dipole. In this circumstance DAB gave superior reception and choice, if not better sound quality. Sadly, even in such gruesome reception conditions the gulf between the two was at times horribly obvious. Pano on Classic FM was reproduced with a wondrous sense of fullness and body, plus a timbral richness that filled the room in a delightfully natural and engaging manner. Classic on DAB sounded thin, characterless and slightly coarse, even if superficially clean and noise-free. Whilst tuned on Classic FM on DAB, it sounded glorious on VHF even with interference in the background! I switched between the two as they played Wagner’s ‘Ring’, and VHF sounded overwhelmingly alive and wonderful. Results were very similar with Radio 2, the DAB version sounding short on ambient information, lifeless and focused on the midband, extremities falling away into obscurity.

All the same, with DAB the Denon managed better than I have come to expect, delivering a precise and relatively dynamic sound, in comparison with a Pure DRX-701ES and an Arcam DT91 revealed. The Pure in particular was different, rather than better, its equalisation giving more body to the sound, but it was a little less analytical. Although VHF offered better sound quality, much of the time this advantage is academic, because DAB is surprisingly for its broad range of stations, for example Classic rock from Planet Rock, Virgin Classics and Capital Gold. On VHF, it found this tuner’s character similar to that with DAB. It sounds wide and open tonally, even, precise and clean. The Arcam’s

VERDICT

Impressively tidy and dynamic sound with DAB, and coupled with FM too, but ergonomics and feature count detract.

DENON TU-1800DAB

£230

Denon UK

(+44) 01753 888447

www.denon.co.uk

Frequency response of the VHF section reached 14.7kHz at the upper -1dB limit, although there is a dip before this, our analysis shows, likely due to inaccurate mp3 filter termination. It causes response to dip down and will ensure the tuner doesn’t sound sharp or bright. The dip isn’t large enough to be obvious. The TU-1800 performs well enough in frequency response terms. Distortion levels were not the lowest possible, but they were respectable at 0.4% at full modulation and 0.2% at 50%. Our distortion analysis shows predominantly second harmonic on a 1kHz tone at 50%, with R+L, the mono component.

-71dB (IEC A-weighted) hiss was low enough to be just inaudible. In practice transmitted noise usually exceeds this. The tuner needs 900V or more from the aerial to deliver this performance, a normal result. It needed 400V to give a -50dB noise figure (NF) with stereo, and 3V on mono, putting sensitivity on par with normal budget tuners.

The TU-1800 turns in a tidy set of figures on VHF/FM, if a little down on the category best in most respects.

Frequency response: 5Hz-14.6kHz
Stereo separation: 48dB
Distortion: 0.3%

Hiss (CCIR) -71dB
Signal for minimum hiss dB
Sensitivity (at 0.4%THD) 

mono 

stereo 

signal strength meter: none
Bit Parts

David Price rounds up three essential accessories to help you get the smoothest and most musical sound from digital audio sources...

MISSING LINK ORBIT MAINS CABLE £65/M

Back in the early eighties, I found myself very impressed by the packaging on the Rega R100 cartridge I bought, which was — to be frank — awful. There was the sense that here was something that was truly brilliant, and as such the manufacturers couldn't be bothered to waste time and money on fancy boxes. The same impression is given by The Missing Link Orbit mains cable, which wins no prizes for presentation (quite the reverse), but works amazingly well for the money. Whereas most cable manufacturers sell their stuff in a manner akin to 'male jewellery', this company stuffs it in a bit of polythene and a padded bag. Having had great results with the Supplier 6 mains outlet bar, the Orbit gives more of the same, which is a brilliant sounding £65 mains cable complete with silver plated mains plug and silver plated Marinco IEC. Missing Link rightly believes in silver — it has far lower resistance than gold — and has been silver plating the Marinco plugs (£26 each) as well as their own EPS-500 (£10) mains plug for over two years now. The company even offers silver plated fuses, which also offer a small but worthwhile upgrade. The Orbit is refreshingly easy to use; it doesn't have shielding that weighs ten tonnes and is impossible to bend; rather its silicone rubber shielding makes it a simple, unresonant, fit and forget affair. The cable claims to offer low inductance (for fast transient response) and to minimise electromagnetic cable resonance, and also to minimise line noise and contact generated noise and attenuate RFI without adversely affecting cable inductance. First time you power up your CD player, phono stage, pre and/or power amp (even your Quad Electrostatics, as I found), you hear obvious sonic benefits, not just over the bundled IECs that come with everything these days, but over any £100- plus 'audiophile' rival I've heard to date. It is super clean, uncluttered and three dimensional — it lets your system soundstage like few others, and has all the grace and subtlety to let instruments hang in space, rather than being squashed up against one another. There's little of the 'clang' of cheaper interconnects, and no artificial grain or 'hash'; instead you get a very natural, neutral, easy sound that lets the tonality of the instruments flood out. Missing Link claims to be the only UK company that designs its own cables from the ground up, from dielectric selection to material treatment and inspection — and the excellent sound certainly bears out such attention to detail. Superb value.
[tel: 0115 8779089]
[www.the-missing-link.net]

CLEARER AUDIO SILVER-LINE OPTIMUS REFERENCE LOUDSPEAKER CABLE £2,150 PER 2M PAIR

Clearer Audio isn't a well known name, but since reviewing the company's Silver Line Optimus interconnect over a year ago (a cable I still use between my pre and power amps to this day), I've had real respect: think of them as the audio equivalent of Morgan (or suchlike) making low volume, ultra high performance products without the marketing budgets of the 'big names'. At this frankly silly price, the Silver-line Optimus Reference is of course the company's top loudspeaker cable, and comes as four mono runs. This is chosen...
Signature speaker cable — is the speed and clarity. These cables are dizzyingly fast, yet have no edge or grain whatsoever (which is what gives most fast cables the sensation of speed). The clarity is no less impressive, the cable affording a dramatically open, translucent window into the recorded acoustic which leaves the listener bedazzled by the detail. Bass is very spry and dry, with no overhang, masses of drive and real dynamic articulation. Treble is disarmingly delicate, with wonderful filigree detailing and breathtaking air and atmosphere.

This cable flies with whatever type of music you throw at it; you'd think it excelled at complex orchestral works (with all that control and detail), but put simple female vocals on and you're sat there marvelling at its speed, timbre and intonation. Quite sublime, Clearer Audio's top line is an object lesson in loudspeaker cable design, but it so it should be at this price!

[www.cleareraudio.com] [tel: 01702 543981] [www.isonoe.com]

ISONOE ISOLATION FEET £90

Here's an interesting one; exquisitely made, sharply styled isolation feet for CD players and turntables (in the latter case, they go right in to most Japanese direct drive decks since the seventies with screw-in feet, except Pioneers with independently sprung coaxial suspension systems, and some Sonys with levelling feet). The Isonoe Isolation System is sold in packs of four isolators, each of which has a 6mm thread making the system compatible as a retro fit with many industry standard bits of kit. The feet are designed to block the ingress of vibration into the mechanical assemblies they're screwed in to. They're manufactured in the UK at a specialist engineering facility with multi-axis CNC equipment typically costing upwards of a quarter of a million pounds per machine, to superb standards. The idea is to unscrew your existing foot with the aid of a Philips screwdriver, and screw in the Isonoe foot until the soft bush around the bolt compresses slightly. This then gives about 3mm of travel from when the bush makes contact to full compression. The base of the Isonoe locks the deck firmly to the ground, and the bush gives some decoupling. Further isolation is available from the optional (£35) bases, which are thick, sticky Sorbothane with recesses for the also optional (£45) instrument glass puck tops, which can either be used or removed, depending on the level of isolation required. The entire Isonoe isolator foot and bissel/puck assembly gives very substantial acoustic decoupling from the environment, making them useful for DJ applications where structure-borne vibration threatens to unseat the stylus, even a Stanton snowplough tracking at 5g! But in more esoteric audiophile applications, they had a more subtle effect: the Isonoe system cleaned up the sound dramatically, opening out the midband, smoothing the treble and making the bass significantly more tuneful. A strong and confident sounding player became subtle, musical and three dimensional too, making for a truly worthwhile sonic improvement; I couldn't help but marvel at the way a hitherto analytical sounding device had really started to bounce around and enjoy itself making music. Our optimum combination was the Isonoe feet and Sorbothane bases, without the glass pucks. While this little lot isn't as cheap as Foculpods (et al.) admitted, it's a very elegant and subjectively highly effective audio upgrade; money extremely well spent.

[tel: 0208 3007563] [www.isonoe.com].

for its resistance, capacitance and inductance qualities. Using an individual run of speaker cable for each of the negative and positive lines also significantly reduces interaction effects, says designer Darren Smith. The cable uses "the very best" six-nines (99.9999%) silver multi-strand-solid conductors, totalling 42 individual conductors per mono-run. Each mono-run is comprised of 6 individual cores of multi-strand-solid conductors with 7 multi-strand-solid conductors per core. The conductors in each core are arranged concentrically, as are the six cores. Each individual core of conductors is insulated in low-loss foamed polyethylene insulation, and each mono-run is shielded with the company's triple braid 'Triangle Shielding Technique' which provides excellent EMI and RFI shielding. Its shiny metallic finish gives the cable a superb 'technical' appearance and feel, but don't expect to bend it easily, or hide it under the carpet; 'her indoors' would not approve...

Each run is fitted with ferrite rings which suppress Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) and the cable is terminated with either spades (VVT) or banana plugs (Eichmann Silver Bayonets), which suppress Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) and the cable is terminated with either spades (VVT) or banana plugs (Eichmann Silver Bayonets), giving a superb 'technical' appearance and feel, but don't expect to bend it easily, or hide it under the carpet; 'her indoors' would not approve...

Each run is fitted with ferrite rings which suppress Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) and the cable is terminated with either spades (VVT) or banana plugs (Eichmann Silver Bayonets), which suppress Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) and the cable is terminated with either spades (VVT) or banana plugs (Eichmann Silver Bayonets), giving a superb 'technical' appearance and feel, but don't expect to bend it easily, or hide it under the carpet; 'her indoors' would not approve...

Each run is fitted with ferrite rings which suppress Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) and the cable is terminated with either spades (VVT) or banana plugs (Eichmann Silver Bayonets), which suppress Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) and the cable is terminated with either spades (VVT) or banana plugs (Eichmann Silver Bayonets), giving a superb 'technical' appearance and feel, but don't expect to bend it easily, or hide it under the carpet; 'her indoors' would not approve...
"I still have reservations about modern digital, as we know it..."

Noel Keywood

It was late Sunday night as I casually listened and pondered on the upside and downside of digital. In front of me was an interesting pair of tuners, an all-digital Arcam DT-91 and a Denon TU-1800. I was listening to VHF from each and they were chalk and cheese. But it was hard to decide which was better - impossible in fact. The plus side of the score sheet was an all-digital Arcam DT-91 and a Denon TU-1800. I was listening to VHF from each and they were chalk and cheese. But it was hard to decide which was better - impossible in fact. The plus side of the score sheet balanced the minus side perfectly it seemed to me.

The Arcam had a stark clarity that was missing from the Denon - and from most tuners in fact. It was fascinating to hear such a characterful so strongly portrayed, but I wasn't really surprised either. You see, the DT-91 uses a radical all-digital VHF/FM radio section from Radioscape. It isn't perfect, but that's what makes it interesting. All the usual digital characteristics were there when I tested this tuner: extended distortion harmonics with a spectral pattern quite unlike any analogue tuner and a peculiar noise floor that produced a strange burbling. I found when listening to it from a silent test generator: And much as I have come to expect from experience, the sound of this tuner was very 'digital' in exactly the way most of us just take for granted these days. That is to say, it gave a glassily clear view of the music, but not exactly an organic one.

It's easy to point a finger at the Arcam's weaknesses and say, "what do you expect", but it only does what most digital can be heard to do, but in more obvious fashion. As such it's an interesting example of both what's wrong with digital and what is right. It is also a reminder of just how much digital signal processing skews the sound of music in a particular, very characterful manner that even nowadays is so little understood that argument still exists about it all.

Whilst the idea that digital as demonstrated by CD is "perfect", went out of the window pretty fast once the CE business started talking about its replacement by something "better", which I presume means better than perfect, the nature of its imperfection and how it affects sound quality are open to debate. Generally, when the reasons for something are baffling I generally put it down to their strengths of both digital and classical analogue in fact. It might not be perfect, it might be measurably and audibly blemished in fact, but I could relax and enjoy music all the same - and that is what matters. No matter how whiz bang some modern technologies may be, and how apparently amazing the results that they produce, simple enjoyability has to be the final arbiter of their effectiveness and all too often it isn't there.

With these tuners I faced the strengths of both digital and analogue in equal measure, it seemed subjectively. These days digital is our scheme of choice because it can be so easily yet thoroughly processed. It also turns in a good set of figures, as theory predicts, so making an apparently unarguable case for itself. In this issue we've tested a wide range of digital products and I listened to many of them, as I like to keep up to date. Yet I still have reservations about modern digital, as we know it.

Somewhere in the future, which will undoubtedly will be a digital future, I hope we will finally manage to resolve this issue of the differences between the two, because at present no matter how poor old analogue may seem at a technical level, subjectively it remains thoroughly enjoyable and easy to listen to. I hope digital will one day sound just as good. For the time being though, the balance between the two in terms of sound quality seems well summarised by those two tuners - open to question with neither side a sure winner.
ASA: "no evidence to show that DAB digital radio was superior to analogue radio"

at the beginning of October, the PM programme on Radio 4 aired a debate about DAB, following the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) upholding two complaints against DAB advertise, which claimed that DAB provides 'crystal clear sound' and is 'distortion free'. The ASA went on to say that, "we received no evidence to show that DAB digital radio was superior to analogue radio in terms of audio quality."

Taking part in the debate were Simon Nelson, the BBC spinmeister in charge of DAB, and the technical journalist, Barry Fox. However, Barry Fox has previously gone on record as supporting the way DAB has been implemented in the UK, so this supposed debate turned into pure farce, with two DAB cheerleaders both extolling its virtues while glossing over its shortcomings.

In the 'debate', Barry Fox repeated his views about DAB, saying that it is a "wonderful system," that, "people should be getting very excited about DAB and not looking for what's wrong with it," and, "it isn't absolutely hi-fi, because what they have to do is limit the quality of it to get a lot of programmes and a lot of choice. If they had absolute top hi-fi quality, there would be very few programmes and only a few hi-fi buffs would be listening, and it would be a commercial disaster."

If DAB is such a wonderful system, why have they apparently had to "limit the quality"? I would suggest that two absolutely fundamental requirements of a digital radio system that is fit for purpose in the 21st century are that it has to be able to provide good audio quality, and it must be able to carry a wide range of radio stations. DAB in the UK fulfills one of these requirements at the expense of the other.

The unfortunate truth that DAB proponents will not face up to is that DAB is completely out-of-date. People rightly complain about DAB, and thank heaven the ASA support them. Sad is that both the BBC and Barry Fox oppose the listening public because of their poor understanding of modern broadcast technologies.
An extremely even and engaging sounding valve amplifier, offering fine build and redoubtable value for money.

Minimax M520, Hi-Fi World, Nov 2005

"It did not produce a rose-tinted 'warm', 'liquid' or 'lush' sound yet it was not clinical either..."

"The Minimax M520 was also especially good at all the differing vocals it encountered in the listening sessions, where its multilayered, texturally sophisticated singing parts which were excellent."

"Build quality was excellent, as was the design (two different things) and as a whole with its future valve upgrade ability for the eternal tweaker, I believe the Minimax M520 as standard is excellent value for an integrated valve amplifier of its construction and abilities."

£1,539 - M520 Integrated Amplifier

BUY THE EASTERN ELECTRIC M520 WITH OUR NO RISK 30-DAY MONEY BACK OPTION* (CONDITIONS APPLY)
"Brand credibility may be easy to come by, but is far harder to hold on to..."

dominic todd

Right now the world seems fixated with lists. It’s hard to turn on the TV without a programme featuring the Top 10 this or the 50 Best that. Yet, the other day I was flicking through the paper and came across one such list that actually held some interest to me. It was the seventeenth annual listing of the World’s 100 Top Brands.

For brands, or companies to you or I, to be included in the list they had to be global in terms of presence and sales and valued at in excess of $2.1 billion. Not surprisingly, Coca-Cola sits right at the top of the tree, just as it has done for 17 years. With such illustrious company I hadn’t expected to see many electronics companies within the Top 100, let alone ones that offer some sort of credible hi-fi.

Perhaps not surprisingly, there weren’t any specific hi-fi companies within the 100 Top Brands, the list of winners and losers did make me think of how are own microcosm of brands are portrayed. Whilst I’ve no research on this to consult, I should imagine that most people have never heard of the vast majority of hi-fi separate brands. Find someone vaguely interested and then, along with Bose and Bang & Olufsen, they will probably of heard of Mission, Quad, Wharfedale and maybe Tannoy or Mission, Wharfedale and maybe Tannoy or Quad. Within the confines of those brands that, like Samsung, have seemingly arisen from nowhere...

Although Cambridge Audio has been around since the 1960s, it probably hasn’t ever had as much recognition as it has today. This is thanks to its superb budget range and clever marketing, but it’s not just budget players that have built their brand. Midrange Myers have appeared to come from nowhere and, going back just a little further it wasn’t all that long ago (the mid 1980s) when the likes of Epos and Acoustic Energy were just finding their feet. To me, all of these companies feel - and dare I say it, sound - like established and successful ones. In short they would all form part of any respectable hi-fi dealer’s stock list and would all be recommended both within the press and by word of mouth.

Generally a well-known hi-fi brand becomes so because of good performance, pure and simple. There isn’t the multi-million pound marketing budget that the likes of Coca-Cola have to make an impression, so the product speaks for itself. Over the years this is how the likes of Mission, Quad, Wharfedale and latterly, Cambridge Audio, Myers, Epos and AE have built up their reputations. Yet, just as with the mega-brands, the warning should be made that reputations can be lost just as easily.

Personally I feel that many hi-fi separate brands need to take a long hard look at their spares and service division. As any Quad owner will tell you, service back up is key to long-term brand satisfaction. I know that with lower prices and higher incomes we are becoming an ever more throwaway society, but there is no guarantee that the good times will last forever. As many retailers are already finding out, there is a limit as to how many durables people will actually buy. And finally then to the manufacturer who recently told me that they could no longer supply most of the parts, including the laser, for their £1,000 CD player that was only discontinued last year: be very careful, or your brand will soon lose credibility. This may be easy to come by, but is far harder to hold on to...
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Single ended purity

Our Parallel Single Ended (PSE) power amplifiers offer the ultimate in sound quality. Each monobloc has two highly acclaimed 300B triodes delivering 20 watts into an 8 ohm load.

The front end consists of a 6A8 rectifier feeding an ECC82 driver.

The ultra-quiet power supply uses a 5U4 rectifier combined with a custom 10H choke. Both mains and output transformer are purpose-built complex layer devices that are so linear that feedback (a normally unavoidable compromise to reign in and control most amps) can be completely switched out.

This facility, operating in pure Class A, is available only on a few world-class machines and produces a sound so open and dynamic that it has to be heard to be believed.

Push Pull Power

Sharing the same chassis and look as the PSE the push pull (PP) version is designed for people who prefer a little more power. Producing 26 watts it can handle most modern loudspeakers with ease. Again without feedback this version uses a 6AU6 pentode for input but a 5687 as a phase splitter.

Our Parallel Single Ended (PSE) power amplifiers offer the ultimate in sound quality. Each monobloc has two highly acclaimed 300B triodes delivering 20 watts into an 8 ohm load.

The front end consists of a 6A8 rectifier feeding an ECC82 driver.

The ultra-quiet power supply uses a 5U4 rectifier combined with a custom 10H choke. Both mains and output transformer are purpose-built complex layer devices that are so linear that feedback (a normally unavoidable compromise to reign in and control most amps) can be completely switched out.

This facility, operating in pure Class A, is available only on a few world-class machines and produces a sound so open and dynamic that it has to be heard to be believed.

The Purist’s Dream

Our newest amplifiers in the WAD fold are the KIT and KaT300. A stereo single ended 300B amplifier available in two configurations - the power amplifier: KaT300 and the integrated version: KIT300 with line level inputs and tape loop circuit.

KIT300 has volume and input selector knobs controlling a high quality ALPS Blue pot and a long life rotary /watt switch respectively.

The front panel is our usual 6mm anodised aluminium panel punched to suit either the KIT or KaT variant. The chassis is manufactured from 2mm thick aluminium with our black powder coat finish. Extra space has been allowed at the front to enable upgraded pots to be fitted if required.

A minimalist circuit capable of delivering 9 watts per channel consists of 5U4 rectification, input into the designer’s choice, the dual triode 6SN7GT driving the classic 300B.

The signal path, short and clean greatly simplifies construction without compromise as our philosophy of using high quality custom transformers and large choke still ensures that the sought after and much imitated WAD sound quality survives.

Dimensions: 18Kg, 395mm wide, 330mm deep and 200mm high (with valves).

Available to pre order now, full details in next months DIY Supplement.

WAD We’re proud of our Sound

KaT300 VALVE AMPLIFIER KIT £720.00

KIT300 VALVE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER KIT £765.00

The PRE-II is a high quality valve pre-amplifier that will drive any power amplifier. It has a gain of x5 which, with CD, enables it to deliver a large 10V output swing.

To keep the amount of active amplification low, this pre-amp uniquely uses a line drive transformer to deliver a pure signal to the power amplifier. There are six inputs, a tape monitor and two sets of output sockets. It is powered by the external PSU-II power supply.

The volume control uses high quality Alps Blue potentiometer which, with our solid, turned brass, chromed knob, gives a quality feel rarely encountered these days.

PHONO-II is a dedicated valve phono stage for MM cartridges, with MC input transformers an option. By using all-d.c supplies from PSU-II and a case in which there is no power supply, PHONO-II is hum free, something that is difficult to achieve with valves. With accurate RIAA equalisation right down to 10Hz (-3dB) PHONO-II gives a wonderfully pure, dimensional sound from LP, possessing a sense of life and dynamism quite different to solid-state preamps.

Finally, PSU-II is a power supply unit that feeds both the PRE-II and PHONO-II. Keeping the power supply separate removes hum, often the bane of valves.
KEL84 is an affordable amplifier for those who want to enjoy the valve sound, but from a simple, easy to build kit.

It uses inexpensive EL84 output valves, known for their sweet sound, in conventional push-pull arrangement to provide 15 watts into an 8 ohm load. The transformers are our own high quality Ultra Linear design made in the UK. Up front, the circuit employs an ECF80 input / phase splitter valve which contributes to the KEL84's extremely smooth sound.

For simplicity the KEL84 is built on a printed circuit board. A strong steel chassis is then fronted by a 3mm thick anodised aluminium front panel and brushed aluminium knobs.

There are two versions available, a single input version with volume control and an integrated version with five line level inputs and tape loop. The integrated version also features an ALPS blue volume control and chrome plated transformer covers as standard.

The KEL84 will highlight all the intricacies and depth of detail in your favourite recordings whilst retaining a warmth and fullness that is almost exclusive to valve amps and is rare at this price point.

KEL84 weighs 10Kg. External dimensions with valves are 300mm(w)x270mm(d)x150mm(h)

Single Input version £285
Integrated version £335

Kit6550 is a valve integrated amplifier kit. It is built around the rugged 6550 beam tetrode that's popular in America.

This valve is widely available and at a good price. This enables us to provide a high quality amplifier kit at realistic price. Producing no less than 40 watts our 6550 is a power house.

The difference between our 6550 and most others is that we use valve rectification (5U4) and a choke pi filter, for a power supply that is quiet and free from solid-state hardness. This is a true high-end design from Andy Grove. With it's custom designed and made transformers it is a cut above many 6550s, with enough power to drive most loudspeakers, including insensitive electrostats for example.

The 6550 is available in two versions, the integrated Kit6550 with ALPs volume control five line level inputs and a tape monitor circuit or the KitA6550 power amplifier for use with a separate pre-amp.

The amplifier weighs 19Kg. Dimensions are 390mm(w)x330mm(d)x220mm(h)

Prices shown include valves. Also available without valves on request.

Kit6550 £615
KitA6550 £680

The Headphone II amplifier is a beautifully simple design using Mullard ECL83 valves, a triode and power pentode in the same envelope.

It works from any line level source i.e an amplifiers tape or pre amp out sockets. The circuit uses high spec output transformers that can drive any headphone load from 16 ohms to over 300 ohms depending on how the secondaries are wired.

The Headphone II is a pure Class A single ended design with the power pentode connected in triode configuration for sonic purity and is as quiet as a mouse. Treble has the crispness of the best solid state but with the tonal resolution and delicacy associated with valves. Bass is punchy and controlled without becoming artificial.

Dimensions are 270mm(w)x275mm(d)x85mm(h)
Building Valve Amplifiers
Morgan Jones

The practical guide to building, modifying, fault finding and repairing valve amplifiers.

A hands-on approach to valve electronics, classic and modern - with a minimum of theory.
Planning, fault finding and testing illustrated by step by step examples.
Building Valve Amplifiers is a unique hands-on guide for anyone working with tube audio equipment as an electronics experimenter, audiophile or audio engineer.

Particular attention has been paid to answering questions commonly asked by newcomers to the world of vacuum tubes, whether audio enthusiasts tackling their first build, or more experienced amplifier designers seeking to learn the ropes of working with valves.

The practical side of this book is reinforced by numerous clear illustrations throughout.

Price £ 20 plus £ 2 p&p

Morgan Jones's Valve Amplifiers has been widely recognised as the most complete guide to valve amplifier design, modification, analysis, construction and maintenance written for over 30 years.
The author's straightforward approach, using as little maths as possible, makes this book ideal for those with limited knowledge of the field as well as being the standard reference text for experts in valve audio and a wider audience of audio engineers facing design challenges involving valves.

Price £30 plus £2 p&p

Many more titles available, please check www.worldaudiodesign.com for more details

The Williamson Amplifier by D.T.N.Williamson.
Offers practical advice on how to build and set up the amplifier for best results.
40pp Paper back
£9.95 + £1.50 P&P

Mullard Tube Audio Amplifier
Includes full designs for eleven power and control amps, including 5-20, using valves.
Begins with a four chapter tutorial on getting the best sound from valve amplifiers.
£13.95 + £2.00 P&P

Audio Power Amplifier Design Handbook
Douglas Self has dedicated himself to demystifying amplifier design and establishing empirical design techniques based on electronic design principles and experimental data.
Ideal read for professional audio designers and electronic engineers, advanced amateur audiophiles and electronic designers; audio engineers involved in using and maintaining high-end domestic and professional audio systems.
£26.99 + £2.00 P&P

Starting Electronics is unrivalled as a highly practical introduction for hobbyists, students and technicians.
Keith Biddle introduces readers to the functions of the main component types, their uses, and the basic principles of building and designing electronic circuits.
Breadboard layouts make this very much a ready-to-run book for the experimenter, and the use of multimeter, but not oscilloscopes, puts this practical exploration of electronics within reach of every home enthusiast's pocket.
£9.99 + £2.00 P&P

This book takes a comprehensive look at tube audio design. It explains how vacuum tubes work and how to design with them. Rosenthal covers stabilisation and testing, a description of 13 famous and classic amps and preamps and how to work effectively as a designer.
A hands-on guide to construction techniques, tools and choosing components and tubes is provided. 1997
£15.50 + £2.50 P&P

How to order...
There are various ways you can order and make payment for your purchases:

Visit us at www.worldaudiodesign.com

Secure payment option. World Audio Design Ltd. accept all major credit cards through HSBC’s online system which encrypts order details before transmitting them, thereby protecting your card and personal information when in transit. We believe this system to be the most convenient and reliable method to ensure that your card details are treated in a responsible and reliable way.

We do accept the fact, that many people prefer doing business talking to a real human being. Call us in office hours and we'll do our best to find the right kit for your ability and budget.

Please make cheques payable to World Audio Design Ltd, and send them together with list of your chosen items to FREEPOST WORLD AUDIO DESIGN

Prices are correct at time of print, 05/05/05 but can change. If you wish to purchase a pre-built item, please phone for a quote / Valves included except where otherwise stated. E&OE

WARNING - World Audio Design Ltd accept no responsibility for kits, parts or modifications made or supplied by third parties. Order on our website: www.worldaudiodesign.com
1. **Journey** as we can't always be there to greet you.

2. **Switchcraft Silver Plated Phono Plug** £4.00
   - **Switchcraft Gold Phono Plug** £2.44
   - **Octal Ceramic Chassis Base (4)** £4.00
   - **Silver Plated Speaker Post (pair)** £7.30
   - **Silver Plated Phono Socket** £2.65
   - **0.6mm Pure Silver Wire (10M)** £23.50

3. **B9A PCB Ceramic Valve Base (4)** £4.00
   - **UX4 Ceramic Valve Base** £2.50
   - **4M tube** £1.53
   - **4M tube** £2.02
   - **100g reel** £4.50

4. **PAS-II** £165.00
   - **PHONO-II** £130.00
   - **Headphone II** £285.00
   - **300B PSE choke** £40.00
   - **300B output transformer (pair)** £80.00

5. **Ke184 single input (with valves)** £285.00
   - **300B PP without valves** £90.00
   - **Ke184 output transformer (pair)** £90.00
   - **300B PP with valves** £90.00

6. **Silver Bullet Plug - 2 pack** £32.00
   - **Silver Bullet Plug - 4 pack** £24.00

7. **PIO signal 0.01uF Aluminium Foil** £10.13
   - **PIO signal 0.02uF Copper Foil** £15.29
   - **PIO signal 0.047uF Aluminium Foil** £12.50

8. **Dew**
   - **Antex XSL 25 watt soldering iron** £16.85
   - **Replacement tips for XSL iron** £3.00

9. **Jupiter Beeswax Signal Capacitors**
   - **Auricap 0.01uF / 600V** £19.99
   - **Auricap 0.022uF / 600V** £12.50
   - **Auricap 0.047uF / 600V** £16.61

10. **Lead Free Soldering**
    - **Antex CSL 18 watt soldering iron** £19.99
    - **Replacement tips for CSL iron** £3.00

11. **Help and advice...**
    - **POST orders to FREEPOST WORLD AUDIO DESIGN (no stamp needed)**
    - **Telephone 0845 2575600**

---

**WARNING:** World Audio Design Ltd. accept no responsibility for kits, parts or modifications made or supplied by third parties. Order on our website: www.worldaudiodesign.com
To hear the fine detail you sometimes need a little *muscle*
Here's your chance to save 10% off the retail price of any pair of Stax headphones from Simply STAX, the UK's leading retailer of STAX electrostatic earspeakers, when you subscribe to Hi-Fi World magazine!

Subscribe for 12 months for just £40 and get a voucher giving you 10% off the retail price of any single new STAX system from Simply STAX.

This gives you a minimum saving of £34.90 if you purchase the STAX SRS-2020 system and a staggering saving of £239.50 if you purchase the incomparable SR-007 Omega Reference System!

Even on the superb SRS-4040 system reviewed in the August 2005 issue, this means a saving of no less than £99.50 — more than twice the cost of the annual subscription!

See www.simplystax.co.uk/products.html for details of all current STAX products.

This offer:
- is unique to Hi-Fi World
- is limited to first time subscribers
- is limited to UK residents
- cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer that Simply STAX is promoting
- lets existing subscribers benefit when they get a friend to subscribe to Hi-Fi World, in which case both the subscriber and the friend get the discount voucher.

YES! I want to subscribe to Hi-Fi World for:-

☐ £40.00 for 12 months

Your Details
Title Initial Surname
Address
Post Code
Daytime Tel:
Start Issue
Delivery Address (if different)

I would like to pay by cheque made payable to Audio Publishing Ltd. ☐

Please debit my VISA ☐ MASTER ☐ SWITCH ☐ AMEX ☐

Security No: (last three digits printed on the signature strip)
Switch card issue No: Expiry Date:
Cardholder Signature:

Please choose service:-
ZONE 1 USA, Canada, Africa
ZONE 2 Australia, Japan, Korea, China, Middle East & South East Asia
EUROPE Airmail £50.00
ZONE 1 Airmail £60.00
ZONE 2 Airmail £70.00

Send this form to:
Hi-Fi World, Subscriptions Department
PO Box 464, Berkhamsted, Hertfordshire, HP4 2UR
BLACK SABBATH
BLACK SABBATH / MASTER OF REALITY VOL 4 / PARANOID
SABBATH BLOODY SABBATH
EARMARK

Mastered in Italy via the Earmark label, licensed from the UK's Sanctuary label, this suite of Black Sabbath albums has been targeted on 180gm vinyl with Direct Metal Mastering (DMM), a cutting system that replaces the lacquer with a disk comprising high purity copper plating on a steel substrate. It was a spin-off from long running R&D by Teldec (Telefunken/Decca) into a video disc system who found that the post cutting 'relaxation' effect of lacquer caused the loss of short wavelength video information. Cutting into copper prevented this effect and, although the video system wasn't a great success, the benefits of copper cutting were later developed for audio discs. Teldec licensed the system in 1980 and Neumann produced practical systems in the form of a modified lathe and cutter head — the VMS82 and SX84.

Teldec had a strong engineering team and worked closely with Neumann from the 1960s. The original Neumann stereo cutting heads had been designed by Teldec, were tested at Decca in London and were then sold by Neumann. They actually appeared as the very last disk cutting products they manufactured. In fact, DMM is not a new process. It was vinyl's last 'hurrah' before CD took the commercial format crown during the '80s. The result is Ozzy and friends sounding brighter and more detailed with a better transient response — although the sound isn't to everyone's taste. Because DMM disks feature shallow grooves, the bass, for these Sabbath releases, while fast, is lacking in low frequency response, there's also some limitation in overall dynamics and the feature-vinyl 'warmth'. They do, however, offer a more forgiving sibilance performance, a brilliant treble and an excellent mid-range performance with reproduction in the upper bass areas well translated. Fans should seek a demo, if possible.

Booker T. & the M.G.s were an essential part of Stax and, hence, a critical part of the entire soul movement. Their influence on the world of soul is a pivotal one. They established the 'Memphis Sound' behind the hit recordings by Carla and Rufus Thomas, Otis Redding, Sam and Dave plus many more — in fact, they appeared on an estimated 600 recordings. They were the bedrock that many legendary soul artists built their entire careers upon. This album is present on 180gm vinyl and has been created using the original analogue master tapes. The latter, in this case, has been coupled with the use of analogue machinery to process that information, all the way through to the cutting phase — an obvious, yet, essential process to maintain the analogue signal. The resultant mono reproduction is excellent with an improved sound stage that allows for greater depth. However, Sundazed do supply this particular album in a basic paper, die-cut, sleeve. I would recommend buying some plastic-lined, paper sleeves direct from Hi-Fi For Sale (www.audiophilecandy.com).

Unbranded, yet perfect for the job, they are priced at £24.95 per 100 and are worth every penny.
Audiophile Vinyl

Charlie Haden & Chris Anderson
None But The Lonely Heart

Charlie Haden & John Taylor
Nightfall

Naim takes great care in the production of its vinyl releases, actually pausing a vinyl pressing run to take random listening tests to ensure quality is consistent — if not, the original lacquer is recut. On 'None But The Lonely Heart', Chris Anderson worked extensively with Dinah Washington and spent some time teaching Herbie Hancock a thing or two. So the guy has chops to spare. He's a busy chappie, too, which means that he rarely takes a lead role in any project. He does that effectively with legendary bass man, Charlie Haden. The album was recorded at the Cami Hall in New York in the summer of 1997. Anderson is one of those archetypal undiscovered 'greats' — you need to hear this man. In 'Nightfall', Haden and Taylor allow themselves room to breathe. John has been at the forefront of European jazz since the early 1970s when he partnered saxophonists Alan Skidmore and John Surman.

This album is an example of artistic freedom made wax with low-key ballads giving the pair time and space to express both melody and form. Whilst neither artist shouts too loud, the amount of control they both display is also impressive, especially during the more improvisational passages. The recordings were done by Naim engineer Ken Christianson, recording with a basic set up that compliments both duos, perfectly, with just a matched pair of AKG 414EB microphones and an ageing Nagra 4S stereo reel-to-reel recorder running at 7.5 inches-per-second (ips). Recording took place onto seven-inch reels of 3M 966 tape. A type that is no longer manufactured. Christianson, however, "has a good few years' worth hidden away". Running the Nagra at 7.5ips means that low-frequency accuracy is maximised and it may be that the consequently slightly shy top end compensates for the relatively bright nature of the AKG mics.

Eva Cassidy
Songbird
Hot/Didgeridoo

For those who see Terry Wogan as just a genial figure with a penchant for Eurovision masochism, it may come as a surprise to hear that he is one of the most powerful figures and radio slots in the UK. This is where the country, and I, first heard Eva Cassidy's voice. She was singing her version of 'Over The Rainbow'. For those, like me, who felt that Judy Garland's original could never be bettered, Cassidy's rendition came as a mighty shock. Even on a basic portable radio, the soaring fragility of her vocal performance was stunning, absolutely stunning. The purity of her delivery gave the song wings where she was able to display perfect control both of her voice and the essence of the track itself. That song is featured on the album, 'Songbird', a track that should include a printed warning on the album to arm yourself with a box of Kleenex before playing. "Pauly" Walters, producer of BBC Radio 2's 'Wake Up To Wogan', commented that, "the e-mails, phone calls and faxes flooded in. Subsequent plays brought the same response; people told how they had to stop their cars because they were in tears."

This album is a collective tour de force, showing how Cassidy spanned a wide variety of song stylings from blues and jazz to pop and R&B. It is a compilation, taking tracks from three of her older albums that, initially, only tended only to be popular in and around her native home of Washington DC in the USA. Cassidy died as a result of skin cancer, whilst on the cusp of fame. It is a terrible thing to lose a talent such as this, yet a minor miracle that we retain her voice on record. This vinyl version of the original is an audiophile pressing, pressed, as it is, on 180gm vinyl. It's an international production, too. Despite being released via an Australian record label, the record was actually produced via a German company, Pallas and was mastered by Abbey Road in, of course, the UK. This particular pressing is limited, however, there are only 10,000 copies available worldwide and each is numbered on the rear of the sleeve.
The Worlds Best CD Player?

Well the All Njoe Tjoeb [Njoe Tjoeb] must come close! Its hand built by audiophiles with valve output stage. Four upgradeable models from £429.95.

- Optional 192 kHz 24 bit Swiss Upsampler only £249.95
- Dual power supply with toroidal low noise transformer.
- Massive 30,000uf of PSU smoothing caps
- Philips Military spec 6922 valves supplied as standard
- ‘Supercrystal clock’ for super low jitter
- Output voltage adjustable from 0.7v to 5v
- AC ‘Noise Killer’ fitted
- Full remote control with adjustable volume
- Optional Burr Brown OP amps
- All versions upgradeable to Reference’ model

AH! take a basic CD player and substantially modify it Inc adding a second power supply, an AC noise killer, a low litter clock, a new PCB with valve output stage. Only quality audiophile parts are used such as Wima and Vishay. The Swiss Upsampler by Anagram technologies propels it to the top of “high end” Hi-Fi. But don’t take our word for it read the some of the many rave reviews from: Hi-Fi World (2), Hi-Fi News, Stereophile, etc. Rated 4.85 out of 5, with over 133 customer reviews on audioreview.com’

Basic Inc ‘Super Crystal’, Digital Transformer £429.95
Super Upgraded version £529.95
Ultra Inc Burr Brown op amps & Siemens valves £699.95
Reference Inc 24bit 192khz Upsampler & all upgrades £899.95

Ring & find out more. Ask for our illustrated leaflet. Auditions by appointment www.iconaudio.co.uk Phone 07787 158791. Email iconaudioentlworld.com

Since 1975 Townshend Audio has been producing world class high fidelity components, the latest being the TA565CD silver disk player. CD sound is simply outstanding: smooth, lively, fast and completely un-fatiguing. Employing Enhanced Deep Cryogenically Treated™ copper wire wound coupling transformers in the output circuit together with damped spring isolation, the specification and the sound quality exceeds anything currently available.

And by the way, it plays DVD-Video, SACD and DVD-Audio in stereo and multichannel!

Finally, the Hi-Fi World Accessory of the Year 2004, the Maximum Super Tweeter sits on top of your existing speakers or on special brackets for Quad 57 and round/sloping topped speakers “The difference was staggering” - Hi-Fi World, Jan 04.

For a demonstration of the above on the full Townshend Audio stereo or surround sound cinema system in Hampton Court, Surrey, or for your nearest dealer information, call Townshend Audio +44(0)20 8979 2155 or see www.townshendaudio.com

As the area’s leading Hi-Fi Specialist, we invite you to our superb demonstration suite to audition the fantastic new range of hifi separates from Audiolab. Free Parking. Finance Available (subject to status) Romers Hi-Fi, 11 Lomax Street, Great Harwood, Blackburn, Lancs. BB6 7DJ

9am > 5pm Mon - Sat

01254 880220

R MERS

the home entertainment specialists
SPARKS!

Devolo set out to provide a home network and audio streaming solution with a difference, using their MicroLink dLAN Ethernet and Audio adapters. Neal Gibbons tries it out...

Setting up a wireless network can be fraught with difficulty, and once setup there is no guarantee that an error-free signal will be available throughout the house...

Signal strength and quality can be variable depending on where you are in relation to the wireless access point. Walls, floors, and ceilings all degrade the signal a little, creating 'dead zones' where connection is either poor or non-existent. The alternative is to use Ethernet cable, but routing cables through walls, ceilings and floors is difficult, messy and time consuming and in many cases not permitted. Catch 22!

Enter the MicroLink dLAN Ethernet adapter from Devolo. This little blue device allows you to setup a home network using your mains wiring! The adapter has a single Ethernet port and transmits data up to a distance of 200 metres at a maximum data rate of 14Mbps. Two adapters are needed to form a network, plug one locally to each computer or router, attach an Ethernet cable and hey presto, a home network. If you relocate your PC, unplug the dLAN adapter and plug in elsewhere, simple!

But what has this to do with audio? That's where the dLAN Audio device comes in - it works on the same network, but this time it allows you to stream MP3 music across your mains wiring. It features user selectable broadcast channels allowing other dLAN Audio devices to be used, RCA OUT and IN connectors plus S/PDIF input and output connectors. Also included is a microphone 3.5mm jack and an analogue jack for output to a pair of stereo self-power speakers. Software is included to allow Windows Media Player or Winamp to stream audio over the network.

The dLAN Audio encodes and decodes the audio stream on the fly into an MP3 stream at 192kbps. It can be configured to receive audio from your computer relaying it to your hi-fi or self powered speakers. Or it can be used to transmit audio from your hi-fi, where it's not necessary to use a computer in this instance (other than for setup), as all you need is a second dLAN Audio unit in receive mode.

I had for review one dLAN Ethernet unit and one Audio unit. Software is included for both devices and proved very easy to setup. Connect your PC to the dLAN Ethernet device and plug it into a convenient mains socket, because it's a DHCP server no IP address setting is necessary. Next, note the security ID of the Audio unit and plug that in as well, run the software and follow the onscreen prompts.

I chose to use Windows Media player (included on the CD) to stream music and came upon my first problem. WMP needs a sound card to play any audio stream even if you're not going to use it. Luckily, the PC I was using had an built-in audio device, but I hadn't enabled it! I connected the dLAN Audio to my main system and settled back to listen... Here was my second problem, as there is no audio control to change tracks via the dLAN Audio I had to continually get up and trudge back to the PC, a bit of a pain in the posterior.

However, on the upside the sound quality was surprisingly good. Streaming raw WAV files to it the sound was very enjoyable with fine bass free from any obvious distortion, so I was pleasantly surprised. Taking the S/PDIF output into my MF A3.24 the sound certainly improved in clarity and dynamics. Next, I tried it in various locations around the house and came up against my third problem, not every socket would work. In some cases plugging a RA 'Silencer' into an adjacent socket would work but not every time. I suspect dirty connections; noise plus distance all degrade the signal a little just as with WLANs!

Overall these devices work well, providing good sound for a second system, streaming internet radio or just playing background music. So I can recommend both, although some care will be needed over location and the lack of audio control may be an issue for some. Designed to solve WLAN issues these units introduce their own, however, in circumstances where all else has failed they may just provide a workable solution.
They're now considered essential as far as I'm concerned, and bring a new meaning to the term "Simply the best!"

Gregory - Hi-Fi+ magazine

Cryogenically treated tubes really make a difference!

Read all about it online www.cryogenictubes.com

**CARTRIDGE SELECTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAKE</th>
<th>GEX</th>
<th>HEADPHONE SELECTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goldring</td>
<td>£33 £28</td>
<td>GEX £24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100E</td>
<td>£76 £62</td>
<td>GEX £52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1012GX</td>
<td>£95 £76</td>
<td>GEX £57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1022GX</td>
<td>£124 £100</td>
<td>GEX £86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1042</td>
<td>£143 £114</td>
<td>GEX £100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eroica LX/M</td>
<td>£133 £109</td>
<td>GEX N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elite</td>
<td>£232 £190</td>
<td>GEX N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**REPLACEMENT STYLIS**

ADC XLM Mk III £17

Akai AN 5, AN 60 £13

Audio Technica AT 95 £23 £16

AT 110 £28 £17

AT 0C9 ML £33 £29

Denon DL 103 £105 £95 N/A

DL 110 £79 £69 N/A

DL 160 £95 £83 N/A

DL 304 £210 £190 N/A

Grado Prestige Black £40 £35

Prestige Gold £110 £97

Grado Lyra £475 £405 N/A

Argo £759 £665 N/A

Shure M 97 £98 £85

V 155 V XM £204

Sumiko Rac Port Special £235 £200

Blackbird £585 £500

GEX - Goldring new for old exchange price for any make/type of cartridge

EX - Exchange price same make, morning coil cartridge

**MANTRA AUDIO**

www.mantra-audio.co.uk

**FEATURES**

- All Triode
- Hand built "Point to Point" wiring
- ALPS Volume control
- Gold plated terminals
- Audiophile components by Solen, Rubycon, Silver audio cable
- Various Upgrade options including valve upgrades that are aged & tested in the amp. Also: Attenuation mod to work with any power amp available.

(The output is too high for some power amps, see Hi-Fi world review.) We only sell UK 240v models.

Buy direct from us with confidence, each unit is fully tested before dispatch & has a full 12 month Warranty. UPS 24hr + £20

Ask for an Illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment.

Try for 30 days, refund if not delighted! (UK only, conditions apply) Visa & MC accepted

See this and our other new models at:

www.ICONAUDIO.CO.UK

Phone 01531 611313 Email sales@ICONAUDIO.CO.UK

Mei Xing MC7R Pre-amp

Hi Fi World Award Winner

"This ridiculously good tube pre-amp never failed once to impress, and was a pleasure to use. Genuine high-end sound on a budget... Impressive build quality and looks" - John Witham Hi-Fi World.

**NEW LOW PRICE**

**Only £299.95**

This Chinese designed unit will complement almost any power amp. Features include: All Triode. Hand built "Point to Point" wiring. ALPS Volume control. Gold plated terminals. Audiophile components by Solen, Rubycon, Silver audio cable. Various Upgrade options including valve upgrades that are aged & tested in the amp. Also: Attenuation mod to work with any power amp available. (The output is too high for some power amps, see Hi-Fi world review.) We only sell UK 240v models.

Buy direct from us with confidence, each unit is fully tested before dispatch & has a full 12 month Warranty. UPS 24hr + £20

Ask for an Illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment.

Try for 30 days, refund if not delighted! (UK only, conditions apply) Visa & MC accepted

See this and our other new models at:

www.ICONAUDIO.CO.UK

Phone 01531 611313 Email sales@ICONAUDIO.CO.UK
89 NEWS
All the latest from the weird and wonderful world of DIY hi-fi.

90 THORENS TD 125 RE-BUILD
Albert Lee completely rebuilds this classic with stunning results.

95 DIY FM AERIAL
Haden Boardman gets in pole position.

97 BOOK REVIEW
Mike Ballance is fascinated by Douglas ‘Self on Audio.’
Falco' ectronics
http://www.falcon-components.co.uk

Full Price List and Focal details on Web Site
DRIVE UNITS: by FOCAL & SEAS, and a pick of the best from other manufacturers.
100+ CROSSOVER NETWORKS: - Active & Passive, Components, Accessories,
New LS3/5A type Crossovers & Components
PLUS P.A./Professional Sound Equipment
Speaker Repairs also available - Contact for details.

Dedicated back in stock

COMPONENTS
SOLYN Polypropylene capacitors. 0.1mFd. to 100mFd.
NEW Values.- 3.0mFd 400v 5% & 9.1mFd 250v 23%
Polyester and Polycarbonate Film Capacitors. 0.1mFd. to 10mFd.
ALCAP Reversible Electrolytic Capacitors (Non-Polar);
50v, 100v & Low Loss. 2mFd. to 600mFd.
FALCON Custom-wound Inductors.
FERRITE:- Standard, High Power, Super Power, Super-Super Power
AIRCORED 0.56 — 1.25mm wire; IRON DUST. 1mm wire
TAPPED INDUCTORS:- 0-10mH in 1mH steps & 0-ImH in 0.1mH steps

AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
Back year sets of Speaker Builder, Audio Amateur & Glass Audio, plus the Audio Anthology Set.
Altogether 50+ books and Audio Amateur’s magazine year sets.

Focal Unit Range
Price List & Unit Specs FREE on Web site - available in .pdf format

A range of Falcon Designed and Manufactured Units coming later this year.
8 inch - 15 inch
12inch and 15inch on Die-cast Magnesium Chassis.

SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINCE 1972
Send for our FREE price list PL32: Just send a large S.A.E. (47p stamp) or USS3 bill overseas, Europe USS2 bill, 2 or 3 International Reply Coupons (IRC) to:-
(Department HFV2) Unit 12 Damgate Industrial Estate,
Damgate Lane, ACLE, Norwich, Norfolk. NR13 3DJ Tel (0)1493 751100

WHITE NOISE
AUDIO KITS, MODULES, COMPONENTS

PRODUCTS INCLUDE:- Power Amplifiers 30-250W,
Preamplifiers, Phono stages, Active Crossovers, Power Supplies, Buffer Amplifiers, Balanced line drivers / receivers, Stepped attenuators, Gold plated connectors, Cables, Capacitors, Resistors, Semiconductors, Transformers, Subwoofers, Loudspeaker drive units

WHITE NOISE
II STATION
ROAD
BEARSDEN
GLASGOW
G61-4AW

Web: http://www.wn.audio.com
Email:- david.white38@ntlworld.com
Tel:- 0141-942-2460 (until 9pm)
Fax:- 0141-587-7377

audioXpress... It Just Sounds Better
Your Favorite Audio - One New Magazine!

PROJECTS
REVIEWS
THE NEWEST TECHNOLOGIES
AUDIO CLASSROOM
and Much More!

Subscribe To This Great Monthly Publication Today!

audioXpress • PO Box 876 • Peterborough, NH
03458-0876 USA • Phone: 603-924-9464
Fax: 603-924-9467 • E-mail: custserv@audioXpress.com

Only $59.95 us for 12 Issues!
GOOD CAPS
ClarityCap capacitors have become available direct to the retail public from the UK distributors who also market ICW poly caps for home constructors. Prices are relatively inexpensive with, for example, 1µF cap rated at 630V DC costing less than three pounds. Even a 10µF at that voltage is less than a tenner. ICW caps are used by a number of high-end loudspeaker manufacturers. For more info and prices contact Expotus Components on 01233 731 137.

NEW CONNECTOR
Neutrik connectors who are based on the Isle of Wight have just released a new connector. It is an 8 pole Speakon connector primarily intended for the pro field but has numerous advantages over the standard 4mm loudspeaker terminations. Once inserted into the socket the connection is tight so tinning of the contacts will be a thing of the past. Each of the connections will take up to 1800watts before the metal starts to break down. The termination is a single point contact, just like the famed Bullet phono plugs. Unlike 4mm terminations the Speakon connectors are impossible to dislodge accidentally.

NEW SPEAKER CABLE
Does the thought of spending hundreds of pounds or even thousands of pounds, on loudspeaker cable appal you? Electrovision may be able to help, with their loudspeaker cable, which is extremely flexible, coils well to the hand and is consistently manufactured. The cable is constructed from long crystal oxygen free copper, encased in a silicone inner jacket. The outer jacket of the cable is also silicone based. One example from their range has 4 cores of 2.5mm inside an outer sheath of 9mm. This cable is ideal for Bi-Amping or Bi-Wiring as it is large enough to handle a prodigious current swing from the amplifier. As the sheath is constructed from silicone it is very easy to dress the cable for virtually any type of termination. And it is easy to install due to its flexibility. Approximate cost is less than £5 per metre. They sell a large range of cables and will be able to supply a cable for your hi-fi system. Check Electrovision may be able to help, with their loudspeaker cable, which is extremely flexible, coils well to the hand and is consistently manufactured. The cable is constructed from long crystal oxygen free copper, encased in a silicone inner jacket. The outer jacket of the cable is also silicone based. One example from their range has 4 cores of 2.5mm inside an outer sheath of 9mm. This cable is ideal for Bi-Amping or Bi-Wiring as it is large enough to handle a prodigious current swing from the amplifier. As the sheath is constructed from silicone it is very easy to dress the cable for virtually any type of termination. And it is easy to install due to its flexibility. Approximate cost is less than £5 per metre. They sell a large range of cables and will be able to supply a cable for your hi-fi system. Contact Electrovision for more details on 01744 745 000 or e-mail sales@electrovision.co.uk.

SPIRALEX
John Morris who supplies Spiralex isolating platforms has an excellent alternative to 'T-nuts'. They are in the shape of a screw-in sleeve. They have a hex key socket at the top and screw into the timber. The screw in sleeves will accept 8mm spikes. Also available in other sizes. Much better than 'T-nuts' as they don't pull out when the cabinet is moved. The cost is only 40 pence each! (Plus VAT and carriage.) Give Spiralex a ring on 01423 565 691.

NUTS
If you've been struggling to find slim quarter-inch balanced jack plugs for your sound card in/out connections then Neutrik have the product in stock. The catalogue No. is NP3X-B and these will comfortably fit the output jack sockets found on the popular Terratec sound cards. Neutrik also supply a range of affordable phono connectors and they are rather good. These new connectors are available from numerous suppliers but in case of difficulty get in touch with Neutrik on 01983 811 441.

ALL CHANGE!
Electro-Harmonix have registered the names of Mullard and Sovtek in the US. Yes, that's the same Sovtek that exists in Russia. E-H cannot make 'original' Mullard valves because they do not have the materials, the machines or the detailed specifications. They will presumably continue making their own valves, but putting other names on them. Thus the quality will be the same as you get for E-H valves today, making for possible confusion between genuine NOS Mullard and the new E-H ones. Purchasers of valves need to be aware of what is happening.

But there is also good news. PM Components have joined forces with Ei Elektroniska Industrija of Nis in Serbia. This company was about to go under but has been rescued by PM. EEL is a licensed factory for the production of Philips, Telefunken and Siemens tubes. Production will re-start to the original specifications laid down by those companies, using the original production equipment and materials sourced only from approved original suppliers.

If you need more info from PM Components, call them on 01634 848 500 or write to eisales@pmcomponents.co.uk and if you want to contact Tube Shop you could call 08709 220 404 or write to steve@tubeshop.com.
The Thorens TD 125 is one of the most under-rated turntables I have ever used. When I first saw the TD 125 I fell in love with its clean lines and the sound it produced. We could fit it with almost any pickup arm, although a very good dealer was essential to mount the chosen pick up arm. The preceding model from Thorens was the TD 124, which was again available without pickup arm. Unlike the TD 125 which was belt driven the 124 was a belt and idler drive.

TD 125 owners have long recognised the audio quality of the turntable, although it does have some faults. These include a plinth system constructed from poor quality chipboard, which displays all of the classic symptoms of feedback. It also has a rather poorly damped top plate which makes the feedback problem worse. The main hub (this is where the drive belt is in contact) is again a resonant structure. The TD 125 is supported via three springs to the main baseboard, which also carries the motor and the mains voltage dropper.

These springs have a piece of foam inside them, which was introduced as a means of damping the sprung assembly. If the springs are replaced with pieces of thick foam this negates any feedback as the foam effectively removes the top plate from the feedback loop! Another alternative is three pieces of rubber.

**PREPARATION**

To achieve the aims of this article we first have some preparation to do. We need to download a service manual from www.theanalogdept.com and study the build diagrams because we are going to completely disassemble the turntable! The first stage is to damp the drive hub. We do this by removing the outer platter and putting it in a safe place. Place the drive hub upside down on the work surface, place a toilet roll tube over the spindle which is covered with insulation tape to stop the fill from sticking to it. Now fill the hub with expanded polystyrene.

Avoid filling the hub completely. Fill it in two stages, and let the polystyrene dry out over night. Don't worry about any fill which seems to drip over the sides, as it is easy to remove. Next morning, remove any polystyrene which is surplus to the

“fill it in two stages”
and Tuning

The metal base plate without damping.

damping process. A large serrated knife is useful for this. I used an old freezer knife and gently cut across the hub in a horizontal plane to remove the majority of the excess.

After this is done gently remove the toilet roll tube and discard it. Now we can polish the sides of the hub with a cloth soaked in isopropyl alcohol, although if your main hub is badly marked you may have to use some very fine wire wool to gently burnish the surface.

Next, remove any excess from the main bearing shaft and again polish gently. Now place the centre hub in the bearing well and spin the hub. If there is no noise and the hub spins freely put the hub to one side. If however the hub displays any noise at all check that the infill is not rubbing the top plate and rectify this! Burnish the outer platter edge at the same time to achieve a mirror finish. Put both pieces into sealed plastic bags and put in a safe place!

STAGE TWO
For the next part of this project buy some cork flooring tiles and bathtub caulking! These are available from all good hardware shops. I purchased them from Woolworths and B&Q. The cork tiles are used as damping for the top plate which supports the bearing assembly. We need to cut the cork tiles to fit the underneath of this plate. Notice that the plate has been cast from alloy and has the casting ridges, which help to make the plate rigid. This plate rings like a bell! To alleviate this we need to glue cork to the underside. Make sure that the strobe assembly fits into the cut-out.

We can also damp the middle support section as well. Remember to damp both sides of this plate. This will inhibit the tendency for ‘ringing’ and make the middle plate much more rigid. The cork also tends to absorb any motor vibration resulting in a much cleaner sound. Although this is a difficult operation I found that it is best to cut the cork in small sections and then stick them to the centre support individually. Leave the top plate for at least 12 hours till the caulking sets. Then clean off any excess. The top plate should be put aside until we are ready to reassemble the turntable.

When taking the top plate out of the turntable notice the three sprung supports. The positions of the springs should be noted and then each bagged accordingly. Remove the foam infill and throw this in the bin. Before bagging the springs, scrub them vigorously in clean soapy water, along with the rubber inserts, to remove all of the adhesive Thorens used in the assembly process. Bag them after drying the assemblies thoroughly. Inside each bag put a little talcum powder and shake the bag to coat the parts. This is a method of drying the springs and the rubber parts.

Whilst the top plate is removed is a good opportunity to clean the motor pulley with alcohol. Use a piece of lint cloth soaked in isopropyl and remove all dirt from the pulley. Clean all the connections to the motor at the same time.

STAGE THREE
The standard plinth does not offer any lateral support. The bottom of the plinth is covered with a piece of hardboard. This is a bad thing! If you are strapped for cash the easiest solution is to replace the hardboard with 1/2 inch plywood. This will offer some support for the motor board. Placing a brace from the front of the plinth to the rear, under the new bottom cover, will help as well.

“Spiralex will improve any turntable”

Due to the standard plinth’s poor support qualities I decided to enlist a cabinet maker to design a new support system. This plinth is constructed from Spiralex which is a new material designed to damp vibration. Although it has been custom made for the TD 125, Spiralex will improve any turntable.

I chose to have the plinth finished in black but the finish is up to you. The new plinth is in four sections; the first is the ‘H’ section central support. This is a very strong design, which prevents the plinth from twisting. Onto each of the ends are bolted two escutcheons. Onto the centre section there is a large top plate, which allows the 125-control panel to be accessed with the advantage of top plate and control panel being a smooth assembly.

This type of construction allows the turntable to be bolted into the plinth and set up without the top plate in position. After set-up, the top plate is bolted onto the central
This has the effect of realigning the molecules of the metal structures and reducing the temperature of the valves to -195 degrees Centigrade. Treatment reduces the noise floor and microphony levels. Following this treatment on preamp/signal valves we have seen massive reductions in hiss, microphonics and noise floor and output valves have shown improvements in bass depth and clarity, providing a smoother more detailed sound. This is a great option for the audio market and provides NOS quality at an affordable price.

**Cryo treated audio valves**

| ECC83/7025 | Harma | £17  |
| ECC83/5751 | GE    | £17  |
| ECC81/4024 | Mullard | £17 |
| ECC82/4034 | Mullard | £30  |
| E84L       | Harma | £12  |
| ECC83/CV4091 | GEC | 17.50 |
| ECC83/CV4092 | BRIMAR | 7.50 |
| ECC83/GOLD PIN | TESLA | 10.00 |
| ECC81/CV4024 | MULLARD | 6.00 |
| ECC81/M8162 | MULLARD | 7.50 |
| ECC81/6391 | ME  | 10.00 |
| ECC82/CV4003 | MULLARD | 15.00 |
| ECC82/M8136 | MULLARD | 17.50 |
| ECC83/CV4004 | MULLARD | 40.00 |
| 6R4G       | RCA   | 7.50  |
| 5U4GB      | SYLVANIA | 15.00 |
| 5Y3GWT     | SYLVANIA | 5.00  |
| 6B6G       | GE    | 7.50  |
| 6B8G       | SYLVANIA | 22.00 |
| 6FQ7       | SYLVANIA | 7.50  |
| 6L6CC      | GE/SYL | 20.00 |
| 6L6WGB     | SYL   | 20.00 |
| 12AX7W     | SYLVANIA | 6.00  |
| 12BY7A     | GE    | 7.00  |
| 5687WB     | PHILIPS | £7.00 |
| 5703WB     | PHILIPS | £8.00 |
| 5842WA     | RAYTHEON | £16.00 |
| 5U4GB      | AMPEREX | £16.00 |
| 6080WC     | G.E.  | £9.00 |
| 6188/6SL7GT | PHILIPS | £18.00 |
| 6550A      | G.E.  | £65.00 |
| 66GK5      | G.E.  | £14.00 |
| ECC32      | MULLARD | £85.00 |
| ECC81      | R.T.   | £8.00 |
| ECC82      | R.T.   | £12.00 |
| ECC83      | PHILIPS | £12.00 |
| ECF80      | R.C.A. | £10.00 |
| ECF82      | TUNGSRAM | £8.00 |
| ECL86      | A.E.G. | £15.00 |
| EF80       | TELEFUNKEN | £10.00 |
| EF80AS     | TELEFUNKEN | £40.00 |
| EF81       | PHILIPS | £20.00 |

**NEW OLD STOCK AUDIO TUBES**

**Cryo treated audio valves**

| ECC83/7025 | Harma | £17  |
| ECC83/5751 | GE    | £17  |
| ECC81/4024 | Mullard | £17 |
| ECC82/4034 | Mullard | £30  |
| E84L       | Harma | £12  |
| EL34 original Svetlana | £19.77 |
| 6L6G6 original Svetlana | £19.77 |
| 6550C original Svetlana | £27.00 |
| 6922 SQ Harma | £24.00 |
| 68CC       | TESLA | 4.00  |
| ECC81      | RFT   | 3.00  |
| ECC82      | RFT   | 8.00  |
| EF86       | USSR  | 5.00  |
| EL84       | USSR  | 3.00  |
| EL34       | SVETLANA | 7.50 |
| EL35       | SVETLANA | 6.00 |
| 6L7GT      | USA   | 7.50  |
| 6SN7GT     | USA   | 7.50  |

**OTHER TYPES**

**CRYOGENICALLY TREATED AUDIO VALVES**

Cryo treated audio valves offer sonic improvements normally only attainable by using rare and expensive new old stock classics. Deep Cryogenic Treatment reduces the temperature of the valves to -195 degrees Centigrade. This has the effect of realigning the molecules of the metal structures and removing stress from the anode plate caused during manufacturer. This process therefore enables complete uniformity of the valves electron flow providing a reduction in the valves noise floor and microphony levels. Following this treatment on preamp/signal valves we have seen massive reductions in hiss, microphonics and noise floor and output valves have shown improvements in bass depth and clarity, providing a smoother more detailed sound. This is a great option for the audio market and provides NOS quality at an affordable price.
Cork damping fitted to the base plate.

Support and the turntable can be used.

The pickup arm board is best constructed from 12mm ply and the dimensions are 292mm (11 1/2 inches) by 105mm (4 1/8 inches), not forgetting to shape the armboard with a plane to fit the motor board. The mounting holes should be cut through the old arm board to get a precise fit. Then the mounting hole should be cut for the pick up arm. It is important to follow the arm manufacturer's data sheet for the precise position of the cut-out.

After the arm board is finished we should take a break before finishing the board with the chosen surface. Now we can bolt the pick up arm board to the motor board. Of course the pickup arm is not mounted yet. New plinths are available from John Morris, The Buildings, Croft House, Otley Road, Killinghall, Harrogate MG3 2BE.

STAGE FOUR

Assembly is a relatively straightforward operation although it will take some time. First of all, re-install the motor support plate into the new plinth. After placing the plate into the plinth we can bolt the support in, using the long bolts and large washers which are supplied with the plinth.

Now turn the plinth upside down and put the 8mm spikes into the nuts that are on the front and rear edge of the plinth. You will have noticed that the cabinet maker has put five of these nuts into the plinth. I favour the three-spoke system but if you want to use the four-spoke support, use this option.

Now place the plinth on a drawer leaf table, position over the space in the centre to gain access to the spring adjusting nuts. Clean out the main bearing well with long cotton wool buds, removing any swarf and any remnants of old lubricant.

Next, reassemble the spring units not forgetting to place the Paxolin washers into the adjusting nuts from the top. Now drop the top plate onto the spring mounts. Make sure that the springs go in their respective positions. If you have not marked the bags this will be a rather lengthy set up procedure for you.

Crawl under the table and put the retaining nuts onto the respective threaded studs. Remember to place the rubber washers onto the studs before tightening the locking nuts. These nuts should be run up the studs until you can see a small section of the thread. Remember to connect the earth wire to the motor board and in turn connect the pick up arm to the other end of the wire.

Now make sure that the table is
Platter fitted.

level. This is extremely important, as the turntable plinth has to be level as well. If all is well we can continue. Lubricate the centre spindle with about 8 or 9 drops of light machine oil. Put the drive hub into position and place the drive belt onto the motor spindle and around the drive hub. Now we can place the platter onto the drive hub and roughly level the motor board.

At this point, install the pick up arm and re-level the motor board. Then install the cartridge but do not remove the stylus guard until much later. Attach the motor board ground connection. Check the position of the motor/arm board, it should be in the centre of the plinth. If it is, we can now make absolutely sure that the motor board is level, whilst the motor is running with an LP on the platter.

Now check the ‘bounce’ of the turntable. The TD 125 should have a slow return to its normal rest position; if this is not the case then re-adjust accordingly.

Now when you play music, if the turntable has been assembled correctly, the sound stage will be very large. The difference between a standard TD 125 and a tuned unit is huge. The tuned unit describes the bass line with much more accuracy, along with a much smoother mid to treble register. Transient recovery is very, very accurate. This turntable is as good as the majority of the ‘super decks’ and costs a fraction of the outlay.

The last thing to do is to glue the outer platter to the drive hub. This again transforms the sound and is achieved by running a bead of PVA wood adhesive around the lip of the drive hub, placing the outer platter onto the hub and leaving to dry. Don’t put too much glue on the hub rather just enough to adhere the platter to the hub.

SOME NOTES ON PLATTERS AND MATS

As Thorens only supply drive belts for their older turntables you will be tempted to throw the TD 125 away if your motor is faulty. DON’T DO IT! Instead get in touch with Origin Live, telephone 02380 578877, or e-mail them at originlive@originlive.com and ask about the Advanced Motor Kit. As my motor died about three weeks into this build I had to get one of these kits to continue. The Advanced Motor Kit is well worth the money; it transforms the TD 125 into a modern-sounding transcription unit.

The speed control board has some relatively poor quality components on it, so replacement is the order of the day. Replace both the capacitors and resistors with high quality types and set the board up as the service manual suggests and the motor will run to speed with very little adjustment of the pitch control. Great care must be taken when removing the components from the board, as the tracks may lift during the desoldering process. I used a very hot soldering iron and a solder pump. If you do not have the skill, or are afraid of damaging your turntable during this process, take the board to a professional.

The vinyl-to-platter interface is very important, meaning the platter mat is important. So I have a couple of alternatives for you. The first is to make a mat from the remainder of the cork tiles; the spindle hole should be approx. 7.5mm in diameter. Another type of mat can be made from chamois leather. Both of these mats cost less than a pound each and offer very good support for the record.

The cost of this rebuild is rather high, but a re-built TD 125 is definitely worth it!

Top showing the Spiralex nuts.
DIY FM Aerial

Haden Boardman gets in pole position for a good FM signal.

A simple VHF / FM Half Dipole aerial can give fantastic results within a reasonable radius of the transmitter. So simple to build, and at minimal cost, yet results can be exceptional.

As a big radio listener, it is quite amazing how little attention I have paid to my FM aerial on the roof. The last time I had an outside aerial fitted was in the 1980s, and have moved through four houses since then! Given the amount of money I have spent on FM radio sets over the last two decades, this is quite amazing.

A quick search around the internet revealed very little in the way for us hi-fi enthusiasts. The initial plan of grabbing something from Maplins or similar and lashing it up to the chimney was an option, but why not build my own?

I am around 25 miles from Holme Moss, and less than 5 miles from Winter Hill; the major FM transmitters covering the North West. The major BBC stations are relayed via Winter Hill, so Holme Moss is the cleaner signal.

So a spot of research; some good old fashioned text books, and frankly, it looks like nobody has been interested in ‘rolling their own’ antennas since the 1950s! Back to basics...

Our VHF band covers 88 - 108 MHz, so our half wavelength aerial needs to be tuned to roughly the half way point (98 MHz) to give good coverage across the band. However, I listen mostly to the BBC major stations, which are of course grouped at the lower end of the scale, so I decided to tune my antenna to this end of the radio spectrum.

A nice easy rule for calculating the desired length of our antenna is to divide our ideal frequency into 5,453 to gain the actual length of our dipole. So a 100 MHz aerial would result in a dipole length of 54 1/2 inch. My antenna is going to be tuned to 91 MHz, or a length of just under 60 inches.

Well we know how big our dipole is, but what do we build it out of? A quick mosey around the local DIY stores revealed a good choice of 6mm aluminium tube, which cost about £8 for a two metre length. Next task was to mount it on a suitable lump of wood; 2 x 1 inch seemed about right! I decided to use cable cleats to secure the aluminium tube to the wood. Screws could be used of course, but handy 6mm round cable cleats are of course non ferrous and will not interfere with reception. To connect the R.F. cable I used satellite grade 75 ohms stuff (less than 50p a metre) and I planned to use M2 x 20mm screws, drilling two tiny holes in the tubing.

Assembly is easy enough. My antenna is going in the attic, but I decided to paint the wood. If yours is going to be mounted outside, then varnish or paint will be required. Once painted, I marked out on the wood the length of the dipole. The aluminium rod will need to be chopped in half, with a small eighth of an inch gap (3mm) in the middle. So each side of the dipole needs to be thirty inch, minus one sixteenth of an inch. And at one end of each half, the terminal screws need attaching.

“nobody has been interested in ‘rolling their own’ antennas since the 1950s”

This was the trickiest job, drilling the small 2mm hole for the screws! These should be located about one quarter of an inch from the end of the tube. Drilled straight through, I used a couple of iso-shake washers and two nuts. To make life a bit easier...
Mount 6mm aluminium tube on a piece of 2in x 1in timber, 2 metres long. Use cable cleats to secure.

I used a couple of solder terminal, and another couple of iso-shake washers, locked down by two more nuts. I soldered the coaxial RF cable on to these, on final assembly.

Once the aluminium was cut down to size, and the wooden board marked out, assembly was very easy. I used a small bead of silicon bathroom sealant to hold the rod in place, and then used around four cleats on each rod. The RF cable was connected, and I used three cleats just to secure it to the board.

Next job is mounting our new antenna. In my case, easy and straight forward in the attic. A unit like this has a figure of eight reception pattern, with maximum sensitivity broadside on and virtually no reception seen end-on. Give or take thirty degree does not make much difference, so a local source of interference could be tuned out here by careful positioning. Remember the antenna must be positioned horizontally, rather than vertically. If mounting the unit outside, try and locate it as high as possible (goes without saying).

**BBC ENGINEERING INFORMATION**

**HOLME MOSS FM RADIO**

- Radio 1: 96.9 MHz
- Radio 2: 93.8 MHz
- Radio 3: 91.5 MHz
- Radio 4: 93.7 MHz
- Power (Max eff): 250 kW
- Polarization: mixed
- Mean ht. of aerial: 200m agl, 724m sod
- Transmitter site: near Holmfirth, West Yorkshire
- National Grid Reference: SE 096041
- Key: Service area
- Relay station: ▲

**Local territory: a map of Haden Boardman’s local transmitter, Holme Moss, its relays and the extent of its coverage. It is always useful to use a map like this to sort out which way to point an aerial, using a compass to orientate. In some locations where there are obstructions, such as hills, it may be best to use a transmitter further away, but in line-of-sight.**
BOOK REVIEW

SELF ON AUDIO
BY DOUGLAS SELF

REVIEWED BY MIKE BALLANCE

leading authority on amplifier design. That's how Douglas Self is described. So why doesn't he like valves? This is, I think, because he is an engineer and measures things. Some transistor amps have fantastically low distortion figures. Some of these wonderful machines are commercial designs and some have been published in magazines by such famous names as the late John Linsley Hood and Douglas Self.

This book is a collection of the articles written by the author and published in Wireless World magazine over the period 1979 to 1999. I recognise many of the circuits and remember reading a number of the articles in the days when that magazine carried discussions - indeed, arguments sometimes - about the 'musicality' question. US readers were left in no doubt as to which camp Douglas Self was in.

So what does he have to say in a book dedicated to amplifier design? There is detail aplenty there. In the part covering the RIAA equalisation curve for example, there is mention that a single op-amp cannot in fact give enough gain over the full frequency range, due to the boost required at LF. I first remember reading this fact in an edition of Elektor magazine many years ago. The article in that magazine then went on to describe an RIAA stage that did work correctly. In a similar way, Self gives many graphs which lead to a final design that has no less than four op-amps. It also has three transistors-in-parallel front end that is used for the additional gain and lower input impedance required to match a moving coil cartridge. The accuracy to the RIAA curve is within 0.2dB which is good.

He has a suspicion that passive equalisation in RIAA stages is popular not because of an inherent sound quality improvement but because it is easier to design. He likes to snipe at other designers in this way, from his position of great authority. I do wonder though, has he ever listened to various different makes and types of amplifier in an environment where he can relax, enjoy the music and comment on anything interesting that he might hear about the music that is particularly noticeable with one amplifier, but less so with the others?

After discussing pre-amplifiers, he moves on logically to power amplifiers. Amplifier designers would be well advised to read his section on distortion. There's pages of it, and there's many different types. Crossover distortion is perhaps the most well known. Self lists no less than seven different types of distortion in amplifiers. Some are more obscure, and thus more interesting, while others seem specifically related only to transistor amplifiers.

Seven main sources of distortion are given. Some of these distortions can be reduced by good design and others by careful layout of the components on the printed circuit board. Self states that it is possible to design an amplifier with extremely low distortion figures, far lower than quoted in the most respectable of designs available today. However, he does also say that this is not the whole story. Good for him! He realises that the lowest figure on a distortion meter, looking at a steady sine wave, is far from the whole story when it comes to good amplifier design.

Power FETs were described as an improvement over bipolar transistors when they first arrived in the shops. Greater linearity, higher bandwidth, freecom from carrier-storage effects and virtual indestructibility were all claimed. Self measured circuits using these components and found that the claims were exaggerated. They are not dramatically more linear and neither are they short-circuit proof, as every service engineer knows.

The greater bandwidth seemed an advantage worth having, but in practice these devices have a tendency to parasitic oscillation in anything other than the simplest of configurations. No doubt the damping capacitors often used to reduce the possibility of oscillation will slow down the response and quite likely negate benefits in the use of FETs in the first place. Today's modern power amps don't generally use power FETs.

The author states that he does not believe that an amplifier yielding 0.001% distortion is going to sound much better than another generating 0.002%. He then claims that using the design techniques published in this book it should be possible to get all forms of distortion down to below the level at which there can be any rational argument.

Towards the end, there is an interesting discussion of loudspeaker impedance. Self acknowledges that there are occasions when the impedance momentarily requires vast amounts of current from the amplifier (if playing fairly loud at the time). A good reserve of available current is a good idea, something you will find in many top amplifiers - never mind the specifications, feel the weight, as some might say. This is certainly a book to make the designer think carefully and check that everything has been covered.

SELF ON AUDIO BY DOUGLAS SELF
PUBLISHED BY NEWNESS ELSEVIER
FIRST EDITION 2000, REPRINTED 2004
DECEMBER 2005
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KIT & COMPONENTS

COMPONENT SUPPLIERS

Audio Synthesis
PO Box 50 Nottingham, NG9 1DX.
Tel. 0115 922 138 Fax. 0115 922 9701.
Email salesinfo@audiosynthesis.co.uk Website:
www.audiosynthesis.co.uk

VISHAY BULK FOIL RESISTORS - unquestionably the world's finest resistor for audio applications. Thousands of VSR 0.3W 30ppm 1% values in stock at the lowest possible prices eg. values up to 20K at £3.50+vat.

HIGH PURITY SILVERWIRE - Teflon insulated >99.99 purity, 0.6mm and 1.0mm diameter. Ideal for internal wiring, interconnectors or speaker cables.

Audio-Links
7 Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe,
North Lincolnshire, DN16 1EL
Tel: 01724 870432 Fax: 01724 875340
Email: audio@noteworthyaudio.co.uk

Suppliers of the largest range of high-end audio components for valve and solid state enthusiasts. Supplier of the largest range of high-end audio volume controls in Europe. 30 page catalogue - Free via e-mail or £3.00 posted.

Noteworthy Audio Limited,
36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury,
Buckinghamshire, HP20 2LH
Tel: 01296 422224 email:info@noteworthyaudio.co.uk
web: www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

Suppliers of a selected range of audiophile valve kits and components. Including the Stoeckit range of valve amplifiers. Audio Note one times oversampling DAC Kit 1.1 and Lowther drive units. Plus a range of components and accessories from Eichmann, Furutech, Wonder Solder, Caig and many more. For a list of the extensive range of manufactured products and the special offers we stock please see our website or call for details. We are open from 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday, with demonstration stock for details. We are open from 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday, with demonstration stock for details. We are open from 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday, with demonstration stock for details. We are open from 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday, with demonstration stock for details. We are open from 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday, with demonstration stock for details.

White Noise
11 Station Road, Bearsden,
Glasgow, G61 4AW
Tel: 0141 942 2460 Fax: 0141 587 7377
Email: david.white38@ntlworld.com

Supplier of the widest range of standard and audiophile kits for solid state preamplifiers, power amplifiers, headphone amplifiers, power supplies, MM/MC phono stages, active crossovers, balanced I/O modules, and stepped attenuators; more kits in the pipeline. All kits use the highest quality glass fibre, solder masked, silk-screened, PCBs. We also supply a wide range of active (esp. Japanese transistors and Exicon mosfets) and passive components, gold plated connectors, and silver plated wires. Write, phone or email for a free catalogue. Mail order only.

Audiocom Int. Ltd
Unit 14 Pier Road, Pembroke Dock,
Pembroke, SA72 6TR
Tel: 01646 685601 Fax: 01646 685602
Web: www.audiocominternational.com
E-mail:info@audiocominternational.com

Extensive range of audio passives and active components including DACT, Black Gate, Sanyo, Elna & Vishay. We are the manufacturer and sole distributor for Superclock 3 master clock & Invisus discrete regulators. Visit our online store for pricing and information. Secure online ordering available.

LOUDSPEAKER KIT SUPPLIERS

IPL Acoustics,
Chelsea Villa, Torrs Park,
Ilfracombe, North Devon, EX34 8AY
Tel/Fax: 01271 867439
Please visit website for full catalogue of products:
www.iplacoustics.co.uk

IPL supply a range of 7 high quality transmission line speaker kits, and a full range of Hi-Fi and AV speaker kits, including 2 active subwoofers. Drive units are available from Audax, Seas, Morel, Legend (Ribbon Tweeters), and IPL custom built metal coned drivers. IPL also supply quality capacitors, inductors and cabinet accessories, including Silver Plated PTFE insulated cables.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
50 Main Street, Broughton
Astley, Leicester, LE9 6DR
Tel: 01455 268603 Fax: 01455 268605
Email: sales@wilmslowaudio.com
Website: www.wilmslowaudio.com

Contact us for a copy of our Free Full Colour Catalogue or visit our Website with extensive knowledge base and upgrade techniques make us world leaders in digital upgrades. Various upgrade solutions are available to suit your budget and desired performance.

REPAIRS & RESTORATION

The UK's Leading Service & Restoration Specialists. Repairs/Restorations to Modern/Classic/Vintage valve hi-fi, musical and cinema amplifiers, control units etc. We will even build that kit for you or design something special. Please visit our Website at:- www.audiolabs.co.uk for complete details of our comprehensive services. Alternatively, contact us at:-
Audio Laboratories (Leeds) 3 Kildare Terrace Industrial Estate Leeds LS12 1DB UK Tel/Fax: 44 (0)113 2440378

Arkless Electronics.
Tel: 01670 829891
E-mail:arkless.electronics@btinternet.com

Specialist in repairs, restoration and modifications to all amplifiers, valve or solid state, ancient and modern. Design service for companies and hobbyists. Amps, preamps, phono stages, active crossovers, psu's etc custom built to order. Kits built/debugged. Please enquire for any other services. Design engineer for well known hi-fi companies.

PORT & COMPONENT SUPPLIERS

Chelmer Valve Company Ltd
The Stables, Baddow Park
Great Baddow, Chelmsford, Essex, CM2 3SY
Tel: 01245 241300 Fax: 01245 241309
Email: sales@chelmervalve.com
Web Site: www.chelmervalve.com

Premium range of audio valves, tested/selected for low noise, hum, microphonic, power valves burnt-in. Huge stock of valves/tubes of all type, audio valves (inc. NOS types), industrial etc. Also large stocks of semiconductor. Many obsolete types.

Billington Export Ltd
1E Gillmains Trading Estate
Billingshurst, West Sussex RH14 9EZ
Visitors by appointment only Fax: 01403 783519
E-mail:sales@bel-tubes.co.uk
Web:www.beltubes.co.uk

Guaranteed new/old stock CRT's for audio & industrial use Vintage types including Mullard, GEC, Telefunken & RCA. Large stocks of Chinese & Tesla. Major stockists of the Billington Gold brand. Free catalogue on request. Attractive prices on large orders. Minimum orders £100.00

MODIFICATION SERVICES

Audiocom Int. Ltd
Unit 14 Pier Road, Pembroke Dock,
Pembroke, SA72 6TR
Tel: 01646 685601 Fax: 01646 685602
Web: www.audiocominternational.com
E-mail:info@audiocominternational.com

Upgrade services available for all CD, SACD & DVD players. With our latest products we are able to advance CD playback way beyond what 'stock' players are capable of resolving. Our extensive knowledge base and upgrade techniques make us world leaders in digital upgrades. Various upgrade solutions are available to suit your budget and desired performance.

REPAIRS & RESTORATION

The UK's Leading Service & Restoration Specialists. Repairs/Restorations to Modern/Classic/Vintage valve hi-fi, musical and cinema amplifiers, control units etc. We will even build that kit for you or design something special. Please visit our Website at:- www.audiolabs.co.uk for complete details of our comprehensive services. Alternatively, contact us at:-
Audio Laboratories (Leeds) 3 Kildare Terrace Industrial Estate Leeds LS12 1DB UK Tel/Fax: 44 (0)113 2440378

Arkless Electronics.
Tel: 01670 829891
E-mail:arkless.electronics@btinternet.com

Specialist in repairs, restoration and modifications to all amplifiers, valve or solid state, ancient and modern. Design service for companies and hobbyists. Amps, preamps, phono stages, active crossovers, psu's etc custom built to order. Kits built/debugged. Please enquire for any other services. Design engineer for well known hi-fi companies.
Letter of the Month

BUT CYRUS-LY...

I was very interested at reading the article on Cyrus Audio upgrade paths in the September issue. I have to confess that I don't own and had never owned any Cyrus product and, furthermore, I had never had the opportunity (or the curiosity?) to listen to any of their products. So my reaction is absolutely the one that an average reader could have at reading a very interesting point of view about upgrading within a range of one-brand components...

So yes, in theory, I think that when you pay more, you've got more stuff and it should sound better (CD8X vs CD6S) but sometimes it doesn't (8vs vs 6vs). And, of course, I respect entirely Channa's expertise and honesty while conducting these comparisons. But in some ways, I felt not entirely satisfied by his conclusions, or by some missing elements in his conclusions.

First, the reviewer Channa Vithana's opinion about the amplifiers (6vs vs 8vs): 6vs is more musically satisfying. My comments are: I] a pity that the 6vs doesn't have the PSX-R upgradeability. [2] a pity there's no amplifier-only version of the 6vs (to allow bi/tri-amping (and why not a bridged version?) as 40W/channel can sometimes be a little too... little!)

Secondly, Channa's opinion about the CD upgradeability route. My comments are: [1] what's the point at adding a PSX-R to the CD8X when it's hooked to the DACX? I would certainly have tried to hook up the PSX-R to the DACX, as a beefier and better power supply should have been more useful first to the analogue stage, second to the digital stage (both of them within the DACX) than to the CD8X, where only the drive and the display remain to be powered! [2] according to Channa's blurb, the differences between the CD8X and the CD6S are "two toroidal transformers for the power supply with one transformer for the DACs! filter, two balanced differential DACs, electrical and optical digital outputs and PSX-R upgradeability". So, if you connect the DACX to the CD8X, there's a lot of waste: one toroidal transformer at least, two balanced differential DACs, one filter and the whole analog output stage. A thousand of pounds for a drive and display case is a lot of money!

This reason is why I would have tried the CD6S hooked to the DACX (and then to the DACX + PSX-R), because as a transport only, it shouldn't have had much difference between the CD6S and the CD8X. (4] a pity there's no CD transport-only in the Cyrus range; it could have been a sensible buy for anyone with a DACX and then sell the CD6S/CD8X! [5] a very useful upgrade to the DACX and the CD6S/CD8X transport-only would have been respectively a word clock input and a word clock output: at this level, there's no better way of getting rid of jitter than to slave the transport to the D-to-A.

I don't blame Channa not to have given a listen to what doesn't exist: a Cyrus transport-only. Although I could have expected him to ask Cyrus to release one as well as a 6vs with PSX-R upgradeability and also a 6vs amplifier-only version. But I certainly expected him to give a listen to the CD6S + DACX and the CD6S + DACX + PSX-R. Hey, I wouldn't let you feel too much criticised. It's just that your magazine is 'talking' to me. So I got the feeling that I can 'talk' back to you. It's a compliment, indeed. I used to read English, US, Australian and French hi-fi magazines (I can't read German or Japanese). Hi-Fi World is the only one I have bought regularly for years and that I still buy, issue after issue, and that I will keep on buying.

Jean Xerri
Adelaide, Australia

Dear Jean - another letter from Australia! And I am happy to respond.

Regarding the £650 Cyrus 6vs - firstly if the 6vs had a PSX-R facility (not to mention the beefier power supply regulation as in the 8vs) in its circuitry wouldn't this raise its selling price?

Secondly, you state there is no amplifier-only version of the 6vs. I am not sure I understand the question as the 6vs is an integrated amplifier just like the 8vs. However, if you meant power amplifiers, then Cyrus do an extensive and cleverly adaptable range of stereo and mono...
versions to allow bi/tri amplification, but they were outside of the scope of the review.

As for myself asking Cyrus to release specific models? In the review (and in the context of my review findings) I asked whether instead of the £850 8vs, could an imaginary (£1000) '8X' integrated amplifier be a significant upgrade over the 6vs as the £1000 CD8X was over the £650 CD6S? I found through listening that the 6vs was better than the 8vs. Additionally, save the £200 difference as you can use that for another PSX-R towards the Cyrus digital section...

When you say "but I certainly expected him to give a listen to the CD6S + DACX and the CD6S + DACX + PSX-R". If you rereded the review, I actually did listen to the £1750 CD6S/DACX and compared it to the £1400 CD8X/PSX-R. I found the cheaper CD8X/PSX-R to be superior, so what would be the point of listening to a £2150 CD6S/DACX/PSX-R when you can get better music and future upgrade-ability from a £1200 combination of CD8X/DACX for £50 less? Perhaps you are now interested in having a listen?

Finally, for more technological/ general information please visit www.cyrusaudio.com, CV

[Thanks for that Channa, and now it's over to Cyrus Audio's ever enthusiastic MD for his right to reply — Ed.]

Hi David,

Fantastic, just what we hoped would come from Channa's stimulating review of our upgradable audio range. It was a terrific read. Some answers you are welcome to forward if you like. Please do send my response onward to Channa. I know you both know it's not my way to respond to a reviewer's opinion as I respect everyone's professional independence. However, a little time has elapsed and I don't think I would pressure anyone by this response to a consumer's feedback.

Amps sound different if we change the power supply. This is the main difference between the 6vs and 8vs. While I can see where Channa comes from I believe the 8 is overall a better sounding amplifier. Remember, consumers will sometimes need it to fill bigger rooms and possibly want to partner with less efficient but acoustically preferred speakers.

The matching amp for the 6vs is the LinkPower and it is based exactly on the 6vs circuit topology and has a specially tuned power supply to provide a partnering sonic signature (plus incidentally greater resolution).

All Cyrus stereo power amps are now based on similar circuit topology. The SmartPower Plus is based on the X Power that is a more advanced and more highly tuned Cyrus 8 power amp design. This is important as the flow of upgrade must retain the intended Cyrus sonic signature while ensuring consumers wanting to add dynamics to a system can build up a system's performance within a sonically compatible set of building blocks.

In our first level training courses we explain this like so: more power brings better dynamics and PSX-R power supplies offer resolution benefits. Sometimes, an upgrade benefits more than one ability, but as a basic explanation let a customer know what they could expect a progressive upgrade plan to enhance in their system's performance.

The PSX-R on the CD8 is a fantastic dem. Everyone with experience of adding this sort of upgrade is amazed that supplying the current-hungry servo and motor section of the player is so rewarding. Sure, you can add a power supply to the DAC and hear a resolution improvement but we knew from our development of the original Disamaster back in the 90s that the transport is the first place to upgrade. I know this is a leap into the unknown for some readers but the power supply arrangement for the transport section of a CD player is very important. Adding a PSX-R to the CD8 drives the current-hungry servo and motor elements, allowing the highly regulated internal supplies to be less influenced by the higher noise elements as they feed the sensitive low level audio circuits.

Now some Hot news for Hi-Fi World. Cyrus is about to announce a specialised Transport (at this moment called a CD XT) that provides a dedicated transport design to match the DAC X and XP models. As you would expect, the CD 8x will be upgradeable to CD XT at reasonable cost. No retail price yet, but it will be less than the CD 8x...

What fun this review has initiated!

PETER BARTLETT, M.D.
Cyrus Audio Limited

NEWS OF THE WORLD

Just wondered if you've read Steve Harris's view of the Onkyo C-733/A-933 combo in the October edition of Hi-Fi News? Just compare the comments from SH and DP: SH "viewed strictly from an audiophile perspective the combination isn't particularly good value at £900": DP "The A-933 punches far beyond its price class and you'd be plain stupid not to audition it if you're after a sub £1,000 integrated".

The Hi-Fi News article is a comparison of several CD/amp combinations and although SH does say the Onkyo combination "can produce very good sounds" you get the distinct feeling it was his least liked combination. What a contrast with the write up CV and DP give this pairing. Hopefully people who read Hi-Fi News will also read Hi-Fi World to get another point of view. I certainly intend to audition the Onkyo to see if it is a significant upgrade from my PM7200.

If I'd only read the Hi-Fi News article I don't think I would have bothered. A lesson for us all there!

Rob Rodcliffe

Well, there you go! Did anyone say hi-fi wasn't subjective? Actually, if you read between the lines, then
it could be explained — partially — thus... I think the C-733 is good, but not great. The A-933 is, I believe, the opposite. Drive the A-933 by the C-733 and you get good (but not great) sound. Feed the A-933 with a serious source (I also heard it driving my Quad 998s via a Michell GyroDec/TecnoArm, Ortofon Rondo Bronze and Whsett phonostage,) and it’s good enough to exploit it; the A-933 is held back by the C-733, kind of like driving your Porsche 911 on old Beetle tyres...

Obviously, Steve auditioned the 933 with the 733 driving it, but I’m not sure if he tried it with a top source...? Hence the disparity?

As a side issue, I wonder if other magazine reviewers use vinyl as a matter of course in all their reviewing? Noel and Channa and Dominic and I do, as we believe it to be the highest resolution source we’ve got, and how can you evaluate a product’s absolute worth if you can’t give it the best signal? My two cents!

Oh, by the way, I do hope Steve is enjoying his ‘semi-retirement’, and I’m sure he’s missing the thrill of all those lovely deadlines! DP

**MEDIA STUDIES**

I was wondering if it might be possible to print two small boxes with all your reviews, one showing the partnering equipment used, the other giving a representative sample of, say, five albums used over the test period. I know you do this with some, but not all your reviews. It would save space in the text, and present this information concisely. It might also help prevent errors or confusion creeping in. I frequently see comments about an effect in a track, with no further reference to what the track is, or even the album it is from. Such information is of great importance to the buyer, and without it, the usefulness of the review is considerably reduced.

On a different note, has anyone else noticed an odd trend in hi-fi magazines in general (HFW is better than most in this regard) recently? It sees certain products, with mediocre measured performance being under subjective testing are praised to the stars over and above rivals, some of which possess far superior performance on the test bench, something equally invariably ignored in the conclusion. While measurements aren’t everything, what performs well here usually sounds accurate (with certain exceptions), while the reverse is seldom true. Take a look at a random selection of group tests from different magazines and see for yourselves. Those products afforded highest status frequently have the worst measured performance of the group, or are far from being top. Peculiar, to say the least.

Finally, some information for any of your readers interested in transmission-line speakers. I keep seeing comments that TL design is still mostly rule of thumb. Actually, it’s not. Do you know Martin Kings work? Martin cracked the mysteries of the quarter-wave loaded speaker several years ago with some heavy maths. His website is here: www.quarter-wave.com. On it, you’ll find several DIY projects, and numerous papers on TL design, horn design etc. You can also download Martin’s MathCad worksheets, and a free version of MathCad. With this you can design your own TL, and it will work exactly as MathCad predicts, no tweaking needed. This is not a business enterprise; Martin has done all this solely to assist the DIY community, and anyone can use these worksheets, providing it is not for commercial gain. I, and a few thousand others, can vouch for the accuracy of his work.

Sorry this has been such lengthy missive I had intended to be brief, so I’ll shut up now and look forward to the next edition!

All the best

**Scott Lindgren**

I'm sort of embarrassed we are so untogether as to not print all the many things readers ask for, as we should. We firmly believe in listening to our readers and meeting their needs. A good example is coverage of old equipment; the industry in general hates all this, believing a sale that goes to eBay is lost to them. We don’t think this and regular readers will know we also own and use veteran products ourselves. But returning to what we are not doing, can I sketch around this problem?

We are asked to consistently present information like size, weight and price in our reviews. Well, we do include price, but it tends to wander around the page a little - more of which later. Then there are requests for review conditions, such as room and partnering equipment. Recently a reader concluded no review could ever be accurate until more than one person listened, in more than one venue. Then there are suggestions of alternative products, the discs we used and the tracks containing the effects we heard. And so on.

Every one of these requests looks nothing other than completely sensible to me and I’d love to be able to comply. But there are simple practical reasons we don’t meet many of them, some of which are not immediately obvious.

There is a time and cost budget associated with everything, including reviewing, and we make certain decisions, specific to us, about what is and is not important within these constraints.

Meticulously gathering details on size and weight are a low priority when this information is available from the manufacturer’s website.

I rarely go into detail about partnering items because half of it is either built or modified by myself,
not being commercially available, and because I use a range of products, according to circumstance. I often use "benchmark" products too, rather than ones that I would personally live with. Listing all this would be both confusing and a little pointless.

Two reviewers and two venues per item does make sense, but it is usually impractical. I prefer one venue well worked out acoustically and have just had a conversation with a manufacturer who feels that no reviewer can ever really hear what a product is fully capable of when most rooms so distort the final sound it's difficult to discern one through the other. I agree.

Having two or more opinions is a great idea though and we do try and do this. Whether a sound is "good" or "bad" is, at the end of the day, much a matter of taste and opinion. Reviewers should have enough experience to possess a fairly broad agreement that they do, at least, flat. This makes for ideal measurement. Terms of both capital expenditure on test equipment and man hours. Most magazines avoid serious measurement as a result, instead publishing manufacturers' figures presented as "measured performance", which is deceptive. Such figures are worthless as investigative data, providing only basic performance parameters. Neat lists of manufacturers' figures, usually including price, dimensions and weight may look attractive and convincing in print, but we choose to generate and publish original measurement data instead.

That's a large difference between Hi-Fi World and the other magazines - and the trade off we think justified. It's one Britain's manufacturers appreciate too, reassuring them that their products are received and tested in a satisfactory and coherent fashion. I've just finished a series of phone calls with one about jitter measurement and they will be visiting our offices to see how their units perform under the gaze of a complex analyser. So the implications of proper measurement extend out considerably.

As you say, products that measure well can get poor reviews and those that measure badly good ones! It all seems topsy-turvy and open to debate, but that's one of the complexities of the subject. If we take amplifiers, high feedback designs exhibit lowest measured distortion, but nowadays there is fairly broad agreement that they do commonly seem to sound "flat and boring" as a result. Some engineers say this is due to the way feedback is applied, others prefer to use as little as possible whilst some continue to argue that if it measures well it sounds good - and that's the end of it!

Most of the time a well applied set of investigative measurements can reveal problems and give a strong indication of likely sound quality, but not always. That's why we use extensive listening tests after measurement.

Thanks for the info on transmission lines. Once upon a time this was a black art but nowadays the theory has been worked out, as you note. In addition to www.quarter-wave.com, go to www.tlinespeakers.org. The transmission line is a nice idea that works well, one I've long had in the back of my mind as suitable for valve amps as the impedance curve is, in theory at least, flat. This makes for ideal amplifier matching.

Now that transmission line theory is available to all, perhaps we will see the complex and expensive cabinets required manufactured in China and made available here at an affordable price. In the meantime don't ignore big, tuned lines like that of the Castle Howard. It may not be a proper TL but it sure sounds close to one. NK

Hi Scott - thanks for your input, as they say, I think Noel has answered your points exhaustively, but I'd add that we do try - either officially 'in print' or behind the scenes - to hear each bit of kit in several situations, and often I live with the product at my home for several weeks - or even months - before it goes to Dominic Todd, Channa Vidhana, John May or Noel for an official review.

I often add my 'two cents': some
LJKS REMEMBERED

Dear Hi-Fi World team,

I am writing to say how saddened I was to read about L.J.K. Setright's death in today's Guardian. Many years ago I was a very enthusiastic motorcyclist and used to read his articles in 'Bike' magazine and also have one of his books about motorcycles. Marriage and family meant my boyish pursuits were to be abandoned, but many years later as a regular reader of Hi-Fi World was delighted when he started writing for you. He added another dimension to what was already an excellent magazine. An obviously intelligent, articulate, and very knowledgeable fellow I always enjoyed his articles, and his eccentricity was obvious from his writing and strongly held views. A real one off and I will miss him. Please pass on my condolences to your colleagues and LJK's family if at all possible.

Paul Archer

Thanks Paul; they broke the mould when they made Leonard; he was a one of a kind. We all enjoyed having him in the magazine; I only wish we could have had him in longer. He wasn't an easy man to deal with, and when I approached him to write for us I felt like I myself was having a job interview, not him! He insisted on having a careful read through 'several recent editions' of HFW before agreeing. When he finally did so, my requests to email copy in were treated with derision and I was given a lecture on the deceptive futility of the internet and 'instantaneous communication' in general.

Not an easy man to work with in some ways, but in others amazing... Certain other writers here would do well to ape his perfect syntax, grammatical exactitude, attention to deadlines and article word lengths! Finally, I have been 'dining out' on his many stories and anecdotes - all from our regular lunchtime meets in Maida Vale - since I first met him, and fully expect this to continue. I only wish I could still hear them 'first hand', so to speak, DP

LJKS: one man and his Honda

WISE GUY

I have friends who say they no longer find the same pleasure in listening to music at home that they once did when the world was young. And having been a keen music buyer and listener for many years I was starting to feel vaguely bored with my music too, despite having acquired a respectable record playing system. So I sought your advice on equipment in 2003, and now thought I'd write and try to set out what I've learnt, or should have learnt) from not following it. Having said that, the route was different but I must admit to most of the changes I made have been informed by your reasoning then, and over the years throughout the mag. So thank you sincerely for what wisdom I have managed to take in.

Back in the early days I had a reasonably up to date, but not very recently serviced, Linn LP12 turntable, with solid state phono stage, passive (resistive) preamp and very well reviewed 120watt, £2,000 transistor monoblocks driving 82dB inefficient loudspeakers. I was complaining about a lack of impact and energy, particularly on vinyl replay. Within my then budget, your remedies were to change the cartridge, and either the phono stage to a valve driven model, or go active on the preamplification, but leave the speakers and power amps. Well, being a contrary sort of ass, I changed the speakers and power amps. Now a pair of 8 watt AVB valve monos, bought for under £200, drive a pair of 1985 Klipsch LaScala 103dB horns. Magic! I lost nothing here except floor space and gained a little more snap and musicality, but not yet to the point where all the excitement was back.

Having sold the old stuff on the second hand market I tried my hand at soldering. Off went the resistive pre and in came a self assembled and soldered Django Transformer Volume Control (TVC) from DIY Hi-Fi Supply, the same people who make the very well reviewed Lady Day 300B kit. It took an evening working out where all the wires went and soldering them, mostly the former, but in the end this proved a great success, giving back the same clarity to vinyl as to CD, and at both low and high volumes. I can thoroughly recommend this kit. I have compared it in the system to a Croft Charisma and preferred the Django by a small margin. The only problem was with DC offset on the phono stage, something I'd never had cause to worry about before. It was affecting things. This is something the DIY Hi-Fi Supply warn of as a particularly sensitive faible of a TVC.

A Ming Da valve phono stage came direct from China and proved

MAIL
excellent in the sound stakes but much worse on the dc offset and so went at a small profit at auction.Yet another replacement, again from a well known auction site, a Densen phono with a light powered electric supply and no dc on the output, arrived. This improved things, to the point where I should just have had the LP12 serviced, replaced the five year old cartridge and spent my time listening to music. But curiosity had a grip.

There was this advertisement for a Nottingham Analogue Mentor and Alien arm. They may have been out of production for years but they came from a very good family (Spacedeck etc) and just looked gorgeous. To me anyway. My wife didn’t see them until they were already in the house, which had also been the case with the horns, but that storm had died down by this time! Anyway, both were far too heavy to move unaided, so got to stay.

At first the sound seemed different, but not necessarily better, an experience I’ve had many times before. What had been gained on the roundabouts of a better balanced sound, more tone, without what now seemed to have been a rather bloated upper bass coupled with a bit of thinness elsewhere, had been lost on the swings of a lack of focus and clarity. Considering the sheer mass of the Mentor, I do not appreciate I suspect. I do not think we both agree that the Kan is a ‘speaker we like and whose like we may not see again. I loved its direct communicativeness, and also the way it imaged, much against Ivor’s protestations. Have even thought of getting a pair myself, although this may be a mistake given my amp (Naim Nait 5) is only thirty-ish watts per side.

Perhaps this rules out small speakers in general, although I’m about to dem a pair of Epos M 12.2s which are apparently are of a more average sensitivity. And the reason for all this is that I have Audio Note Js. They definitely have the sensitivity for the Nait but they don’t create much in the imaging /soundstaging dept. This surprises me as I recall a comment of yours that some of the best imaging you’ve ever experienced was from Peter Quortrop’s Es (in a vinyl based system). Surely the Es and Js should be similar in this respect. My sources are CD, vinyl and FM radio. Any thoughts? Thanks for a great mag.

Chris Miller

Hi Chris – yes, the Kan was a brilliant loudspeaker that had the strange distinction of being hated by most people who heard it! (Can’t say the same about most boxes of such obvious quality!) As for the AN Es, I can still remember Peter’s stunning system; still one of the best I’ve ever heard in some respects. I stand by what I said about the imaging too

IN THE KAN

Hi David - a quick note to tell you how much I enjoyed your eulogy to the long lost Linn Kan loudspeaker in your recent Wilson-Benesch review. I think we both agree that the Kan is a ‘speaker we like and whose like we may not see again. I loved its direct communicativeness, and also the way it imaged, much against Ivor’s protestations. Have even thought of getting a pair myself, although this may be a mistake given my amp (Naim Nait 5) is only thirty-ish watts per side.

Perhaps this rules out small speakers in general, although I’m about to dem a pair of Epos M 12.2s which are apparently are of a more average sensitivity. And the reason for all this is that I have Audio Note Js. They definitely have the sensitivity for the Nait but they don’t create much in the imaging /soundstaging dept. This surprises me as I recall a comment of yours that some of the best imaging you’ve ever experienced was from Peter Quortrop’s Es (in a vinyl based system). Surely the Es and Js should be similar in this respect. My sources are CD, vinyl and FM radio. Any thoughts? Thanks for a great mag.
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Hi Chris – yes, the Kan was a brilliant loudspeaker that had the strange distinction of being hated by most people who heard it! (Can’t say the same about most boxes of such obvious quality!) As for the AN Es, I can still remember Peter’s stunning system; still one of the best I’ve ever heard in some respects. I stand by what I said about the imaging too
but methinks this was in spite of the Es and not because of them. They're quite '2D' sounding boxes, and with appalling tonal qualities (i.e. they're very coloured), but - oh boy - can they stop and start! I think even the original Linekan Is aspired by a Naim NAP500 would really struggle to keep up. As usual, you pay your money and takes yer choice... DP

PARSIMONY’S TOO TIGHT TO MENTION

After an embarrassingly successful couple of years bargain-hunting I now find myself in a confusing situation of my own making and am in need of some help. This erstwhile Rega Planar 3/ NAD 3020/Tannoy Mercury owner has now amassed the following secondhand equipment:

- Tascam CD601 broadcast studio CD player (150 from Cash Converters)
- Quad 405.2 plus 44 preamp (£150 the pair)
- IMF TLSS50 MkII transmission line speakers (£50 from a retro furniture shop in Brighton)
- Leak Troughline tuner waiting to be Graham Tricker-ed but already good (the Magic Eye works!) (£50), plus (a new): Michell TetroDec and TetroArm (on a slab of marble on a half-inflated bicycle tyre on a very solid built-in counter-top) with Bluepoint Special Evo III cartridge into a Graham Slee Gram Amp 2 SE phono stage

All the second hand items are in excellent condition. The IMFs required a 6 Wembley Speakers repair to the midrange cones, but are otherwise internally as the day they were built. Cables and interconnects are budget: Cable Talk 4.1 and QED Qunex 1. Pre to power amp connection is via 10m (yes!) of CT100 high quality coax which was going to be augmented with silver wire in accordance with a Graham Slee design, but this was for a 1m interconnect... and here I get lost...

Before I start worrying about trying to feed ten metres of silver wire down a very small hole in a cable that may in any case be wrongly specified for its length, shouldn't I be more concerned with the obvious (?) weaknesses of the 44 preamp, or the old crossover components in the speakers that probably need replacing, or the underpowered amp for such inefficient speakers (although the 405.2 does a much better job than I had expected, I dare not crank the volume up for fear of causing permanent damage), or the outdated DAC in the Tascam (which has digital and line XLR outputs but is currently connected via the phono monitor outputs), or the cheap cabling?

How can I sort all this out in the same spirit of parsimony of course to get the best out of what I have? Not having built this system up through careful auditioning of components over time, piece by piece (though knowing each component by reputation, and sensing some kind of synergy perhaps), it is difficult for me to identify where the weakest links are. Of course it already sounds pretty amazing compared with what I had before...

If you were stuck with exactly this selection of (mostly British) kit and had £100 spare, what would you do? Or £500? Or £1,000? Without wanting to lead you, at the upper end of this price range - and beyond - various names are floating around in my head: M-Audio, Flying Mole; Benchmark; Stello; MF X150? (Okay, most of this isn't British...). But perhaps I should stick to secondhand? I definitely want to stick to the principle of 'more for less'. I suspect I just need to consolidate what I have and that will keep me happy for some time to come. I should add that the room is about 6x7m and I have an expanding collection of jazz and classical music mostly on second-hand vinyl, much of it from charity shops (though you could have guessed that...)

Jonathan Pile

Quad 405 - underrated classic, worth modding

It isn't all bad news though, as you'll find out with the Leak Troughline and the IMFs. Some old products have real strengths, as well as degradation in this area and others, such as drive units, as you've found out. The 44 preamp didn't have the greatest reputation for transparency, as you suspect.

Quad 405 — underrated classic, worth modding

£100: a few metres of Chord Odyssey 2 speaker cable. £500: Ortofon Rondo Bronze. £1,000 Stello DP200 DAC preamplifier. (Any money saved from flogging old kit can go to rebuilding your Quad 405.2 with audiophile passive componentry.)

I'm reminded of conversations with Quad as they struggled to come to terms with the modern world where they ruefully admitted that, yes, one of their amplifiers - it was the 405 - I believe - actually sounded better if certain electrolytic capacitors were replaced. They were a little peeved that items they had always defended as not having a sound should be culpable, responsible for what people had described as the somewhat dull, even boring sound of the 405.2. A few components had - possibly - been responsible for compromising a good amplifier, well engineered at heart and beautifully built.

This anecdote illustrates what you are up against. Old products are constrained by component quality, as well as degradation in this area and others, such as drive units, as you've found out. The 44 preamp didn't have the greatest reputation for transparency, as you suspect.
IMF TLS50 - old and battered perhaps, but inside a vastly complex transmission line. They don’t make them like this any more.

As you are scared to use power, 100W per channel or so should be sufficient and there’s no end of choice here. Audiolab is a name that springs to mind here: plenty of grunt with a tidy enough delivery, for not big money - and availability is good.

The Michell turntable setup looks good and needs no further attention I suspect, assuming the cartridge isn’t worn or damaged. As for the CD player, either get a good, modern budget player like the Rotel RCD 02 or go back to an old high end Marantz, or even a Sony, which generally have a sharper sound. I don’t know about flying Moles. It sounds like you need to get what you already have before worrying burrowing animals. Have fun, NK.

HEAD MASTERY

First, a big thank you for an excellent magazine which I have been buying for about three years now. The magazines are building up to a quite a useful source of reference and in that time I have made a couple of purchases based on the reviews in your magazine.

The first was the Marantz CD6000KI (1598.00) and the Technics SL10 turntable (600.00). While I am no real authority, I think it looks good and needs no further mention in your magazine from time to time. My late father had one of these SL10 turntables and it’s in relation to this preamp that I have a question. When I first got the deck I wasn’t sure how to connect up to the headphone output straight out of the preamplifier and so being cautious tried the aux. input first, but of course it didn’t work. But then felt more confident and hooked up to the phono stage and it worked fine. The deck is fitted with an MC cartridge and the preamp is set

Signature, which when you reviewed it was retailing at £600. However I managed to buy it at less than half that partly because I think it was about to be discontinued. The other item was a set of TDK S80 speakers which I use on my eMac. They sound terrific and are amazing value. I also considered buying a pair of Sennheiser HD650 headphones and a Musical Fidelity headphone amp when you reviewed them, but at around £1500 in total this was a little expensive so I went my own way and bought a pair of AKG K501’s and use the headphone output straight out of the CD player, with excellent results.

I have noticed that the Technics SL10 turntable gets an honourable mention in your magazine from time to time. My late father had one of these when they first came out and we were both very impressed with it. By mutual agreement the turntable then went to my sister- twenty years ago! About a year ago I tried to persuade her to let me have it but to no avail- we are still good friends! So into the clutches of eBay I fell and got lucky and secured a very good example. I noticed in the October issue when reviewing the Technics SB-F1 mini monitors the SL10 deck gets a mention again but was rather surprised when you said it came complete with a head amp! When I got up off the floor I realized that this was probably a typing error and you in fact meant a built in preamp for the type of cartridge used - MM or MC. It is in relation to this preamp that I have a question. When I first got the deck I wasn’t sure how to connect up to the amp and so being cautious tried the aux. input first, but of course it didn’t work. But then felt more confident and hooked up to the phono stage and it worked fine. The deck is fitted with an MC cartridge and the preamp is set
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SAVE UP TO 50% ON EX-DISPLAY BARGAINS

CALL SALES: (020) 8318 5755 or 8852 1321 - 248 Lee High Road, London, SE13 5PL
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Technics SL10 turntable – less is more!

accordingly. My question is if I buy a different amp in the future that does not have a phono stage I would be puzzled as to what phono stage to get, MC or MM? And if either one why the preamp in the deck in the first place?

Paul Archer

Well, thanks for following my recommendations; we don't claim any cosmic, transcendental insight into matters hi-fi, merely that we know what we like and we know why we like it — and if you concur then that's great! As for the Technics SL10, it's a lovely little deck — and that's what it is, little and lovely. But it's no giant killer (you won't be selling your Michell Orbe or Bastin 401 on eBay...). It has a built in head amp, which means it takes MC levels and amplifies them up to MM levels, so the deck can be plugged into a standard MM phono input. This does not mean, however, that it can plugged into a standard line level input (well it can, but you'll never wake the neighbours). So, when you look for an offboard 'phono stage' (which by general consent means it takes MM and/or MC levels and outputting line level), then you need an MM compatible one (with the SL10's output level selector pegged to MC). The SL10's internal 'head amp' is very good; certainly as good as the deck itself. I'd recommend the £295 Trichord Dino phono stage.

DP

HEY BIG SPENDOR

I'm looking to change loudspeakers and was hoping you might steer me in the right direction. My current setup includes a Musical Fidelity A308 integrated, MF Tri-Vista DAC, NAD CS42 as transport and Legend Acoustics Kama 3 speakers (Australian made floorstanding speakers by Dr Rod Crawford - ex Linn designer). My listening room is approx 10ft x 18ft with a 9ft ceiling. Listening tastes include reggae, funk, soul, jazz, electronica, and mellower type rock.

While I enjoy many aspects of my current setup - fast, tight, 'live feeling' - it's also fairly revealing and just a tad forward at times. So poorer recordings sound like, well, poorer recordings... there isn't much room for forgiveness. I'd also like a bit more weight in the bass (while still being tight and tuneful). My ears pricked up when I first read about the new SE Spendors, particularly the SE8e. Do you think this would be a good match? I'm hoping they might be a bit more forgiving across a wide range of music, and provide a bit more weight to the sound. Auditioning isn't that easy, as they're imported and sold direct over here in Australia.

Ben

I've been using a pair of review Spendor SE8es out of choice for the last few weeks Ben, because they struck me as something special during initial tests. The full review in this issue will interest you. Your room's largest dimension of 18ft will support full output down to 30Hz. Although what you actually hear in practice of your room's modal properties depends upon loudspeaker and seating position, you will be aware that the SE8e goes low and has pleasant weight to its bass. Forward they are not; a sense of smooth balance is their forte, one of their main attractions I feel. A loudspeaker like this is great for relaxed long term listening. The sense of warmth and mellowness that you want is exactly what the SE8e has, even though it is not dull; output extends to 20kHz our measurements show. It's a top dollar loudspeaker that handles Rock (and
LOHAN CALLING...

I note that you kindly published one of my letters in your magazine about three months ago. Anyway, more to the point, as a follow up to that letter I am putting my money where my mouth is and getting an EMT 950 to do a restoration on it. I am getting it from 'The Authority' Stefano Passini, and Hans of Fabtech is going to get it electrically sound – I'm told one of the boards is faulty as the motor does not start, but the motor works fine on another deck. On top of this I'll then have to source a 929 tonearm...

The true irony of all of this is that on the one hand I have a modern High End 'Snake Oil' deck, namely an Amazon Model One with a Transfiguration Temper cartridge and a Whist phonostage - on the other I'll have probably the best deck from the Golden Era of analogue - I can't wait. I am going to do a full restoration and will keep a photo diary, and post it to anyone interested. Out of interest, and one of the reasons I am posting to you, is that does anyone know any EMT restorers in the UK who may be able to give me some friendly help and advice? Lohan

loheswaran@yahoo.com

Hi Lohan – unfortunately I don't, but the contact point for most EMT units is Ralph Koesch who is a member of www.theanaloguedept.com. He may be able to help. As would Len Gregory I think. The problem with EMTs is that they were individually built for the client. Not a problem when they are running well! And with all classic turntables, there is an amazing amount of bull [my office after class] is that they were individually built for the client.

Not a problem when they are running well! And with all classic turntables, there is an amazing amount of bull [my office after class] is that they were individually built for the client. Not a problem when they are running well! And with all classic turntables, there is an amazing amount of bull [my office after class] is that they were individually built for the client. Not a problem when they are running well! And with all classic turntables, there is an amazing amount of bull [my office after class] is that they were individually built for the client.

Hi Julian — here begineth the lesson; who puts together a rag bag of old bits without listening to them (i.e. buying from internet auctions) will never get great sound, no matter how good the old bits. I'm not surprised the NS2000s sound bad with that load of dusty old dodge driving them! Okay; Technics SP10/OL Silver tonearm: very good, Ortofon MC25FL etc.: nowhere near good enough for Yams, Trichord Dino/Dino+: just about makes the grade, Technics preamp/integrated: so you're a comedian for a living then! As for your interconnects, close but no cigar...

Julian — for a man with awful ’previous’ you've a good plan to get yourself out of your hi-fi hole. The WAD 300Bs are superb, and just the job for the Yams; I use a modded K5881 with my NS1000Ms, and they go loud-ish, very nicely indeed. There's real air, space, plus punch and push, with stunning tonality and textural...t. Get a pair of 300Bs, a few metres of Chord Co. Odyssey 2 cable and use the Technics preamp pro temps, then invest in the MF Audio Passive Preamplifier when funds permit. You'll find the Ortofon Kontrapunkt B cartridge to be the best 'do-it-all' moving coil for realistic money; this brings real high end sound at half the price of the next step up the upgrade ladder — a Koetsu Signature. Then sell all your other dusty old spare stuff and invest in some Clearer Audio Silver Line Optimus interconnect to go between phono stage and preamp, and pre and power. Finally, a Whist Audio PS.20/MSU.20 phonostage will work wonders when your boat comes in. The lesson ends... DP

JAPANESE WHISPERS

Thanks for a great magazine, especially the wonderful articles on the classic Japanese gear. I've just assembled this system from lucky internet auctions and second hand buys. I know that the Yamaha speakers and Technics turntable are capable of great things - but feel that I'm not getting any of this from the system, which comprises: Technics SP10, SH10B3 Plinth, Origin Live Silver, Ortofon MC25FL, Denon DL304, Shure V15XMR cartridges. Trichord Dino with Dino+ Power Supply Technics SU-3000 preamp, feeding power amp direct input of a Technics SUVX800 integrated amplifier. I also have a Denon DCD485 CD player and Yamaha NS5200 loudspeakers, plus Atlas Equator, Merlin Chapin & Ecosse Reference Maestro interconnects with QED Silver Anniversary speaker cables.

The setup just sounds quite lazy and the great dynamics that should be there, just aren't. The preamp is built to be clean sounding, and have reasonable clarity - could it therefore be the integrated amp that's letting the side down? This is mainly a vinyl system, but as I listen to CD occasionally - I feel that I need to replace the CD player too as it sounds extremely bland and very pedestrian currently. I'm after a sound with amazing see through clarity, dynamics and speed. Bass needs to be deep, but fast and tight - not boomy. I listen to everything from Count Basie big band to Dire Straits and Hip Hop. I have access to a Kenwood 3020SE amp, and a vintage Rotel RX1603 receiver (all 33kg of it)!! Would these help? I'm conscious that the Yamaha's are tough to match, and also as spares would be impossible to locate - so must not be overdriven. I've considered valves (especially the WAD 300B monoblocks), but am concerned that tube amps might make the system sound too warm. Please could you help me put a bit of Japanese high end magic back into my system? Budget is 3000 for a complete fix!! Julian Fletcher

The lesser spotted Yamaha NS2000, one thousand better presumably?
**Retro Reproduction**

Generous part exchange on all equipment new or used.

WE ACCEPT PAYPAL PAYMENTS and ALL CREDIT CARDS!

Phone & Internet Mail Order anywhere in the UK!

We have a wide range of products including all amplifiers and the Super CD Range.


Audio cables & accessories, Hegel, speaker cables and interconnects - mail order specialists worldwide.

---

**Big EAR**

Quality used vintage & modern equipment, buy, sell, part-exchange most welcome!

WE ACCEPT PAYPAL PAYMENTS and ALL CREDIT CARDS!

Phone & Internet Mail Order anywhere in the UK!

We have a wide range of products including all amplifiers and the Super CD Range.


---

**Rochester Hi-Fi**

30 HIGH STREET, ROCHESTER, KENT, ME1 1LD
- 01634 880037 - www.rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

ADVANTAGE
ARCAM
ATACAMA
AUDICA
AUDION
AUDOPHILE BASE
AVI
BAT
BOULDER
CAIRN
CLEARAUDIO
CYMBOL
DALI
JMLAB
GAMUT
GOLDRING
GRADIENT
GRADO
GRAHAM SLEE
GRAVES AUDIO
LOEWE
LUMLEY
MERLIN
MUSIC MAKER
MUSIC TOOLS
NAD
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE
OPTIMUM
PARTINGTON
PURE
QUADRASPIRE
STELLO
TIVOLI
TRANSFIGURATION
USHER
VINCENT

CALL NOW TO UPGRADE YOUR SYSTEM
## Ex-demo and second hand items

### Digital

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Was</th>
<th>Now</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuphase DPTV CD/SDAC player x-demo</td>
<td>7600</td>
<td>4999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Synthesis DAX Decade 22bit Balanced S/H</td>
<td>3700</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Levinson No.80s DAC S/H</td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>2999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marantz CD50 S/H</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridian 206 CD Player S/H</td>
<td>2250</td>
<td>1899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meridian G08 CD S/H</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primare V10 CD/DVD Player x-demo</td>
<td>795</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony SC8 EX979 SACD player x-demo</td>
<td>1299</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAG Mclaren CD720R Transport S/H</td>
<td>6290</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theta Generation V Balanced S/H</td>
<td>2990</td>
<td>595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theta Pro Basic I/DAC with Ocosm/Balanced S/H</td>
<td>Wadia 861 with clock upgrade S/H</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wadia 830 Black CD Player S/H</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>1699</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Analogue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Was</th>
<th>Now</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynavector XV1a 200hrs S/H</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>1499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Research Phono Stage x-demo</td>
<td>1699</td>
<td>1099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAR The Head MC Transformer S/H</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heed Quasar 2 box MCC/MM Phono stage new</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krell KPE Reference+ PSU S/H</td>
<td>2467</td>
<td>1299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuzma Stabi/Stogi T Turntable New &amp; Boxed</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linn Rokk LIVII Silver Tonearm S/H</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin Live Advanced DC Motor Kit 3 months old S/H</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roksan Xarxen XPS1/4/14/100S S/H</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roksan Xarxen XPS3/Rega RB300 S/H</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roksan Artemiz Tonearm S/H</td>
<td>895</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roksan Atenessa DA5 PSU S/H</td>
<td>695</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triplanar Series VI Tonearm S/H</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfiguration Temper MC 650hrs S/H</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>799</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Preamplifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Was</th>
<th>Now</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio Analogue Belini Remote Preamplifier X-demo</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krell KCT Preamplifier S/H</td>
<td>9999</td>
<td>5998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Levinson No.380 Preamplifier S/H</td>
<td>4999</td>
<td>2499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral DMA 30s Reference Preamplifier S/H</td>
<td>7600</td>
<td>4999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral DMA 15 Preamplifier S/H</td>
<td>4800</td>
<td>3250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAG Mclaren AVR30/RS8-1 T2 processor S/H</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Amplifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Was</th>
<th>Now</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio Analogue Donizetti Mono Power Amplifiers x-demo</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Research VT60 Re Valved S/H</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyrus 8 Integrated Silver S/H</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECS EA1 Mono Amplifiers (pair)</td>
<td>6500</td>
<td>2999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCM 500 Solid state power amp, awesome S/H</td>
<td>2749</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musical fidelity A1000 S/H</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krell FPB750mcx Mono Amplifiers S/H</td>
<td>28900</td>
<td>14999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathos Logos valve Hybrid S/H</td>
<td>2750</td>
<td>1099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primare A30.2 Power Amp RCA x-demo</td>
<td>1299</td>
<td>799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Rose Spat Integrated x-demo</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rega Maia Power amplifier Black x-demo</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral DMA100s Power Amplifier S/H</td>
<td>4250</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Loudspeakers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Was</th>
<th>Now</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio Note AZ 2 efficient, budget floor stander S/H</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Physic Spark 2 American maple x-demo</td>
<td>1299</td>
<td>799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Physic Yara Monitor Cherry x-demo</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Physic Yara Floorstander x-demo</td>
<td>999</td>
<td>749</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Cables and Accessories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Was</th>
<th>Now</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BCD 1000 3 tierable S/H</td>
<td>1295</td>
<td>575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogan Hall Intermezzo EM 0.75m RCA S/H</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPS Superconductor 2 2m Balanced pair connectors S/H</td>
<td>1299</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kudos S50 60cm Stands S/H</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madrigal MDC 1 1m AES/EBU 1100m Digital New boxed</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandraike 1.0m Silver/Gold RCA Interconnect S/H</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral MH-750 20ft Speaker cable x-demo</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>1199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral Mi-330 15ft Interconnect RCA x-demo</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral Mi-350 15ft Interconnect RCA+ x-demo</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wireworld Equinox+ 3m pair speaker cables S/H</td>
<td>1199</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tuners & Tape decks, power supplies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Was</th>
<th>Now</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aiwa F770 3 head cassette deck S/H</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnum Dynalab MD100T 4 months old</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS-Audio Power plant 300 Multiwave x-demo</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rega radio 3 Silver X-demo</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tice Solo Powerline Enhancer S/H</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tice SoloAV Power Conditioner S/H</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Suppliers and installers of High Quality Audio Systems

- 47 Laboratory
- Living Voice
- Lightening
- Audio Research
- Mart Levinson
- Clearaudio
- Martin Logan
- Conrad Johnson
- Nordost
- Coelacanth
- Primatone
- Crystal Cables
- Pro Ac
- Darvel
- Sitarich
- Jadin
- Soton Faber
- Koehe
- Transparent Audio
- Kris
- VPI
- Wadia
- Wilson Audio
- Mark Levinson
- Naim Audio
- SME
- Wadia

Midland Audio X-change are looking for Audio Research, Krell, Mark Levinson, Naim Audio, SME, Wadia.
Bosendorfer

Renowned for the skill and craftsmanship in building the finest traditional concert grand pianos, Bosendorfer has now created a line of loudspeakers using a new design radically different from those of the past. Going against the usual conventions of loudspeaker construction, Bosendorfer’s cabinet design is a living, resonating body not an inert ‘dead’ shell. This creates a sound stage which comes significantly closer to the live experience than is achievable by conventional loudspeaker systems.

Musical sounds are formed by a complex blending of the fundamental tone, formants and overtones. The formants are primarily responsible for voice recognition because they determine the timbre: their frequencies remaining constant even when the overall tone changes. This basic musical principle, along with the consideration of high pulse dynamics, makes music come to life.

See it, hear it, experience it, at KJ West One
26 New Cavendish Street
London W1 Tel: 0207 486 8262/3

LAT INTERNATIONAL - USA
Power, Analogue, Tonearm, Digital, Video interconnects and single and biwire speaker cable.
Silverfused wire technology.
NEW FOR 2005
IC 300 Analog and DI-30 Digital Interconnects, AC-2 MKII Power cord, SS800 and SS1000 MKII Speaker cables.

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249  F: 020 8241 0999  E: sales@audusa.com
GOOD NEWS AND BAD NEWS!

I referred last time to a number of the excellent AVI units that I recommend, but one thing that has been missing from AVI’s portfolio of speakers for some time, has been a replacement for the excellent floor standing Positron. The good news is that the larger and more expensive Trio and Brio, have been joined by the Duo (2 way), which looks very similar, just smaller, and at a sensible price of around £1500. I haven’t heard these yet, but expect to have in stock by the time this advert appears. The sad news is that Eslab, who I also referred to last time, have stopped production of their excellent digital amps due to lack of interest, though why I shall never understand, as they sound excellent. I still have the newer styled pre/power, and an original $4 in gold, plus an $8 (but I’m unlikely to sell that), so anyone interested while they are still available, please ring. I will be investigating the Danish Lyngdorf semi-digital and digital equivalents, which complete with their room correction ability, were one of the very few interesting items at the recent Heathrow Show. Also of interest were the new Chapter Audio Integrated amp, and some very good value French speakers by Davis, being demonstrated by Ultimate Sonics. Also expected for evaluation is the Electrocompaniet EC4.7 pre and AW220 power amplifier, which is a 70w/ch stereo amp, but bridges up to 220w/ch mono for a mere £1400. Do ring!

V’audio Hi-Fi Consultants
36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol BS9 1EJ
Tel/Fax: 0117 968 6005
e-mail: ivchill@yahoo.co.uk

Hi-Fi

Cartridge Alignment
- a new approach.

The Vinyl Alignment Solution (VAS) represents a completely new and innovative approach to cartridge alignment for Hi-Fi turntables.

Traditionally, you use a generic alignment protractor, to impose a pre-determined geometry onto your turntable. This is based on the work of Baerwald etc, from the early 1940’s and represents a “one size fits all” approach.

VAS takes the opposite approach by using the capabilities of a modern PC and spreadsheet to allow you to produce a custom design, optimised for your own, individual turntable. You then align your cartridge using a single alignment point, with the gauge supplied. This is much easier than aligning on two points, as with traditional gauges.

Critically, VAS gives you the ability to investigate changes to your alignment geometry, before making changes to your turntable set up.

The results of the design process are presented both graphically and numerically. The graphs give great insight into the design process and are an invaluable aid to understanding the “Black Art” of cartridge alignment.

Further details and purchase information for this innovative product can be found at:

www.vinylalignment.co.uk

Email enquiries enq@vinylalignment.co.uk

Hi-Fi Multiroom and home cinema

PLEASE SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR LATEST OFFERS!

THE LISTENING ROOMS LTD

161 OLD BROMPTON ROAD LONDON SW5 0LJ
TEL: 020- 7244 7750/59 FAX: 020 - 7370 0192
www.thelisteningrooms.com
E-mail: trl@btclick.com Mon-Sat 10-6pm
Listen
Carefully

Good value is alive and well.

Excellent sound at sensible prices can be found.

After much searching I have my first three suppliers. Ayre, Thiel and Esoteric digital. There are others out there no doubt. When I find them, and if the chemistry is right, I'll represent them in my deliberately small specialist showroom in North London.

You'll be surprised I think by the relaxed atmosphere here. That's because I offer just one demonstration slot in the morning, one in the afternoon and occasionally one in the evening.

No fuss, no hurry, no interruptions, no other visitors, no parking wardens and no coercion.

You'll benefit from my years of experience and you'll receive my undivided attention.

I offer home demonstrations in London, Kent, Essex, Cambridgeshire, Hertfordshire, and Bedfordshire too, and some uncommonly generous upgrade paths from entry level to the pinnacle. Just telephone me on 020 8447 8485.

With me you can listen to the Ayre AX-7e, K-5xe, K-1xe, P-5xe, V-5xe, V-1xe, CX-7e and C-5xe. Also Leak Stereo 30, 70 and 100, Quad ESL63 and ES63 speakers. All fully serviced with full 3 months waranty. Here what ESL63s should sound like from £200 pr.

With me you can also listen to the Monitor Audio Bronze 2i, Kenwood D-01 mono DAC and G-05s master clock generator.

In summary then – calm and intelligent demonstrations for lovers of all types of music.

www.listencarefully.co.uk
0% Finance available for up to 3 years on selected items.

Subject to status. Conditions apply.
Are you making the right connections?

Send for Britain’s biggest catalogue of specialist cable and connections.
All available by mail order.
Phone 020-8942 9124 or clip the coupon for your Free copy
www.custom-cable.co.uk
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Quality hifi equipment always required for cash. Call us before you trade in. Commission Sales too.

**Amplifiers**

- Acoustic Energy AE505 nr mint boxed 349
- Acoustic Energy AE2 899
- Acoustic Energy AE8 ex demo 599
- Acoustic Energy AE1 ex demo 399
- Audio Analogue Prime CD and Amp 649
- Audio Note OTO, nr mint 499

**Speakers**

- Acoustic Energy AE1 1k 199
- Acoustic Energy AE1/2/2 vgc 449
- Acoustic Energy AE1/2/2 ex demo 199
- Acoustic Energy AE 3 ex demo 899
- Acoustic Energy AE2 399

**Analogue**

- Audio Note Anniversary 50th Anniversary 50th 1999
- Audio Note Aune 5P, ex demo 599
- B&W 802/2.5/2.5 nr mint 399
- B&W 803/3.5/3.5 nr mint 599
- AVI 52000MM Pre/Monoblocks 699
- AVI 52000MP/MM Pre/Monos 899
- Audio Note Aune 5P, ex demo 599
- Audio Note Aune 6P, ex demo 999
- Audio Note Aune 6P, ex 1399

**Systems, Cables etc**

- Audio Analogue Prime - CD and Amp 649
- Audio Analogue Prime - Preamplifier 599
- Audio Note Aune 5P, ex demo 599
- Audio Note Aune 6P, ex demo 999
- Audio Analogue Prime - Preamplifier 599
- Audio Note Aune 6P, ex demo 999
- Audio Note Aune 6P, ex demo 1399
- Audio Note Aune 6P, ex demo 1999

**Turntables and Tonearm**

- Acoustic Energy AE1/2 1k 199
- Acoustic Energy AE1/2 2k vgc 449
- Acoustic Energy AE1/2 2k ex demo 199
- Acoustic Energy AE 3 ex demo 899
- Acoustic Energy AE2 399
- Audio Note Anniversary 50th Anniversary 50th 1999
- Audio Note Aune 5P, ex demo 599
- Audio Note Aune 6P, ex demo 999
- Audio Note Aune 6P, ex demo 1399
- Audio Note Aune 6P, ex demo 1999

**Visit our Website, or call 0845 6019390 to speak to a real person!**

**turntableworld!**

Our Dem facilities offer a wide selection of all types of analogue equipment from all the best brands including...

Clearaudio, Dynavector, Tom Evans, Goldring, Grado, Hadcock, Lyra, Michell, Mot, Nottingham Analogue, Origin Live, Ortofon, Project, Graham Snee, SME, Sumiko, Transfiguration, Trichord, Whist Audio and Wilson Benesch...
This is a comprehensive directory of Hi-Fi Dealers throughout the UK and Ireland.

**BRISTOL & BATH**

**THE RIGHT NOTE**
Tel: (01225) 874728. Are you happy with your system? We find that most audiophiles listen for most of the time to systems that are ‘not quite right’. Forget the ‘Best Buy’ reviews and putting a system together like a patchwork quilt. Let us assess the vast range available, you judge the results. We’ll help you to plan a system for the future, even if you spread the purchases. Leave ‘up-grade-its’ behind, save money and enjoy music all the time. Just listen, and you’ll know.
Vinyl: Basis, Clearaudio, DNM, Graham, Michell, Sumiko, Transfiguration.
Amps: Advantage, CAT, DNM, Gamut, Spectral.

**ACOUSTICA**
www.acoustica.co.uk.Tel 01244 422227. All the best in Hi-Fi & Home Cinema from Amphion, Arcam, ART, Audiolab, Ayre, B&W Nautilus, Classe, Focal, JM Lab, Monitor Audio, Naim Audio, Primare, Rega, REL, Rotel, Spendor, Sugden, Thiel, Wadia. We offer full demonstration facilities, interest free credit and delivery & install systems throughout Cheshire, Merseyside & North Wales.
Opening hours are Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 to 5.30.

**ACTON GATE AUDIO**
4 Ruabon Road, Wrexham, North Wales, Tel. 01978 364500.
www.acton-gate-audio.co.uk
Audio Visual Specialists. Arcam, Audio Analogue, AVID, Bose, Celestion, Castle, Denon, Harmon Kardon, Jamo, JM Lab, KEF, Marantz, Michell, Mission, Onkyo, Opera, Pro-Ject, Musical Fidelity, NAD, QUAD, Roksan, Ruark, Tannoy, Teac, Tivoli, Unico, Unison Research, Wharfedale, Yamaha, DSP Club Member; Demo Room, installation service. Easy Parking and Motorway access. All major credit cards accepted. 9.30 - 5.30 daily. Closed Sunday & Monday.

**CHESHIRE**

**ACOUSTICA**
17 Hoole Rd, Chester CH2 3NH.
www.acoustica.co.uk.Tel 01244 344227. All the best in Hi-Fi & Home Cinema from Amphion, Arcam, ART, Audiolab, Ayre, B&W Nautilus, Classe, Focal, JM Lab, Monitor Audio, Naim Audio, Primare, Rega, REL, Rotel, Spendor, Sugden, Thiel, Wadia. We offer full demonstration facilities, interest free credit and delivery & install systems throughout Cheshire.

We get outstanding results from Arcam, Art Loudspeakers, Audio Analogue, Chord Company, Exposure, Focal JMlab, Infocus, Isobilue, Kube Design, Metz televisions, NAD, Opera, Oray Screens, Partington, Pathos, ProAc, Pro-Ject, Quadraspire, Revolver, Sugden, Triangle, Unison Research and a few other surprises.
Open Tuesday – Saturday 9.30 – 5.30 or by arrangement.
Free parking 01858 432999, www.divineaudio.co.uk, info@divineaudio.co.uk

**MIDDLESEX**

**RIVERSIDE HI-FI**
422 Richmond Road, East Twickenham, Middlesex, TW1 2EB.
Tel: 020 8892 7613 Fax: 020 8892 7749.
www.riversidehifi.co.uk
Audio Research, Blueroom, Bose, B&O, Copland, Denon, Elac, Infocus, Krell, Linn, Living control, Martin Logan, Michell, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Project, QED, Rel, Sennheiser, Sonus Faber, , Teac, Theta, Wilson. Finance available. Subject to status. Written details available on request. Export orders welcome. UK mail order available. 3 demonstration rooms. All major credit cards. Open 10am-5.30pm Mon-Sat.

**STAFFORDSHIRE**

**ACOUSTICA**
114 Wolverhampton Rd, Stafford ST17 4AH. www.acoustica.co.uk.Tel 01785 258216. All the best in Hi-Fi & Home Cinema from Arcam, ART, Audiolab, Ayre, B&W, Focal, JM Lab, Monitor Audio, Naim Audio, Primare, Rega, REL, Rotel, Spendor, Sugden, Thiel, Wadia, Yamaha Pre Eminent. We offer full demonstration facilities, interest free credit and delivery & install systems throughout Staffordshire.
We pick up problems like loudspeaker drive units wired through scrutiny. To assessing audio equipment. Nothing gets by before bizarre fashion due to design error, a transmission line out-of-phase by accident, digital filters that roll-off in a product is working properly before it is subjectively auditioned. No alternative if complex technologies are to properly ing, yet it has always been central to our belief that both readers and manufacturers deserve it, because there is no alternative if complex technologies are to properly assessed.

Measurement achieves many things. It ensures a product is working properly before it is subjectively auditioned. We pick up problems like loudspeaker drive units wired out-of-phase by accident, digital filters that roll-off in a bizarre fashion due to design error, a transmission line loudspeaker with no bass (!), amplifiers with excessive d.c. offsets, excessive jitter and all manner of other funnies. Manufacturers published data is then checked against our measurements. There is usually little problem here.

The reviewer is then given the results. This gives useful guidance on what to watch out for in listening tests. For example, if three CD players use the same chip set they may well sound much alike in their basic attributes, if not identical. This is useful information for a reviewer.

Hi-Fi World uses a range of test equipment from around the world, including a Rohde & Schwarz UPL for testing CD and DVD players. Amplifiers are tested with 8903B Audio Analysers from Hewlett Packard. Loudspeakers are measured with a Bruel & Kjaer measuring microphone and Hewlett Packard 356IA spectrum analysers. We use three of these for basic test work and to ensure our listening room and conditions are balanced. Tuners are measured with a Leader 30125 Lab generator and Marconi RF generator, plus external MPX filters and equalisation.

We continue to upgrade our testing to keep up with the latest standards, to ensure that both readers and manufacturers receive the most accurate information possible about the items we review. No one does it better than Hi-Fi World.
Vinyl Specialists

Vinyl is back? Truth is, it never really went away. That’s why we have been busy keeping vinyl fiends happily supplied all these years. Call us for our free catalogue and newsletter and find out more about the huge range of top quality titles we have available.

Not only that – we give friendly knowledgable service and the best possible prices. Look forward to hearing from you.

Naim Specialists

A New Dawn for Naim and Tom Tom Audio...
...the only dealer in the world specialising purely in these world class products

Extensive selection of current Naim Audio product range on demonstration and the largest stock of pre-loved Naim Audio equipment on the planet

See the new website at www.tomtomaudio.com

Telephone • St Albans 01727 86 86 59

Mail Order

NEW catalogue out now packed with award winning products

“We defy anyone not to notice the improvement in performance when you switch... to a PowerKord.” What Hi-Fi, May 2004.

• exclusive mains leads
• exclusive Hi-Fi equipment
• exclusive speaker cable
• exclusive CD accessories
• exclusive supports

order online at www.russandrews.com
or call UK Local Rate 0845 345 1550 quote AWORLD

Front End Problem?

The Cartridge Man
It doesn’t have to cost an arm and a leg to get the best - listen to my Koesb.0 - and Decca - eater.

Also agents for Croft, Hadock, E.A.R. Michell & Moth.

plus cartridge re-tipping service
020 8688 6565
Website: www.thecartridgeman.com

Valves & Tubes

Chelmer Valve Company

Buy CVC. PREMIUM HI FL valves direct from us. All valves processed for improved performance. We also have stock of MAJOR BRAND types inc. MULLARD, GEC, BRIMAR, RCA, GE, PHILIPS, etc. The Stable, Beddow Park, Great Beddow, Chelmsford, Essex, C512 755. Tel: 01245 241301. Fax: 01245 241309. Email: sales@chelmer-valve.com

To advertise in this space please call 020 7372 6018 or email: advertising@hi-fiworld.co.uk
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Yorkshire

Aeon Acoustics
ISO-PLATFORMS & FEET LOUDSPEAKERS
MADE FROM NEW GYRO-PNEUMATIC AUDIOMEMAL www.spiralex.com

D.C. Boultons
Loudspeaker Repairs & Manufacture
All types including P.A. Disco, HiFi, Juke Box etc.
Agents for B&B, Celestion, Eminence, Fane, Precision Devices etc.
From re-foams to complete re-builds, even with slipped magnets.
Trade and retail supplied.
Custom units to our specularity.
Over 35 years experience of loudspeaker design
Unit 12, Damgate Lane Ind. Est., Acle, North-East, NR13 3DJ
Tel 01493 750075 Fax 01493 751155

IAN EDWARDS
MAKERS OF FINE HAND MADE FURNITURE

Elegant Storage Solutions for Hi-Fi, Books, LPs, CDs, DVDs
Special orders welcome

Tel: 01423 500442 Fax: 01423 705200 www.ianbespokefurniture.co.uk
The Old Chapel, 282, Skipton Road, Harrogate, N. Yorks, HG1 3HE

Meet your maker
A reference guide to Britain’s manufacturers and distributors

CREEK AUDIO LTD
12 Aubrey Court, Mark Road, Hemel Hampstead, Herts, HP2 7TA.
Tel. 01442 260146
E-mail info@creekaudio.com
Internet: www.creekaudio.com
Creek audio manufactures in the UK. Current products include A50, A50R and S50SE integrated amplifiers, CD50 Mk2 CD player, and T50 tuner. All products are similarly styled providing an easy mix and match choice depending on budget. Creek Audio is supported by two pre-amplifiers, two headphone amplifiers and a passive pre-amplifier.

EPOS ACoustics
2 Aubrey Court, Mark Road, Hemel Hampstead, Herts, HP2 7TA.
Tel. 01442 260146.
E-mail info@epos-acoustics.com
Website: www.epos-acoustics.com

EPOS ACOUSTICS
Innovative design and superior sound distinguish Epos speakers from other brands in similar price categories. Nine models in total including a SI surround system. All available in 3 finishes. Supporting stands and plinths complement the speakers. In addition to its two channel appeal, Epos is now equally sought after in the fast expanding world of home cinema.

FALCON COMPONENTS LTD
Unit 12 Damgate Industrial Estate, Damgate Lane, ACLE, Norwich, NR13 3DJ

Tel 01493 751100 Fax 01493 751155
E-mail: sales@falcon-acoustics.co.uk
Web: www.falcon-acoustics.co.uk
FOCAL drivers. SOLEN polypropylene capacitors, TATDEN high quality PA loudspeaker units. Largest specialist Audio-inductor UK manufacturer. Comprehensive range of DIY speaker parts, kits and accessories. Sub-bass and electronic filters. Audio Amateur Publications. Audio Computer Software. Pro-Audio equipment and loudspeaker repairs. Enquiries send 47p sae for full price list or visit our website.

MONITOR AUDIO LIMITED
24 Brook Road, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 7XL
Tel 01268 740 380 Fax 01268 740 589
E-mail: info@monitoraudio.co.uk
Website: www.monitoraudio.co.uk
Monitor Audio designs and manufactures British loudspeakers of the highest quality. Since 1972 Monitor Audio has been developing and perfecting ATL (Advanced Transmission Line) technology which is used in all HiFi designs from the DBI +, TLE1 Sub through to the Active BBSXBD.

PMC Ltd 43-45 Crawley Green Road, Luton, LU2 OAA. Tel: 08704 441044 Fax: 08704 441045 Email: sales@promonitor.co.uk
Website: www.pmc-speakers.com

SUGDEN AUDIO PRODUCTS  Designed and manufactured in the UK each Sugden product is hand-built by one highly skilled technician. A full range of pure class A amplifiers are available including integrated, stereo power and the incredible Masterclass balanced monoblocks. Our stunning Bijou system now comes with a single-ended pure class A power Amplifier with optional integral stand. Two analogue tuners have joined the range matching our A21 and Bijou series, offering a digital user interface with excellent facilities. Each amplifier series has a matching CD player with a class A output stage and heavily modified transport. The class A HeadMaster offers a pre-amp with three inputs a fixed and variable output with remote control. The HeadMaster can be used as a control unit in a high quality audio system and excels with headphones. Please contact us for product information, dealer list and brochures.  01924 404088 e-mail info@jesugden.co.uk.

www.hi-fiworld.co.uk

SPECIALISTS

MANUFACTURER

Deutsche Grammophon, Decca and countless blockbuster Movies. The identical, award winning ATL (Advanced Transmission Line) technology is used in all HiFi designs from the DBI +, TLE1 Sub through to the Active BBSXBD.

SUGDEN AUDIO PRODUCTS  Designed and manufactured in the UK each Sugden product is hand-built by one highly skilled technician. A full range of pure class A amplifiers are available including integrated, stereo power and the incredible Masterclass balanced monoblocks. Our stunning Bijou system now comes with a single-ended pure class A power Amplifier with optional integral stand. Two analogue tuners have joined the range matching our A21 and Bijou series, offering a digital user interface with excellent facilities. Each amplifier series has a matching CD player with a class A output stage and heavily modified transport. The class A HeadMaster offers a pre-amp with three inputs a fixed and variable output with remote control. The HeadMaster can be used as a control unit in a high quality audio system and excels with headphones. Please contact us for product information, dealer list and brochures.  01924 404088 e-mail info@jesugden.co.uk.
TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM

“Nothing less than total dynamite”  

If you are the proud owner of any Rega tonearm, you are now in the enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification at £75 will enable your Rega to perform at a level exceeding that of some arms costing over £1,000!! High performance rewiring with high grade litz wire is also offered at an additional £70 and external rewiring is also £70 further increasing the performance.

“I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm into a real giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have gone up a notch and the sound stage is huge.”

HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

Structural modification awarded 5 star rating by COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE

“the single most important upgrade you can ever make to any record deck” concerns the motor drive...nothing can prepare you for the shock of getting DC. In a word, gobsmacking.”

“it’s value is nothing short of tremendous.” LISTENER MAGAZINE

“The LPI2 remains a classic...but „upgrade kits by Origin Live can bring a vast improvement to its performance” HI-FI NEWS

UNIVERSAL TURNTABLE MOTOR KIT

The single most important upgrade you can ever make to any record deck concerns the motor drive...nothing can prepare you for the shock of getting DC. In a word, gobsmacking.

It’s value is nothing short of tremendous.” LISTENER MAGAZINE

“The LPI2 remains a classic...but „upgrade kits by Origin Live can bring a vast improvement to its performance” HI-FI NEWS

TURNTABLES

Structural Modification - £75
Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phone plugs £20
Slotted arm tube - £85

If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL1 arm (manufactured by Rega) £124

Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3 days
WANTED: QUADROPOD stands for the ESL 63's. These are the stands that Quad produced themselves for the 63's. Will pay over the market rate for mint condition ones. Please Email zijaffeirj@yahoo.co.uk or call on 07921 044 254 (Dec)

SONUS FABER Electa Amator Mk1 plus Ironwood stands £1300. T+A V10 integrated amp £1800. Advantage S-100 integrated amplifier £800. REL Stampede Subwoofer £300. NHT speakers M6 monitors £400. NHT A1 amplifiers 250w monoblocks £400. Tel: 020 8531 5979 (Dec)

QUAD ELS63 speakers. Factory overhaul June 2004. Black cloth, wooden Quadroods, stands, documented, mint. £1100 ono. Tel: Mike 01246 209 578 day, 01246 570 556 evenings. (Dec)

AUDION SILVER Knights 300B monoblocks. Gold plated casework. Working and in excellent condition. Welcome to audition at my home. £950. Tel: 01262 670 188 (Yorkshire) (Dec)

MUSICAL FIDELITY A308 CD player, pre amp and power amp £2600 the lot. £900 each. Mint, boxed. Also Monitor Audio Gold Ref GR60, boxed, unused, £1750 ono. Tel: Steve 07921 572 823 (South London) (Dec)

CLASSIC CROWN DC300A professional power amplifier, output: 2 x 150 watts into 8 ohms. Stunning sound quality, in great condition, recently serviced, two available £395.00 each. (postage extra).Tel 07932 664 480. (Dec)

NAIM SBL black ash cast mid/bass unit good condition with crossovers & boxes owned from new c1997. Tel: 01273 500849, mob:07951 132 974 or Email: revykeyv@talk21.com (Brighton,Sussex) (Dec)

CONRAD JOHNSON MV55 valve power amplifier 45W/20W pentode/triode configured. Mint. Offers: Tel: 01590 672451 or 02392 336312 (Dec)

TANNOY DREADNOUGHT monitors, 3 way active time aligned, including dedicated X06000 Dreadnought active parametric crossovers. 121dB continuous. Tannoy most powerful speakers. One of only two pairs. £72,000. Offers and details please call 020 8577 1912 or 0798 565 8839 (Dec)

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 dual mono integrated amplifier £100. A3 CD, 24 Bit player, £100. Tel: 01628 623 592 (Dec)

INTEGRATED VALVE amplifier, Icon Audio MC34, 30wpc, excellent sound and build quality. Black chrome and gold finish. £425. Tel: 0116 284 9087 (Leics area) (Dec)

KLIPSCH! WANTED! Enthusiast requires Forte or Chorus. Any other model considered. Also valve amplifier and interesting turntable. Cash paid. Will collect. Please telephone 01404 850 783 or 07973 797 471 or Email: flappycars@aol.com (Dec)

QUAD 99 CD tuner, pre-amp and amp for sale, plus 22L maple speakers, wires and remotes. £3200+ of equipment. Sensible offer over £2k secure. May sell speakers separately. Tel: 0161 445 5962 (Dec)

NAIM NAP 250 £600. HiCap £350. NAC62 £50. NAP90 £170. Epos ES11 speakers with original stands £110. Tel: Dave 01844 212 522 (Oxon) (Dec)

MICHEL GYRODECK with RB300 arm and QCPSU, £900. Black Cube phono £100. Musical Fidelity A3 dual mono integrated amplifier £100. A3 CD, 24 Bit player, £100. Tel: 01628 623 592 (Dec)

MUSICAL FIDELITY X-Cans plus PSU. Boxed, excellent £100. Leak Troughline III, serviced £90. Kef 30B Subwoofer, boxed as new, £90. Nordost Super Flatline speaker cable, 5m, boxed, £90. AudioQuest Midnight 3 bi-wire, 5m, £90. Tel: 01752 518 868 (Plymouth) (Dec)


KEF Q1 SPEAKERS, Alphason stands, excellent condition, original box, £150. Tel: 01896 831 796 (Scottish Borders) (Dec)

AUDIONOTE OTO phono S.E., Nakamichi 582, AE 109's, Aegis Sub, Sony TC377, Teac amp, Cd, Tuner, Atacama 5 tier staqnd, Technic SU900 Mklll CD, RSA27 tape. Above excellent/good. Offers t01522 820 179 (Lincs)

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 integrated amp £400 (£900). A3 CD £400 (£900). Monitor Audio Gold Reference 10 standmount speakers £300 (£700). All excellent condition. Contact Phil 07834 315 953 (Dec)

UNISON RESEARCH S6 valve amp £800. 35wpc. Quad 57's ELS £400. Tel: 01724 710 547 or Email: paul.trout@tiscali.co.uk (Dec)
When you listen through any Stax electrostatic earspeaker, the air becomes sweeter, colours seem brighter and your senses come alive.

Demand for STAX products always exceeds supply. Consequently global representation is deliberately restricted.

STAX earspeaker systems range in price from £349 to £2,495 including vat.

You can enter the STAX family via previously owned systems from as little as £150 from us - complete with parts and labour warranty.

We demonstrate and supply the largest range of STAX products anywhere and we only sell STAX.

www.simplystax.co.uk
Telephone 020 8447 8485
Ask for Howard
private ads

Dealers must not advertise in the Private Classified section. Monthly consecutive insertions will be considered Trade advertising. The Publisher reserves the right to judge submissions.


LP12, GRACCE G707, £450, TD160, SME 3009, £200. Denon DL304 unused. £200. Shure V15, 'Hens Teeth', £140. Stirling Broadcast LS 3/5a, hardly used, rosewood. £550. IMF Reference monitor IV, astonishing, £1000. Earmax Pro, Grade R52, £750. All excellent, ono. Tel: 0161 622 774, 'Hens Teeth', £140. Stirling DL304 unused, £200. Shure 1458, 07752 989 461 or Email: malcolmglee@yahoo.co.uk

Earmax Pro, Grado RS2, £750. Monitor IV, astonishing, £1000. IMF Reference, £3487), silver with gold knobs/badges, secondary system, unused, original box / documents and still under warranty. Further information / details / picture, Email: wetstring@wanadoo.fr or Tel: 0033 549652272 (Feb)

CHORD CPA2200 pre-amplifier with 4 legs, £4399 (rrp £6502), silver with gold knobs/badges, secondary system, unused, original box / documents and still under warranty. Further information / details / picture, Email: wetstring@wanadoo.fr or Tel: 0033 549652272 (Feb)

FOR SALE. Linn Kolektor pre-amp with remote, 10 inputs with phono. Will drive any power amp. Mint, box and manual. (£600) £285. Tel: 01903 247 779 (Jan)

DENON TU260L II hi-fi stereo tuner, as new in box with manual. Cost £100, will accept £45. Mini monitor hi-fi loudspeakers, brand new in box. Cost £60, will accept £20. Tel: 02380 274494 (Dec)

LUMLEY LAMPROS 100/S2, £375. Audio Innovations S700 £375. Avondale Zeta mono's £250. Conrad Johnson MV-55 £700. Pink Triangle Ventral £300. Meridian 701.2 £275. Tel: Carl 07765 015 045 or Email: carldebruyne@aol.com (Dec)

WEST AUDIO DAP.10 CD processor £400. Perpetual Technologies Monolithic PSU for Pi-A Enhancer and P3-A Converter. £150. Tel: 01642 559 078 (Dec)

FOR THE SELLER

1. Not everyone is honest - Seller Beware!
2. Make no verbal guarantees.
3. Even 'nearly new' is still second-hand. If the manufacturer's guarantee is no longer in force, your price should reflect this.
4. There is very little intrinsic value in second-hand hi-fi; it's only worth what someone will pay for it.
5. The best guide to pricing is last month's Classifieds; that a 'classic' was worth £xxx a year or two ago is no guide. Values fall as well as rise.
6. Amateur second-hand dealing is not a big money game; you win some, you lose some.
7. Be prompt with despatch. If in doubt about buyer's bona-fides, either wash out the deal or send C.O.D.
8. There will always be wasters; be tolerant within reason!

CASH FOR your unwanted valves: KT66; KT77; KT88; EL34; ECC83; 865; ECC232; PX4; PX25; PP3/250; PPS/400 DO24.Tannoy speakers; Quad; Leak; RDG; Dynatron; SoundSales; Pyle amplifiers; No offers; Just Quote me Your Price. Tel: 020 8882 B993, 07880 915 080 (Dec)

CARY CAD 300B £800. NVA TIS £375. Audio Innovations S700 £375. Avondale Zeta mono's £250. Conrad Johnson MV-55 £700. Pink Triangle Ventral £300. Meridian 701.2 £275. Tel: Carl 07765 015 045 or Email: carldebruyne@aol.com (Dec)

MICHELL ORBE, SMEV, Glanz cartridge, Michell phono stage, £2000 ono. LFD phono stage £595 ono. Theta Chroma DAC £400 ono. All excellent condition. Tel: 020 7722 3748 (home) 07932 674 810 (mobile) (London NW3) (Dec)

MARANTZ CD12 K1 modified two box CD Player £2500. Valhalla board £50 Telephone 020 8642 6516 (Dec)

CHORD SPM20008 6 channel amplifier with 4 legs, £4399 (rrp £6502), silver with gold knobs/badges, secondary system, unused, original box / documents and still under warranty. Further information / details / picture, Email: wetstring@wanadoo.fr or Tel: 0033 549652272 (Feb)

MUSICAL FIDELITY X-80 amplifier, £180. Mission M73i floorstanding speakers, £85. Both only 6 months old. Marantz CD671II, vgc. £50 Yamaha KX-200 tape deck, £50. All boxed with manuals. Tel: 01978 762 903 or 0151 473 4264 (Chester) (Dec)

MUSICAL FIDELITY X-80 amplifier, £180. Mission M73i floorstanding speakers, £85. Both only 6 months old. Marantz CD671II, vgc. £50 Yamaha KX-200 tape deck, £50. All boxed with manuals. Tel: 01978 762 903 (Chester) (Dec)

KLIPSCH LA Scarli's, excellent. £950. Snell E's with pirate stands. New woofers drive units. £550. Heybrook HB2's with stands. £65. NAD 402 tuner. Nice. £45. Mission Cyrus One, £45. Audio Innovations First Audios, new valves, less 100 hours use. £450. Tel: 01986 872 933. (Dec)

AERIAL ACOUSTICS MODEL 5B loudspeakers finished in maple plus purpose built stands, £1895 (rrp £2800), purchased for a secondary system, but unused, original box / documents. Further information / details / picture, Email: wetstring@wanadoo.fr or Tel: 0033 549652272 (Feb)

MICHELL ORBE, SMEV, Glanz cartridge, Michell phono stage, £2000 ono. LFD phono stage £595 ono. Theta Chroma DAC £400 ono. All excellent condition. Tel: 020 7722 3748 (home) 07932 674 810 (mobile) (London NW3) (Dec)

GUIDELINES FOR BUYING AND SELLING SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT

FOR THE BUYER

1. Not everyone is honest - Buyer Beware!
2. Don't send cash!
3. Accept no verbal guarantees.
4. Have you heard the item or something similar? If not, why do you want it?
5. Don't pretend to have knowledge - it's your fingers that will get burnt!
6. Is it working? If not, why not?
7. Has it been modified and, if so, have notes been kept?
8. Was it any good in the first place?
9. Don't send cash!
10. If you are in the slightest doubt, arrange an audition (see point 5) If it's too far, wait for another time.
11. Either buy it or don't: vendors are excusably impatient with 'consultation' exercises.
12. Don't send cash!

FOR THE SELLER

1. Not everyone is honest - Seller Beware!
2. Make no verbal guarantees.
3. Even 'nearly new' is still second-hand. If the manufacturer's guarantee is no longer in force, your price should reflect this.
4. There is very little intrinsic value in second-hand hi-fi; it's only worth what someone will pay for it.
5. The best guide to pricing is last month's Classifieds; that a 'classic' was worth £xxx a year or two ago is no guide. Values fall as well as rise.
6. Amateur second-hand dealing is not a big money game; you win some, you lose some.
7. Be prompt with despatch. If in doubt about buyer's bona-fides, either wash out the deal or send C.O.D.
8. There will always be wasters; be tolerant within reason!

www.choice-hifi.com
The most important and expensive components of a valve amplifier are valves and transformers. £200 or £500 for a pair of huge “push pull” output transformers produces good bass + lots of “interleaved” windings for better high frequency and “stability”. Huge £150 mains transformers gives a less “processed” sound. Selected “matched” set of valves cost £50 or £160. If we could achieve the same quality of sound with £10 volume control, £10 wires, £10 capacitor, we could have saved a lot of money!!!

Money back guarantee (less £30 UK or £100 overseas) that you prefer: £850 or £1,000 or £1,250 or £1,450 “KT88 Triode Connection” amplifiers to most transistor amplifiers, most transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers, most Single Ended valve amplifiers, most Ultra Linear valve amplifiers selling for £2,000 to £20,000.

£850 “KT88 Triode Connection” + high quality £350 “3 way” speakers to “ultra linear” valve amplifiers + £600 “2 way” and “2.5 way” speakers

£700 EL34 valve amplifiers (40 watts + 40 watts) to most transistor amplifiers and transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers costing £1,000 to £2,000

£500 EL34 valve amplifiers (40 watts + 40 watts) to most £700 amplifiers.

Telephone 01634 268662 anytime or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard’s review in Gramophone Magazine and Summary of 21 testimonials from satisfied customers. www.affordablevalvecompany.co.uk

Buy direct & save £££ Shop prices are expensive because of rent, rates, wages Free UK delivery Subsidised £50 UPS delivery to overseas countries.

4 years of proven reliability. 2 years guarantee.
VINTAGE HI-FI/Record/Music Collectors Fair Sunday 6 November 2005 10.30am to 3.00pm Admittance £3.00 Early Admittance 9.30am £10.00 Waysea Hall, Windmill Lane, Cheshunt, Herts EN89AA For Stall Details Phone Ray 07940110656/Paul 01992 714664 or Email: fair@anfarmentstudios.co.uk (Dec)

VINTAGE WIRELESS COMPANY LONDON Website: www.vintagewirelesslondon.co.uk Buy-Sell-Exchange. Vintage Hi-Fi Repairs, Spares, Restoration. All valve equipment. Wanted for cash: Tannoy, Quad, Garrard and audio valves. Please call us at 17 Bell Street, London, NW1 5BY. Tel: 020 7258 3448 Fax 020 7258 3449 Email: wwirelesslondon@ AOL.com (Jun06)

CLASSIQUE SOUNDS (Paul Greenfield, Leicester) ESL-57s restored, rebuilt and fully renovated, or even improved. Leak, Quad valve amps etc. Tel: 0845 123 5137 / mob. 0116 2835821 classique_sounds@yahoo.co.uk www.flashbacksales.co.uk/classique

GT AUDIO (Graham Tricker, Bucks) Leak Trouthline specialists. Also, Quad tuners, most classic tuners and radios, classic amplifiers restored, repaired, etc. Tel: 01895 833099 / mobile 07960 962579 www.gtaudio.com

LOCKWOOD AUDIO (London) Tannoy loudspeakers parts, restoration and repair. Also, Epos and TDL loudspeakers. Tel: 020 8864 8008 www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk

Dr MARTIN BASTIN (Shropshire) Garrard 301/401 restoration, renovation and service. Special plinths; rumble cures etc. Tel: 01584 823446

LORICRAFT AUDIO (Terry O'Sullivan, Bucks) Garrard 301 and 401 turntables and their own 501. Repair, spares and service. Tel: 01488 72267 www.garrard501.com

CARTRIDGE MAN (Len Gregory, London) Specialist cartridge re-tipping service, repairs and high quality special cartridges. Tel: 020 8688 6565) www.listen.to/thecartridgeman

REVOX (Brian Reeves, Cheshire) Revox tape recorder spares, service, repair etc. Accessories also available. Tel: 0161 499 2349 brian@revoxservice.co.uk www.revoxfreeuk.com

SOWTER TRANSFORMERS (Brian Sowter, Ipswich) A very large range of audio transformers, for valve amps, cartridges, line drive, interstage, etc. plus all associated services such as specialised design, volume manufacture, replacement parts, etc. Tel: 01473 252794 brian@sowter.co.uk

TECHNICAL AND GENERAL (E. Sussex) Turntable parts - a wide range of spares and accessories for turntables, plus arms and cartridges. Tel: 01892 654534

AUDIOPHILIA OBJECTIVE For New, X-Display and Pre-Owned Hi-Fi, Roksan, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Epos, Marantz, Project, Castle, Audiaquest, Revolver. Other brands pre-owned. 16 Allen House, The Maltings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Tel: 01279 724 024. Easy Free Parking (Feb)


AMAZING CABLES! Solid silver interconnects from £110, with air/tin/ultrasound and WBT plugs. Silver speaker and interstage cables from £230. Fantastic performance, refund guarantee. Tel: 0115 982 5772 after 7pm, or Email: bob@skydivers.co.uk (Dec)

FOR SERVICE, Repairs, Upgrades and Remanufacturing of all valve audio equipment. Also bespoke leads to order. Contact EFG (London) Limited on 020 8743 2727 for details. Over 40 years experience. (Dec)

ezCHASSIS'S PRE-PUNCHED cabinets for DIY amplifiers. Three heights, variants for valve and transistor amplifiers. Cosmetic options (supplied with labels, screws and feet). Also (Class A) heatsinks, handles and sockets. www.designbuildlisten.com

WANTED - EARLY HI-FI LOUDSPEAKERS & TURNTABLES CLEAR CRYSTAL SYSTEMS John Petrie-Baker Tel: 020 7938 9275

CLASSIFIEDS

CLASSIC CONTACTS

When a classic goes 'po000f' your troubles have just started, but there may be a good ending. Replacing failing parts can improve the sound, so here is a short listing of all those companies who specialise in getting a classic up and running again after its deposited a small ring of soot on your ceiling!

CLASSIQUE SOUNDS (Paul Greenfield, Leicester) ESL-57s restored, rebuilt and fully renovated, or even improved. Leak, Quad valve amps etc. Tel: 0845 123 5137 / mob. 0116 2835821 classique_sounds@yahoo.co.uk www.flashbacksales.co.uk/classique

GT AUDIO (Graham Tricker, Bucks) Leak Trouthline specialists. Also, Quad tuners, most classic tuners and radios, classic amplifiers restored, repaired, etc. Tel: 01895 833099 / mobile 07960 962579 www.gtaudio.com

LOCKWOOD AUDIO (London) Tannoy loudspeakers parts, restoration and repair. Also, Epos and TDL loudspeakers. Tel: 020 8864 8008 www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk

Dr MARTIN BASTIN (Shropshire) Garrard 301/401 restoration, renovation and service. Special plinths; rumble cures etc. Tel: 01584 823446

LORICRAFT AUDIO (Terry O'Sullivan, Bucks) Garrard 301 and 401 turntables and their own 501. Repair, spares and service. Tel: 01488 72267 www.garrard501.com

CARTRIDGE MAN (Len Gregory, London) Specialist cartridge re-tipping service, repairs and high quality special cartridges. Tel: 020 8688 6565) www.listen.to/thecartridgeman

REVOX (Brian Reeves, Cheshire) Revox tape recorder spares, service, repair etc. Accessories also available. Tel: 0161 499 2349 brian@revoxservice.co.uk www.revoxfreeuk.com

SOWTER TRANSFORMERS (Brian Sowter, Ipswich) A very large range of audio transformers, for valve amps, cartridges, line drive, interstage, etc. plus all associated services such as specialised design, volume manufacture, replacement parts, etc. Tel: 01473 252794 brian@sowter.co.uk

TECHNICAL AND GENERAL (E. Sussex) Turntable parts - a wide range of spares and accessories for turntables, plus arms and cartridges. Tel: 01892 654534

AUDIOPHILIA OBJECTIVE For New, X-Display and Pre-Owned Hi-Fi, Roksan, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Epos, Marantz, Project, Castle, Audiaquest, Revolver. Other brands pre-owned. 16 Allen House, The Maltings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Tel: 01279 724 024. Easy Free Parking (Feb)


AMAZING CABLES! Solid silver interconnects from £110, with air/tin/ultrasound and WBT plugs. Silver speaker and interstage cables from £230. Fantastic performance, refund guarantee. Tel: 0115 982 5772 after 7pm, or Email: bob@skydivers.co.uk (Dec)

FOR SERVICE, Repairs, Upgrades and Remanufacturing of all valve audio equipment. Also bespoke leads to order. Contact EFG (London) Limited on 020 8743 2727 for details. Over 40 years experience. (Dec)

ezCHASSIS'S PRE-PUNCHED cabinets for DIY amplifiers. Three heights, variants for valve and transistor amplifiers. Cosmetic options (supplied with labels, screws and feet). Also (Class A) heatsinks, handles and sockets. www.designbuildlisten.com

WANTED - EARLY HI-FI LOUDSPEAKERS & TURNTABLES CLEAR CRYSTAL SYSTEMS John Petrie-Baker Tel: 020 7938 9275

CLASSIFIEDS

CLASSIC CONTACTS

When a classic goes 'po000f' your troubles have just started, but there may be a good ending. Replacing failing parts can improve the sound, so here is a short listing of all those companies who specialise in getting a classic up and running again after its deposited a small ring of soot on your ceiling!
NEXT MONTH

WORLD CLASS!

January 2006’s Hi-Fi World is all about products you always promised yourself. There’s a 10-page roundup of 2005’s best products, reviews of lots of tasty tube kit to keep you warm in the winter, and luxuriously long lists of choice music and accessories to buy (yourself) for Christmas. Here’s just some of the kit we hope to bring you:

- Quad 22/II-Forty tube preamplifier and monoblocs
- Unison Research Unico CDP valve CD player
- Copland CSA29 hybrid integrated amplifier
- Croft Vita tube preamplifier
- Phonosophie Classic 1 integrated amplifier
- Zu Druid dual concentric loudspeakers
- Pinsh 2.1 ribbon loudspeakers
- Beyer DT880 headphones

PICK UP THE JANUARY 2006 ISSUE OF HI-FI WORLD ON SALE NOVEMBER 30TH, OR SUBSCRIBE AND GET IT DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR: p81
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www.hi-fiworld.co.uk
There are many fans of The Smiths who declare, with some emotion, that the album 'The Queen Is Dead' is the band's all-time top release - The Smiths' 'Sgt. Pepper', if you will. However, this is where I would beg to differ. 'Hatful Of Hollow' is the ultimate Smiths album.

Spasmodically spanning a period of eighteen months from their early John Peel and David Jensen broadcasts up to their most recent single 'William, It Was Really Nothing', the album is a patchy, erratic affair. Particularly Handsome Devil - that had something the produced version just didn't. It's a very valid record.”

This album is surely more than that - we hear something else in the band itself, with these particular songs, that we don't experience on the original albums. In fact, these studio session versions are far better than the album versions, it has to be said, as there is no 'big drum sound' that consigned most of the '80s to cheesy decadence. Also, playing live, there's a certain honesty present on the album that you just don't hear on the rest of The Smiths' album output.

Even Morrissey seemed aware of that. "There's a few aspects to it. We wanted it released on purely selfish terms because we liked all those tracks and those versions. I wanted to present those songs again in the most flattering form. Those sessions almost caught the very heart of what we did - there was something positively messy about them, which was very positive. People are so nervous and desperate when they do those sessions, so it seems to bring the best out of them.”

Stand-out tracks include the magnificent 'How Soon Is Now', a track that throbs in a dangerous manner adding a soaring Marr guitar riff whilst lyrically exploring the familiar Morrissey themes of loneliness and rejection - perfect student fodder, at the time. On the other side of the coin is 'This Charming Man', a song of discovery that features an almost playful Johnny Marr on guitar. Both singer and rhythm section bounce around the song. Throughout both tracks, in fact the entire album, the drums and bass, from the much maligned Joyce and Rourke, just keep turning; prodding and pricking behind Marr’s guitar and proving an ideal foil to Morrissey's vocal. Finally, the last track on the album, 'Please Please Please Let Me Get What I Want' is a short, sharp, shock of a song. Not because of any dramatic musical gimmicks but because of its combination of heart-rending lyrics and almost yearning guitar riff.

Throughout this album, Morrissey plays with the listener. On the face of it, he skirts the boundaries of the explicit. He juggles sexual ambivalence with a unique lyrical adaptability and a sense of charm. And yet, the emotions he discusses are real - human needs, human frailties. His emotional explorations are just fragments that merge with Marr’s instrumental whole. Imagine the goddess Venus exploring our thoughts and desires with the god Pan, who preyed upon gloom and loneliness, tethered to her hip. The pair slice through the crap and get to the heart of the problem...

Fans should still be able to pick up a CD version of the album without too many problems. If you're looking for the vinyl version, a second hand copy of the original Rough Trade non-bar coded gatefold is the only game in town with an original, in excellent condition imprint fetching around £20 - but in truth it's priceless. PR
...the performance is in a league of its own..."  
Home Cinema, June 2005